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25 September 1978

INTRODUCTION :

HAMILTON SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
Purvis St ., Hamilton Hill, Western Australia, 6163

Phone :

	

337 3388

DISADVANTAGED SCHOOLS PROGRAM :

This is a relatively large document and for that fact I apologise .
However, it took the Curriculum Co-ordinator (mainly) and others
considerably longer to compile it than it will to read it. But if the
money allocated to particular schools is in any way related to the
quality of the programmes put up, or the competence of the people
concerned or of their commitment to the task, anyone who will presume
to make a judgment will simply have to read it .

I acknowledge that it is somewhat confusing, but that is largely
due to the suggested format which doesn't lend itself to the documentation
of a very complex set of issues, e .g . we are expected to survey the
situation as it affects us and propose strategies . We then have to
evaluate existing programmes, describe intentions for existing programmes
e .g . terminate or continue, and describe new programmes .

For us I
school and we
to our work .

would suggest the following format since we are a large
are committed to a rational, justifiable, documented approach

1 .0 Introduction

I 2 .0 Committee Members and Operation of Committee

3 .0 Overview of projects proposed -1 3 .1 Main themes
3 .2 Objectives

1
3 .3 Justification

4 .0 Programme recommendations for 1979
4 .1 Specific proposals

1 4 .2 Requirements for implementation
4 .3 Support available
4 .4 Current budget proposals
4 .5 Priority list1 4 .6 Justification of priorities

5 .0 Evaluation of existing programmes, e .g .

1 5 .1 Literacy
5 .2 Numeracy

1
5 .3 Experiential, etc .

6 .0 Proposed continuations, with reasons

7 .0 Proposed terminations, with reasons



8 .0

	

New proposals .

9 .0 Appendices
9 .1 Other relevant material
9 .2 Summary of Funding

To put forward, for a large school, a plan which will be sufficiently
specific for people to make valid judgments about
a good deal of effort . To describe the situation
community, the cultural milieu, the intentions of
for same and the evaluation plan, is of necessity
unless done comprehensively it should be suspect .

I am therefore making three points .

(a)

(b)

The exercise is long and complex .

it of necessity requires
regarding our school and
teachers, the justification
a comprehensive task and

I believe we could describe our comprehensive exercise in a better,
easier-to-follow way if we used format described with well numbered
or labelled references as to sections, pages or paragraphs and
appendices,
and,
Those who would make judgments about our submission have little
choice but to study and understand it . If quality is a criterion
the proposals should attract what they seek or someone should be
able to demonstrate where they are inferior in quality to others .

F . J . USHER
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DISADVANTAGED SCHOOL'S PROGRAM

	

OVER-ALL SCHOOL REVIEW FORM C

SCHOOL

	

HAMILTON SENIOR HIGH SCH04T .

SCHOOL COMMITTEE MEMBERSHIP : (The following members have been meeting for one hour after
Name

	

Representation school weekly since Feb .197

Mr F .J .Usher (Principal)

	

Mr D.Pugh (Curriculum Coordinator)
Mrs T .Langridge (Parent)

	

Miss D .Guthrie (Coordinator - Disadvantaged
Mrs Jolly (Parent)

	

Programme)
Mr W .Mann (Little School Head)

	

Mr L.Dennis (Deputy Principal)
Miss S .Grinceri (Little School Head)
Mr S .Riddell (Little School Head)
Mr N .Hyde (Little School Head)
Mr W .Amesz (A/S .M .Mathematics)
Mr A .Brown (S .M . Manual Arts)
Mrs W .Hackett (S .M . Home Economics)
Mr T .Harwood (S .M .Geography)
Mr P .Mallabone (S .M .History)
Mr R .Waddy (S .M .Science)
Mr G .Davidson (A/S .M .English)
Mr J .Tucker (Teacher)
Mr R .Southgate (Teacher)
Mrs K.Grimbly (Teacher)

PROGRAMME BACKGROUND :

Before the 1978 programme was planned, what needs of the students were identified ; how
were they identified ; what objectives (in priority order) were established?

At Hamilton Senior High School, the purpose of schooling is to
provide the students with those concepts and skills which are
essential for a useful and satisfying life in Australian society .
The School is acutely conscious that modern living is changing
rapidly and that those concepts and skills needed by students must be
incessently reviewed and revised to meet new demands . One symptom of
this change is the rapid growth of unemployment concentrated among
many of the school's early leavers and low achievers . The school
is aware of the vulnerability of these students who have terminated
their schooling at an early age and who may have failed to master
the basic survival skills . The school wishes to interest these students
and to persuade them to remain in school until they have mastered
the basic skills required for obtaining employment .

The school, however, is fully aware of the great difficulties and
inherent resistance of teachers to the concept of changing from
the Departmental curriculum to one more oriented towards facing the
challenge of solving the needs of an ethnic and disadvantaged
community. Consequently, the principal is involving the staff,
the students and the parents in determining what changes are most
beneficial to our students to meet the demands of a changing society,
and in determining the priorities that should be placed upon these
changes . The School feels that such decisions must be through
an on-going process, based on a continuous flow of information and
dialogue between the parents, the students and the teachers if the
school is to meet this challenge .

To determine the needs of the school, a rational planning approach
has been adopted, as is demonstrated in Fig . A. (Appendix A, 1 .3 .17)
This approach has involved obtaining baseline data concerning the
school and the community . Secondly, the cultural context of Hamilton
Senior High has been determined .

	

Thirdly, the goals of the school
have been clearly enumerated by the teachers and analyzed .
Fourthly, the school has spent a period of three months in establishing
a consensus among the parents and teachers as to the school's crucial
needs .

	

This process has been described in 1 .3 .5 et sea in Ann--Al -" T



1'RC)-AFt,-11 BACKGROUND :

Before the 1978 programme was planned, what needs of the students were identified ; howwere they identified ; what objectives (in priority order) were established?

In November, 1977, the school commenced a formal needs assessment
to ascertain information for undertaking wise curriculum decisions .
The purpose of the needs assessment was to determine areas in which
more concentrated effort should be exerted through modification of
old programmes or the addition of new ones . Whateve r changes are to
be made must be based on objective knowledge of what the school is
presently teaching and the more subjective philosophical or value
oriented beliefs concerning what the school ought to teach. The
needs assessment undertook to determine needs through three techniques .
Firstly, a thorough survey was made concerning socio-economic characteristics
of the parents of the school . Socio-economic characteristics chosen
for this survey were those which have been validated in a number of
American and Australi*n research studies as being predictive of
student performance within the classroom . By using Bourke's
AUSTRALIAN STUDIES IN SCHOOL PERFORMANCE (1976) it was possible
to make predictions concerning literacy and numeracy of Hamilton
students . This was done by comparing similiarities in socio-economic
data concerning Hamilton with the schools surveyed by Bourke .

Secondly, a formal survey was taken of the entire school staff
and a large sample of students and their parents . The

b
survey provided perceptions concerning what the teachers, parents andtud nts thought thg school was teaching at the time . Conclusionsased on the educational community beliefs as to what the school
should teach provided a clear statement of the expectations of the
parents, teachers and students . The results of the survey substantially
assisted the school in the determination of its needs by enlarging the
base of information on which school decisions are being made . More
than 900 interested and involved people, connected with education within
the school, participated in the process .

The survey involved developing educational goal statements and
surveying the educational community to determine the importance of
these goals and the student achievement of them.

The third means for determining the needs of the school involved
obtaining concrete objective information concerning the characteristics
of the students of the school . A . A comprehensive numeracy test
designed to review all the basic numerical concepts being taught in
primary school was administered to all incoming year 8 students . This
test was designed by mathematics teachers within the school .
B. All incoming year 8 students were tested by the ACER Paragraph
Reading Test . C . All year 8 students wrote the Series I comparability
tests in Social Studies and Science at the commencement of the 1977
school year . D . Another valuable survey was that of year 8 and year
11 students concerning their T.V. viewing and newspaper reading
habits .

A fourth information input concerning the needs of the school
was the publication of an evaluation undertaken by Mike Williams,
Education Officer for the Research Branch of the Education Department .
This evaluation, which has been recently published and released to
all schools, compared the schools goals against an evaluation of the
present structure of the school . The report has provided a
descri ption of a significant number of needs within the school .

A fifth input of needs was obtained from the teachers through two
inservice seminars . The first, held at the Coolbellup Hotel,
and attended by one half the staff and ten parents, involved the
discussion and revision of the school goals . The revised school
goals were then printed in questionnaire form and during a second all
day inservice seminar, were distributed to all teachers to obtain an
indication of the degree of support demonstrated by the teachers
towards the goals and means used to implement the goals .

	

(Appendix B .)
From this process needs were indicated in terms of unrealized goals .



The outputs from this comprehensive process for determining needs were,
in fact, a substantial list of needs in terms of unfulfilled goals and opinions
offered by parents, students and teachers . This list has been summarized in
section 1 .3 .8 of Appendix A . Other statements of these needs may be located

' in a three hundred page Hamilton Senior High School report entitled PROCEDURES
AND PROBLEMS OF THE NEEDS ASSESSMENT PHASE OF THE HAMILTON SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL'S
PLANNED CHANGE PROGRAMME .

	

(Available for perusal at the school .)

'

	

The outcome of the statement of needs was substantial confusion on methods
for assessingpriorities of needs .

	

The process of determining a priority need
' was a lengthy and painstaking process which involved some fifteen hours of

meetings and discussion by senior staff and parental representatives . The
outcome was a statement of a valid priority need, which has been recognized

' and accepted by all staff members . This need is to improve theliteracy and
reading skills of students across the curriculum, commencing at the Year 8
level . The need has been broken down into objectives which are contained in
a later section of this submission . Unfortunately, this need has yet to be
stated in behavioural terms . The school may eventually define the solution of
the need in terms of a certain level of results on standardized tests . At
this point in time, agreement on standardized tests, or a consensus on the
level expected for the students has not been reached . This process will be
undertaken during September to- December 1978 prior to the implementation of
the 1979 programme .

Although the literacy need is the highest priority for the school, work
' is also continuing on needs of lesser priority . These include the need for

increased student involvement in the classroom, a continuance of friendly and
humane pupil-teacher relations, increased individualization of instruction,
greater use of group work, teaching more oriented towards a variety of
academic levels of students in heterogeneous classes and positive reinforcement
for approved behaviours rather than negative sanctions of misbehaviour .

' (Behaviour to be interpreted very broadly to include school performance .)
Other needs include -

(1) the need for better civic responsibility : to develop good
moral citizens who obey the law and participate in government;

(2) the need for improved communications : including better writing,
listening and speaking skills ;

(3) the need for increased instruction in family life education, such
as developing standards of a good home and family life and
organizing a family budget ;

(4)

(5) a need to establish a core curriculum which will include all the
essential knowledge and skills to be required by the students .
This need aims at broadening the range of courses to increase the
relevance of instructional materials and to build on student
interests . It hopes to encourage the use of teaching practices
in line with school aims .

PROGRAMME BACKGROUND : (cont)

FORM C

a-thrust towards introducing more ecology, music, health education
and vocational training and ;

`

	

Traditional school goals are also being continued . These goals have been
Heveloped in conjunction with the themes of the Disadvantaged Programme and
include a heavy emphasis on the pastoral care of students, and increased involvement

If
parents and community members in the functioning and decision making processes

bf the school .



PFOGRA~LME OPERATIO14 :

List the Projects in your 1978 programme .

What were the main organizational features of the programme - indicate personnel
involved ; procedures for reviewing outcomes ; extent of community access to and
involvement in the programme .

The 1978 Hamilton Senior High School programme consisted of seven projects .
The largest project, which utilized one-half of the funds granted the school in
1978, was for a curriculum coordinator and clerk-typist . Other smaller projects
included small amounts of funds for Mathematics, a Science Unit project, purchase
of books to improve literacy, purchase of Social Studies SEMP materials and a camp
subsidy .

	

(Please see 1977 Disadvantaged Submission - Programme Description,
pp . 6 to 10 .) As illustrated by this submission, programmes were of four types -
academic improvement, pastoral care, experiential and careers preparation .

Since the majority of the funds were expended on the employment of a curriculum
coordinator, operation of the curriculum review programme will be reviewed .

Management research in education has suggested that the introduction of a
successful change process involves diagiosis of the needs of the school through
the involvement of the parents, the students, the teachers and other interested
groups . From the involvement of these groups, it is necessary to determine the
goals of the school, and the present standing of the school in respect to these
goals . From this process, needs are determined . Involvement of the various
stake holders in the educational process is again necessary to determine the
priorities to be placed on the allocation of funds to solve these needs .

EVALUATION OF THE 1978 PROGRAMME

Assess the general effectiveness in terms of its objectives . Indicate the evidence to
support this assessment . What unanticipated benefits or negative outcomes were
observed?

A. Academic Improvement

FORM C

The process involves the input of objective data . For instance, information
is required concerning the characteristics of the local community, particularly
the parents, to determine concretely the nature of the local educational disadvantage .
Data is also required in the form of a formal needs assessment to assess the opinions
d'f parents and students as well as the teachers towards the present curriculum .
Organization is required to structure and to implement inservice meetings to devise
and to revise the school goals . Finally, coordination is necessary to obtain the
input of concrete data such as standardized test results, in order to permit this
data to be utilized effectively in the interpretation of the present functioning
of the school and the identification of school needs . A summary of the main
organizational features of the needs assessment programme, the personnel involved
and the extent of the community access to and involvement in the programme has
been provided in Appendix A, Section 1 .3 .

Unfortunately, in a comprehensive review of the needs assessment literature,
there appears to be little field research of an empirical nature into the adequacy
of needs assessment goals or the reliability and validity of the need assessment
procedures and results .

	

It has been asserted by Witkin (1975, p .l) that there is
simply no universally accepted or ideal model of a needs assessment . Nor is there
a generally used set of criteria for judging the value of different models .
Nevertheless, some criteria for providing indicators of the success of the project
in terms of evaluation, may be suggested as follows :



EVALUATION OF THE 1978 PROGRAMME (font)

I

	

(1)

	

To what extent were teachers, students and parents involved in the
needs assessment process?

(2) To what extent were needs listed as a result of the process?

1

	

(3) Has the school determined its goals?

(4) Have needs been prioritized in terms of importance?

(5) Are the needs reliable, and are they valid?

(6) Is a concerted effort being taken by teachers to implement solutions
to solve these needs?

really necessary
to interview the teachers themselves and to obtain st.-h,ments concerning how the needs
process has affected them . This has been the function of the 1978 Progress Report .
This report (Appendix A) has been undertaken to provide a comprehensive evaluation
of the needs assessment procedure for Hamilton Senior High School in 1978 .

	

It has
included a history of the school, a statement of the planning procedure carried out
by the curriculum coordinator in 1978, and ideas put forward by committees, the
little school heads, subject senior masters and classroom teachers to solve these needs .
This Progress Report, if combined with the schooldocument, PROCEDURES AND PROBLEMS OF

' THE NEEDS ASSESSMENT PHASE OF THE HAMILTON SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL'S PLANNED CHANGE PROGRAMME,
provides a thoroughly documented account and evaluation of the Disadvantaged Programme
within the school .

'

	

Although it is too early at this stage to predict the degree to which the school
will successfully meet the challenge of upgrading weak literacy and reading skills,
nevertheless an innovative programme has been laid out for 1979 . The key feature

' of this programme has been the introduction of a wide variety of different solutions,
proposed by various segments of theschool to solve the literacy problem . If even a
small proportion of the range of solutions which have been proposed by the school are

' successful, it is apparent that the school will have taken a major step forward in
improving student literacy.

B .

	

Pastoral Care

A good evaluation of the pastoral care programme was provided in the
'

	

Hamilton Senior High School Disadvantaged Submission , Evaluation Section
(p .10 et seg ) for 1977 . It is believed that the comments made at that time
are equally applicable for 1978 . To these comments are added a series of

'

	

indicators concerning the success of the school in terms of impartial comments
by outside observers .

	

Firstly, reference is made to the Williams (1978)
Sub-schoo Evaluation . Since this report is readily available, there is little
point in repeating his positive comments concerning the success of the school

'

	

in providing positive pastoral care, at great length . A comment made by
Williams in his unpublished (1977) report is typical of his approval of the
pastoral care provided by the school .

In effect, the subschool structure provided a safety net of care for
all students, although the traditional victims of the school system -
the academically disinterested, the non-cocmpetitive, the socially
withdrawn, the migrant children, and the students from economically
deprived homes

	

gained most . But this care was not given by something
called "the institution" : It was given by sympathetic teachers who
treated their students as individuals . . ., . (1977) .

' To determine answers to these questions in an objective way, it is

FORM C

	

7



EVALUATION OF THE 1978 PROGRAMME (Cont)
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FORM C

Care was possible because teachers were alerted to the causes of
student misbehaviour, instead of punishing what often were symptoms
of unresolved personal crises . Even at the subschool level, they
make mistakes of both in diagnosis and treatment, but their concern
for students was genuine .

	

This concern prompted students in Year 12
to look back on their school experience with gratitude : They believed
their teachers had been exceptionally helpful .

The report quotes many examples of the pastoral care provided by the school
and made possible through disadvantaged funds .

	

It is only necessary to
reproduce some comments made by visitors to the school in 1978 . Mrs Pauline
Miller, a Hamilton parent, wrote the following comments concerning the
school -

As parents, we feel that Hakmilton Senior High School is progressive
in its thinking and management . From experience, we know our
children wouldn't even consider another school . There is a rapport with
H .S .H .S . A very good relationship exists between teachers and students .
We feel we could always take a grievance to H .S .H .S . and it would be
dealt with in a considerate manner .
A lot has improved over the past four to five years . Keep up the
good work .

A recent visitor to the school Neil Wallace, Administrative Head of Woolgama
High School in Broken Hill, spent one week touring the school and talking to
staff and students . He was asked by the school to write an evaluation of what
he felt and saw during his visit .

	

Some of his comments are below :

I have found a high standard of enthusiasm, morale and cohesiveness
among both the staff and students . There seems to be an open attitude
between staff and students which is highly desirable to obtain in any
school . The unplanned, latent or hidden curriculum is quite obvious
in terms of tha good rapport existing within the school .

	

I found that
the students I approached were very open and friendly . They did not
seem to have the fear of strangers which tends to occur at many schools .

The pastoral care programme at Hamilton Senior High School seems to be one
of the success stories of this school .



5 . PROGRAMME RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 1979 :

(a)

	

List in priority order, the projects recommended for inclusion in your 1979
Programme and relate to each the objectives they are intended to address .
Please use Project Code No . where known.

1 .

	

Code No . 3/77

The first priority in terms of disadvantaged funding is the grant for the
Curriculum Coordinator and his clerical assistant . This grant includes the
salaries of the two persons and a small additional amount for the operating
costs of the curriculum office . This submission cannot be reduced in any way .
The secretary has been heavily employed in the school, undertaking a variety
of functions . The typing of curriculum newsletters and their distribution
occupies the secretary when she is not employed typing curriculum materials
for the teachers . The project is a priority one in that the coordinator is
assisting the principal and teachers in undertaking educational research and
in doing the 'leg work' involved in determining school needs, school priorities,
various solutions to meet these priority needs, and research to assist in
the implementation of the solutions .

2 .

	

Code No .

The second priority project are those grouped around literacy . These projects
are those which have emerged as a result of the school needs assessment and
the active involvement of many of the school's teachers in determining a
priority need within the school . In order to implement solutions to meet the
priority needs set by the school, it is essential that the funds be available
to purchase the high interest, low readability materials which are required
to remediate weak and reluctant readers . These submissions are the result of
regular meetings of sub-committees of teachers ; particuarly the Social Studies
Literacy Committee, the Committee to Improve Student Literacy (English Teachers),
and the Home Economics staff . Connected with literacy is the submission for
printing costs . Positive reinforcement of student achievement, and the
provision of the printing and distribution of teacher selected materials is
crucial for successful teaching of mixed ability students in heterogeneous classes .

3 .

	

Code No . 15/77, 16/77, 5/77

Of third priority to the school is the pastoral care of students . In a large
school with 1 200 students from disadvantaged homes, it is essential to foster
a sense of belonging among the students . The school does not want students to
become anonymous cyphers, and consequently has been fostering a close relation-
ship between students and small groups of staff members . The fostering of this
relationship is done outside regular school time, as well as through class
councils and the sub-school structure . The school regularly sponsors camps
for students, barbecues, swim and coffee nights, classroom excursions into
the community and Disco nights . There are also a variety of clubs operated by
the school both during and after school hours .
Disadvantaged funds are being used to maintain the operation of these clubs .

4 .

	

Code No . 14/77

The library project is viewed as slightly lesser in priority than the submission
made above .
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PROGRAMME RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 1979 : (Cont)

5 .

	

Code No .

The submission for musical instruments is a continuation programme which
would open up a valuable cultural area within the school . The Music Branch
of the Department has been asked for assistance, but in the meantime
tuition was able to be started in August with the instruments purchased
with a previous grant .

6 .

	

Code No .

The submission for a resource person is valuable in the sense that such a
person will increase the resources being employed by teachers and will ensure
security of these resources .

The resource person is placed at the bottom of the list because we have not
had one before and there is no doubt that we would continue to manage .
However, we see such a person as being most valuable in the following areas
related to the learning programme :

(a) building up the supply of available resources by taping programmes, etc .

(b) ensuring that all teachers are made aware of the various resources
available at the school,

(c) assisting to deploy the school's resources to the teachers,

(d) keeping a physical check on the resources and ensuring their security
at all times .

	

(This is all resources and not simply Disadvantaged Fund
material .)

There is no doubt that the school's programme could be much more effective if
the considerable resources of the school were used to better effect.

Please complete D .S .P . Form A "Summary of Funding" .

School Committee Chairman .

6 .M RECOMMENDATIONS OF REGIONAL COMMITTEE :

Date



LWOBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT :

A. Student Achievement

hat outcomes did you expect in terms of student achievement, student attitudes, community
ttitudes and staff reaction?

	

List these in priority order .

DISADVANTAGED SCHOOLS PROGRAM

	

PROJECT REVIEW

	

FORM D

SCIi00L HAMILTON SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL

	

YEAR LEVEL(S)

	

PROJECT CODE NO .3/77

PROJECT DIRECTOR

	

D.E.PUGH

Student Attitudes

Community Attitudes :

Staff Reactions :

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA

The curriculum coordinator has been in bi-monthly contact with a group of thirty
parents who volunteered their names as contact for the school's curriculum project .
A :number of these parents were also involved in a meeting with teachers to review
and revise school goals . Two parents have also participated on a regular basis
in the school's curriculum planning meetings, held one hour a week following school .

Employment of a curriculum coordinator during his first year of operation was not
envisaged to have a major impact on student achievement or student attitude . The
curriculum coordinator himself has little direct student contact and functions through
the administrative structure of the school which employs class councils and classroom
teachers to distribute information and to interact with students . The position of
curriculum coordinator, however, is expected to have a direct impact on student
achievement and student attitudes within 1979 . The conclusion of the needs assessmen?cJess

and the commencement of a coordinated programme to improve student literacy across the
curriculum by most teachers within the school should have the following effects .
Firstly, the self-esteem of poor readers will be increased through the regular success
to be achieved by these students . Possibility : of success is assisted by providing
them with properly graded reading materials matched directly to their reading ability
and interests .

	

Improvement in reading abilities by a sibstantial number of students may
succeed in lifting the school's comparability results over subsequent years . This
indicator of success may be apparent by 1980 .

Staff reaction towards the curriculum coordinator is progressively becoming
enthusiastic .

	

Staff members are now making regular demands on the coordinator for
curriculum materials . More importantly, a group of staff are now becoming enthusiastic- .
ally involved in curriculum committees to develop programmes to cater to the needs of
the poor readers within the school . Two committees now in operation, include six
members of the Social Studies staff in the Social Studies Literacy Committee, and six
members of the English staff in a Committee to Improve Student Literacy . A twelve
member curriculum planning group of staff also meets for one hour after school weekly
to discuss implementation planning .

Purchase of high interest, low readability materials is improving teacher success
with students by providing materials that are easy to read and are interesting .
Enthusiasm of the teachers towards their success with
indirectly towards the curriculum coordinator who was
tb assist teachers to determine their priority needs,
to assist in solving these needs .

these students is being reflected
heavily involved in the process
and to obtain suitable materials



? . /DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT OPERATION

This process has been described in Form C . under Programme operation and is compre-
hensively described in Appendix A, particularly section 3 .5 .

I

	

Briefly, the project has involved the publication of a school Curriculum Newsletter
every two weeks .

The coordinator has provided support for teachers in terms of researching relevant
curriculum materials .

The coordinator has also chaired the curriculum planning meeting, attended by the
school's senior staff . This meeting is involved in the discussion and implementation of
solutions to solve the identified and prioritized school needs .

'

	

The coordinator has consistently written up reports which have described the entire
rocess in detail . Minutes for all meetings are reproduced in the Curriculum Newsletter .
wo substantial reports, the Progress Report, 1978 , and Procedures and Problems of the
Beds Assessment Phase of the Hamilton Senior High School's Planned Change Programme

recorded all the information required for an evaluation of the project .
I

	

The major outcome of the project .from September 1977 to September 1978 was the
identification of a valid prioritized school need and a determined, across the curriculum
effort to implement a variety of solutions to solve this need in 1979 .

3JIEVALUATION OF PROJECT OUTCOMES AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 1979 :
Indicate your overall impression of the effectiveness of the project in terms of its
tated objectives .

	

Unanticipated benefits or negative consequences should be mentioned .
~vidence to support your statement and recommendations should be included .

Describe how your project operated this year . Include all relevant information regarding
timetabling, personnel, major activities .

' List the resources obtained from the Disadvantaged Schools Program and other sources as
well .

Describe any major alterations made to the project during the year .

	

(Please give reasons)

It has involved chairing a series of committees which were involved in assessing school
' needs .

	

The coordinator was responsible for the actual implementation of surveys designed
to determine the characteristics of the school's parents, parental, student, and teacher

,views of the present curriculum, and parental and teacher views of the school goals .
The coordinator has assisted in running a number of inservice courses for teachers,

including the revision of the school goals, a seminar to determine teacher support for
.school goals, and a combined secondary and primary school seminar on common problems .

The coordinator has undertaken additional research on issues within the school which
required empirical information . Examples for instance, have included an evaluation of a
special class within the school for school leavers, and determination of the characteristics
of students studying Italian as compared with other students within the school .

Evidence of the effectiveness of the programme must be read :n Appendix A. Briefly, the
Ichool has managed to identify a priority need which all staff members recognize and accept .
Many schools have simply chosen literacy as a theme and have added literacy coordinators to
ncourage the staff to meet this need . The process taken by Hamilton Senior High School was
ar broader in scope . A great number of needs were unearthed, and it was not at all apparent
that literacy would emerge as a major theme. Indeed, the principal, Mr Usher supported the
eed for a thorough review of the school curriculum to determine the primary survival skills
eeded for obtaining and keeping employment .

The need for materials to improve the reading abilities of Year 8 students emerged only
fter considerable discussion . Considerable enthusiasm was apparent when the curriculum

Tanning committee eventually settled upon literacy as the school priority for 1979 . This
nthusiasm is apparent in the Progress Report, 1978, in the sense that all departments are

willing to recognize the need, and to take steps towards alleviating the need through more
Itelevant curriculum .
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SUPPORT REf~UIRED IN 1979 : $

The salary of the curriculum coordinator is $14 000 per year .
The salary of the clerk typist for four days a week is $5 000 .
Additional resources in terms of office supplies, photocopying costs and purchase of
paper is expected to total $200 . (For instance, the maintenance cost of the IBM
typewriter alone is $80 . 00 .)
The sum of $300 is requested for travel costs for regular travel to the two
universities, WAIT, and the Education Department .
Costs of paper, mailing and postage of the Curriculum Newsletter, which is
produced every two weeks, is approximately $500 . (This Newsletter is sent to
other high schools, interested parents, .and various sections of the Education Dept .)
An additional $200 is requested to cover inservice costs in terms of meetings with
parents, teachers, and contributing primary school teachers . These costs are for
provision of refreshments, hall rental, etc .
The cost of microfiche on I relevant curriculum, and the purchase of relevant
educational texts is expected to be about $200 .

Salaries : Curriculum Coordinator $14 000
Clerk Typist 5 000

Office Supplies 200
Newsletter "t-500-
Travel Costs 300
Inservice Meetings 200
Resource Materials 200

Total $ 20 400

Date_ (Signed)

Project Director.

5 , RECOMMENDATIONS :

(Signed) Date

School Committee Chairman .

' (Signed) Date

Regional Committee Chairman .

CODE AMOUNT $ Date
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GEAERAL

1 .1 AIMC OF' Tl.1E CURRICULU, :i PROJECT
F .J .Usher - Principal)

Introduction

This document has been prepared to coincide with a
visit of the V%A . Director-General of Education, Dr D .
i~Iossenson, to this school on ~ -'ednesday 19 July 1978 .

In this'context it is something of a position paper,
in which we give an account of ourselves regarding certain
important developments that have occurred at the school .
It attempts to achieve greater understandings of these

means that attempts ,,7ill be made later to acquaint others
e .g . superintendents, with the facts of the situation .

The views expressed herein :ay be divergent at times .
This simply means that, in the complex and relatively
unfamiliar area of curriculum design and development, we
are not yet in complete accord . It may be that we will
never reach complete agreement since each has his own views
and each has a degree of 1~rofessional integrity . However,
I'm sure that sufficien1: fundamental agreement exists to
ensure that the venture will he ongoing, dynamic and
developmental .

The original draft for this document made very little
reference to the writer . I suppose this is not unusual in
that it is my job - as perceived by me - to create the
conditions under ;1rhich the strong'Chs and special qualities
of teachers can ?)e !_)rought -Co full flower . However, I
claim credit for the grand design of what is happening
here, and should the present design not work I will be
devising another . once the design is displayed I have handed
over, initially to a s=mall group but later to ever-
increasing numbers of concerned people . The currieulur,
development has had to be serviced with specially acquired
expertise and support in the form of our co-ordinator .
But this is after I had made the decision to try for one
and had made the case to get one .

	

(Details are inside .)
Dut in a curious way I found the original omission
satisfying .

I have read in various i:ublications that the way to
innovate is to exercise leadership in such a way that the
implementers accept the innovation as their own . This has
certainly happened and in fact it has given a possible
meaning, for me, to a statement allegedly made by
Mahatma handi -:any years ago, to whit "There to my people .
I must follow for I a.m their leader" .

developments and it ackno~rledges that the Director-General
has a right, if not a duty ; to know what is happening
in his schools . The fact that no-one except us is in a
position to tell him about our particular circumstances
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1 .1 .1 (cont)

For those reasons I recuested that I be written in to
the programme somewhere . ^1zis '_gas now Y,een done, which
satisfies me . however, lest this give a wrong impression
let it he understood that after my work as facilitator has
'3een completed I have assumed as lox":.7 a profile as possible .
It is time to say that the ii-~iplementation stage of everything
we have attempted can to attributer: to a growing band of
teachers . Their collective and incividual dedication has
broucht forth'Yundreds of ideas which had not occurred to me
and ~~hich may never have occurred to me . Their involvement
is spelt out in the ensuing pages . The only observation
I would make at this stage is that those principals who
have not liberated the latent power within their staffs
are making life unnecessarily difficult for themselves an., I
believe, would be doing their students a serious disservice .

Areas of Development

There are at least t-o si< - nificant differences between
this school and most of its counterparts around the nation .
One is that the organisational structure is different and
another is in the fact that we have an on---site curriculum
office . Both of these developments hold promise for
secondary education, although in my view the first has -moved
1-eyond the realm of con;ecture .

F.. large part of the first differences ; perhaps a part
large enough to be considered on its own, is in the
devolution of decision-making and on the discovered capacity
oZ teachers to take initiatives . This is an aspect of
school climate Which doesn't necessarily follow frorr: a changed
organisational structure . Nor does it follow that teachers
will respond favourably to the devolution of decision-making .
Too often, I believe, so-called decision--sharing is simply
tokenism . This is ,,!ronc" . It is important that this
exercise is seen to be more than that and in certain important
areas the decisions teachers make should ?:)e accepted as
binding, providing such decisions do not affront the
bureaucratic realities of the exercise of responsibility .

I would like to report that a fourth area -- parental
participation - is also signif=.cantly different here, Idut to
be realistic and honest I can only record that the school
offers every encouragement to parents and no impediments .
The level or :participation in terms of num?-.ers is higher
than ever before and is cause for some gratification .
However, to say that vie had esta'--lished a tradition of deep
andl:as?tine parental partnership in the educational endeavour
would :3e to push it -too far . This remains a goal to ;.-, e
achieved .
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Organizational Structure

My concern <<.lith the organizational structure of
secondary schools started with an article in the 'Daily hews'
in the early fifties . One Eric IcGrath on retiring
(premturely I think) spoke critically of the 'factory like'
organization of his secondary school and the de-humanising
effects of this .

This lea me to a study (informally - the tertiary
institutions did not seem to consider this a matter of
concern in those days) of secondary school structures and
a search for better ways of doing things .

The histories of education all seemed to accept that our
secondary schools were bases. on the factory model of the
industrial . revolution and Prof . Brian "Fill has eloquently
made the same point in more recent times .

Simple observation, along with the literature on
alienation, convinced me teat the faculty organisation
is in no it:-ay adequate to deal with the problems of today,
let alone the problems of tomorrow or the day after . The
practice of students peregrinating around the school,
getting forty minute 'shots' of what each group has to
offer, ;~.Yith no co-ordination, integration or co-operation
and hence no reinforcement, is too bad to contemplate with
equanimity .

The recently released Bullock. report* contained
confirmation of my long--held view that in fact there are
four R's in education . The fourth is Relationships . This
has been acknowledged by a growing number of. people . The
relevant passage from the Bullock Report appears on p .523
and is as follows-

'i'ost teachers are eclectic in their teaching
of reading . ^:akin; use of both look-and-say
and phonic methods . The difference in effectiveness
lies not in their allegiance to any one method
but in
(a) the quality of their relationships

with children
(b) their degree of expert knowledge

and
(c)

	

their sensitivity in matching
their teaching with each child's
current learning needs .'

(N .B . The underlining is, mine .)

So the problem was x7hat ire Ehould do instead of running
a faculty--type school .

*

	

Tj. - Language for Life I-i,"'I . .O . London 1975
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1 .1 .3 (cont)

After a prolonged search I succumbed to the persuasive
arguments of Prof . Bill '1?alker that the little-school
structure was the best alternative . That being so it was
simply necessary to devise a plan and enlist the support of
the then Director of Secondary Education -- again Dr >sossenson .
This was readily forthcoming and has continued ever since
the first approach in 1972 .

One of the major steps in any innovation that is to have
widespread effects, and one of the very early ones that must
be taken, is to identify supportive people in the organisation
who have obvious leader appeal to their peers . This was not
difficult at Hamilton, b.ut t1-o teachers stood out as having
a deep concern for education, enquiring minds and a
substantial k?ackground of theoretical educational knowledge .
They were iorm Hyde and Dick '"aisey . Dick had, at sore
time in the past, considered su ._-school structures and had
in fact completed an assignment on the relative merits of
vertical and horizontal splitting . These two became very
active very quickly and after permission was granted for the
development they became b ., far the most important people for
the imDlementation stage .

The first tasl, ~ was to sell the idea to teachers, a
process which had to -e preceded ry a campaign, crhich I
began as soon as I J~Tas appointed here, to undermine confidence
in the existing order and demonstrate the need for change .
However, most of the hard ?--argaining in this regard i-as done
informally in the staff room, at social gatherings, at the
local hotel and in other, perhaps unlikely places, mostly r,y
Dick ;Iaisey and i.Torm iiyde initially, but then by a groping
number of 'onside' teachers .

?he first implemei tation stage was in the creation of a
separate year 3 school in 19, 73 . Dorm T.'.yde was the elected
head and he, his teachers, the students and the parents had,
I believe, an excellent and most productive year . This year
did much to set the pattern_ oy pastoral care and little
school leadership and A?orm 'yde . created a model which any
little school leader Teould -Io TTell to emulate .

	

I e was a
particularly fortunate choice for our first venture .

In 1974 the -lap t-.-, as, developed and the school was s;)lit
horizontally into three divisions, one (the upper school
of years 19 to 12) beinc led k>y Dick 3aisey, a ;-osition he
filled With distinction until he left us in May 1973, to
broaden his experience .

Very early in the life of this project I decided to try
to have an external evaluation done to see whether objective
ansv-ers to vital questions could '.e ootained to show us the
way ahead . To this end I spoke to Superintendent of Research
r.ir ilax ngus, and after a. `air lapse of time (and cfen we
considered there was something to evaluate), he assigned
il-r s:Iike T'illiams to the task .
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1 .1 .3 (cont)

After a relatively long period of observation and
interaction, commencing probably in early 1975 and going
through to 1977, Mike Williams produced a report ~ ,ffiich
had been proceded by interim reports and a great deal of
useful observation .

The report suffered somewhat in that we found that to
be definitive about that most important aspect of school
life - the quality of the educational programme - very
?quch more time and effort would '-e required than the
Research Branch could make available . It is by no means
certain, either, that the baseline data that would be
required than the Research Branch could make available . It
is by no means certain, either, that the baseline data
that would be required could he obtained in retrospect .
It is also debatable whether an in--depth, objective
judgment of the educational programme could be justified
on economic grounds, especially when we consider the
obvious capacities of teachers in this regard and the less
comprehensive, but more or less adequate alternatives that
exist . However, when I first approached Max F.ngus I had
hoped that this would have been possible .

I believe the report confirmed my view that the little
school system was, and is, superior to the faculty system and
should be not only continued, but if possible strengthened .

A finding which I did not expect, which was also hinted
at by Dr Neil Stewart on a visit to the school, was that
whereas the structures at the senior administrative level
and at the little school level were developing according to
plan, at the classroom level this was not necessarily the
case . Too many teachers appeared to be doing the same old
things in the same old way . This again turned my mind to
curriculum development .

Curriculum Development

1 .1 .4 .1
The Past

The need for curriculum reform became obvious to me
many years ago and following the successful implementation
of the little school structure I became interested in trying
to get something started .

A reading circle which I set up and at which I hoped
we could discuss educational issues following a very limited
amount of reading, was short lived . The reasons are not
important, but the members ranged from Norm Hyde, who
identified and reproduced articles of topical and significant
interest from journals for a,weekly discussion, to a couple
of others who felt obliged to become involved while the group
existed, but would have felt. better had it collapsed .
Perhaps it is not surprising then that it did .
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1 .1 . 41 .1

	

(coast)

The next move was to set u? a school group to examine
and make recommendations on a matter of importance to the
educational programme . I =Ashed to select a matter of
high interest and 'sex education' immediately came to mind .
As people appear to enjo-j Ciscussing sins more than
anything else this was broadened to 'social issues' so that
drugs (of all sorts), violence, etc . could be included .

This was a large committee of committed people that
did some very useful work . However, it soon became very
apparent that it simply is neither fair nor reasonable to
ask teachers who have a full teaching programme to service
that programme cind then still find time and energy for
curriculum development . For that reason I approached the
Department and after one or two abortive efforts it became
clear that we would not be likely to obtain the degree of
help x7e sought from that quarter .

The next step was to look for alternatives, and

	

was
my involvement with the Disadvantaged Schools Programme that
suggested a possible avenue by which we could obtain
sufficient expertise and assistance to make school-based
curriculum design a possibility .

I submitted a proposal for the 1977 school year and,
following a recruitment exercise, 1-Ir Don Pugh was added to
the staff, along with a secretary and some office equipment,
in September 1977 .

1 .1 .4 .2
The Present

It is too early to say what the effects of the
appointment of Don Pugh to the staff will be . At the moment
all I can say is that the success of such a venture would
depend heavily on the person e.-ho was recruited, and I
doubt whether many people rrith the expertise and other
necessary qualities exist at present . This could easily
be a crucial factor if such a scheme 'took on' .

For our part we were very lucky . t7e have a person
in Don c,?ho has a great deal of expertise, enorrous drive,
he is unbelievably productive, he is fast and his bac?,--grounu
for such a task is impeccable . i7e were, and are, lucky and
the biggest test we will face will be when -- and if - he has
to leave us . (I trust that eventuality is still some years
away .)

As with all of us Den has his faults, but they are
minor and related to areas in which he is relatively
inexperienced . my present feeling is of satisfaction to the
point of smugness!
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1 .1 .4 .2 (cont)

With a good deal of sup -port from Norm Hyde, Ron T"'addy
and Dick r?aisey, all of whom have considerable expertise in
the area of curriculum develop:Elent, a number of ventures
have been launched, all of i~.rhich are described later in this
document .

The present approach is to implement relatively minor
changes, teachers proceeding on a fairly narrow front but
in co--ordination and co--operation with others .

I see the above as being, most valuable in the short
term, but insufficient in the long_, term to justify such a
development . i n the next section I outline my plan for
the future .

1 .1 .4 ._3
The Future

The original Karmel Report* contains this statement in
the first paragraph of Chapter 12 .

'If the nation's schools are to bear the
responsibilities which seem to the Committee
to be inescapable in a society such as ours,
then many innovations Will have to be made in
the organisation and conduct of learning .'

This encapsulates the thinking which I had arrived at
over the years . Starting with Professor Cameron in 1`11-8,
the constant message to me has been that things are not
really good enough for contemporary society . A reading in
1949 of Karl tianheim's A. Diagnosis of Our Time left me
feeling, with the World `,'ar a recent memory, that what the
world needed and what the schools provided were disparate
concepts .

-lost people are now aware of certain qualities in our
society - racism, sexism, pluralism and multi-culturalism
are familiar terms in the new jargon, - but most people seem
to shy away from the big issue, which is economic . The
distribution of the world's wealth, inequalities (or perceived
inequalities) in same is the big factor, I believe, which
has moved and is cont :4 nuing to move the world towards the
political left . Professor Connell in. his Foundations o
Secondary Education* makes mention of four 'concurrent
revolutions' (p .3) of which the schools should be cogni2ant .
Ere lists taese as --

* Schools in Australia (Report of the Interim Committee for the
Australian Schools Commission) 1973 .

* The Foundations of Secondary Education 1? .F .Connell A .C .ER . 1967

(a) The rise of the common_ man .
(b) The technological revolution
(c) The new nationalism .
(d) The new nor-adism .
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1 .1 .4 .3 (cont)

No-one can deny that -the above revolutions are taking
place . For these reasons it is no longer valid to say, as
did the Dettman Report of 1959* that 'the fundamental aim
of education is the transmission of culture from one
generation to the next' (p .54) . Nowadays it is imperative
that people learn how to handle the culture as well!

that an individual school can do about a curriculum
to suit both its clientele and the times is more than I
can say at present, but I believe that, concurrently with
the narrow front approach N-:7hich has been adopted we
should. also turn our minds to the broader questions of who
we are, wry are we here, what do we owe society and what
does society owe us . I would be happy to start with the
fundamental philosophical question of 'what is the meaning
of life?' and work back .

Whether such a broad approach can even be attempted
remains to be seen, but I am currently committed, personally,
to exploring that question .

1 .1 .4 .4
Decision-Making

I mentioned earlier that the question of shared
decision-making was part of the organisational climate .
However, the sharing has been so rewarding from my point
of view that I must make special mention of it .

Reports are included from the Finance Committee and
the Staff Council and these give a good picture of some of
the developments in this area although they do not explain
the enormous amount of decision-making that goes on in
little school and subject meetings .

It was a belief of mine that teachers, being intelligent,
sensitive people, would want to be involved both in making
the decisions that affected them and those that had an
effect in their area of professional responsibility i .e . the
students . This has been more than borne out by experience .

One of the first decision-making bodies that was set
up was the Finance Committee . I handed to this body control
of all school finances t^lith the understanding only that, in
the light of my responsibility, I would receive minutes of
meetings . A report of the wcrk is included herein . The
only co-rment I wish to Rake here is that the operation of
this committee has exceeded my wildest expectations . They
have been developing structures, procedures and practices
which are continuously refined and which have reached a high
level of efficiency under the present chairperson .

*

	

Secondary Education in T°? . r, .

	

Education Department of r°? .A . 19G9
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1 .1 .4 .4 (cont)

The Staff Council is another body set up originally as
something of a safety valve, . T1ith the passage of time,
however, they have developed a more and ::tore positive role
for themselves and they noi-j tape responsibility for a large
range of matters designed to improve the school for its
clients .

The mass of teachers are all involved also in the
educational decision-making which proceeds during little-
school and subject meetings .

The question is sometimes put to teachers as to hora
much and what sort of involvement they should have in the
decision-making process . It has been reported that they
seek little involvement outside what texts they should use
and cahat teaching techniques they should employ . I
believe this may be true for those who have never experienced
meaningful decision-making . however, for those who have
there is no doubt that this is the preferred way . Teachers
not only appear to enjoy making decisions over a wider
range of areas but they are very good at it .

As stated previously,I feel that principals, or
administratczrs in general, who do not capitalise on this
latent power are doing themselves and their clients a
disservice .

1 .4 .4 .5
Parents and Students

The capacities of parents and students have hardly
been tapped in the decision-making process, a matter which
is receiving attention . The attempt to involve parents in
the life of the school has been fairly vigorous and contin-
uous and while there is sortie cause for satisfaction it is
a long, hard struggle .

The school has no formal machinery for contacting
parents, such as a Council, or F . & C . Association, we have
had them in the past but they did little to promote contact
with the mass of our people . I are not satisfied with close
contact with about twenty people . 17e aim to appeal on a
more personal basis, e .g . class or little school, to ALL
parents of all children . !,7e appear to attract upwards of
fifty per cent of eligible parents and there have been
occasions when, as far as ~~,,7e could tell, one hundred per
cent of the people we were aiming to reach did in fact turn
up at the school .

The potential in this area remains to be tapped, although
..parents have always served on our curriculum committees .
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1 .4 .4 .E
Conclusion

What we are attempting to do here is to alter the
Research, Development, Diffusion Model of Curriculum
Reform, (the traditional two-caay top down approach) and
replace it with one which has its inspiration and main-
springs at the grass-roots level (or chalk face) and works
up . It is hoped, thereby, to overcome the shortcomings
pointed up in the TF?illiams Report .*

During the course of this dissertation the Departmental
reader may consider there is a plethora of suggestions as
to how things may be better, e .g . time release for
teachers, more rooms, more Departmental understanding and
favour etc . etc . It is not intended to be an appeal for
help, nor a vehicle for complaints of any kind . However,
when a diverse group of professional, decision-making
people put pen to paper it should not be a matter for
surprise or concern, if not all of the views expressed fit
into a conforming mould .

Some of the differences which will emerge may be :Natters
of proper concern to the Department i .e . teaching strategies
devised to meet particular situations . It goes without
saying that any help or opinions that may be offered will be
welcomed, providing they are not destructive ideas likely
to smother some of our cherished aspir-ations .

The whole operation is an exciting venture . There is
one overriding aim and that is to improve the quality of
the education we offer our clients . T°?hether this means they
will achieve a better grasp of the 'basics', or be axle to
handle their own circumstances better or make a more
positive contribution -to society, it will remain our fundamental
aim .

	

I can give an unqualified assurance that many teachers,
(though not all) are making, a very genuine attempt to do this .

* My experience of teachers is that curriculum material
developed at the central branch is implemented over a period
of years but if implementation reaches fifty per cent in
some cases I would be surprised. Few seem to study the
rationale or justification advanced .
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1 .2 ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE AND CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT :
AN OVERVIEW
N .H .Hyde - Upper School Head)

1 .2 .2

Abstract

Between 1973 and 1975, Hamilton Senior High School
embarked upon a number of organizational and administrative
changes . The intended outcomes were five fold :

(a) an improved learning environment for
students ;

(b)

	

decentralization of decision making ;

(c) greater involvement of parents and the
community ;

(d) an open organizational climate which
would be conducive to school based
curriculum development ;

(e) a generally increased role for teachers
which was designed to lead to higher
levels of personal and professional
development .

Following a two year period of consolidation, a
curriculum co-ordinator was appointed at the end of 1977
in order to assist the final completion of the project .

Summary-- of Events

Until 1973, the school was structured with the
traditional bureaucratic offices which characterize Western
Australian State High Schools . The authority was based upon
a hierarchy of appointed incumbents, and the administration
rested upon a number of interlocking pyramids, principally,
the various subject faculties within the school .

The appointment of a permanent principal, Mr Frank
Usher in 1971, brought into the school a well thought out
educational philosophy, and a number of practical ideas
for changing the nature of the organization . During 1972,
both the philosophy and the ideas were communicated to the
staff . Basically, his philosophy rested, and still does,
on the following principles :

(a) the school exists to serve students,

(b) the learning environment should be enjoyable,

(c) parents have a right and duty to be involved
in the education of their children,

(d) the school should be sympathetic and humane
in its dealings with students,
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1 .2 .2 (cont )

(e) the school curriculum should reflect the needs
of the students, a rapidly changing society,
and the wishes of the parents,

(f) teachers are professional people who are
capable of making rational and informed
decisions about their clients,

(g) the trAditionally structured school contains
a large degree of impersonality which detracts
from lasting and desirable change .

At the end of 1972, teachers were invited to volunteer
to take part in an experiment aimed at establishing a
sub school of year 8 students . The aims at this time were
precisely stated :

(a) to establish a self-selected teaching group,

(b) for that group to elect a sub school head from
its members who would be responsible for its
administration,

(c) to establish an independent and flexible
timetable,

(d) to make decisions regarding student discipline,
pastoral care, parent involvement, teaching
strategies, learning situations, and extra
curricular activities,

(e) to establish an administration for the group
which was independent of the rest of the school,

(f) to provide both objective and subjective data
by the end of 1973 which would determine the
success or otherwise of the venture .

A comprehensive report of the Year 8 scheme appears in
the school's Annual Report for 1973 . It indicated that from
all points of view the innovation had been successful . The
decisions made by the group of fifteen volunteer teachers,
and the activities of both students and teachers are too
lengthy to discuss in detail . However, some are worth
describing .

(a) Pastoral care strategies appeared high on the
list of priorities . Comprehensive profiles of
student background, behaviour and academic
progress, immediate parental involvement as
well as the seeking of outside help aided the
resolution of a great number?- of student problems .
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1 .2 .2 (cont)

(b) Discipline measures other than corporal punishment
were instituted . The emphasis became positive
rather than negative, together with class teachers
and parents being involved in the process .

(c) Teachers aimed at reducing tension in the
classroom situation .

(d) Heterogeneous class groups replaced the traditionally
cross set classes .

(e) Great emphasis was placed upon extra curricular
activities, camps, coffee nights, film shows
and socials involving students, parents and
teachers .

(f) Frequent parent evenings were held with specific
activities in each case concerning some aspect
of the child's education .

(g) An open school policy was implemented whereby
parents visited the school at any time with or
without appointment, having access to the sub
school head and crass teachers . They were also
able to sit in and take part in class activities .

At the end of August 1973 there was sufficient evidence
available for the principal to propose a further cecentral-
ization of the school into 'schools within schools' .
Procedures were then instituted to divide the school into
three 'little schools', one for year 8, one for year 9 and
one for years 10, 11 and 12 . Each comprised of a self-
selected teaching group, an elected 'head', an independent
administration and timetable, and a discrete set of rooms as
far as the physical structure of the school would allow.
All groups chose to remove corporal punishment as a sanction
in discipline problems . The decision of the year 10, 11 and
12 group was not as clear cut as in the other groups .
However the sanction was not used . The year 8 and year 9
groups continued with those basic decisions made by the
experimental group in 1973 and implemented others . At this
stage it was agreed that the horizontal division into year
groups was not the ideal situation that the principal had
envisaged . However, the progression was a step in the
ultimate organisation of four sub-schools essentially
vertically structured . Following a visit to the school of
the then Minister of Education during the final week of term
III in 1974 a decision was made by the whole staff to
restructure the school into four sub-schools, three containing
years 8, 9 and 10 students and a separate group containing
those from years 11 and 12 . As planning for the horizontal
grouping was completed in readiness for 1975 considerable
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reorganization was required particularly in the areas of
timetabling, grouping of students and selection of the
fourth teaching group with the election of its head . The
latter was achieved before the end of term, and the admin-
istrative changes began on 27 January 1975 and continuing
throughout the holiday period .

The years 1975 and 1976 became a time of consolidation
and institutionalization of procedures . During 1977 it
became apparent that the school was ready to move towards
its goal of curriculum change . Implicit in the consideration
of the venture was the urgent need for an individual with
both research and curriculum expertise, preferably at a post
graduate level, but with no class teaching demands to act as
a curriculum co-ordinator . The role prescription envisaged
by the staff was a person who would in no way be a change
agent, but who would undertake specific curriculum-based
tasks decided by the staff, who would support teachers in
any curriculum review, and who would provide relevant and
recent information with respect to current thinking in
curriculum development . Under special circumstances, the
Principal aid an elected group of staff were allowed to
interview a number of individuals who fulfilled the necessary
requirements . An appointment was made during July, 1977,
to become effective during term III . His subsequent activities
are described elsewhere .

Curriculum Change Between 1973 and 1977

During the periods of organizational change and
consolidation, certain attempts were made to change or modify
the existing curriculum . The first involved the introduction
of some A .S .E .P . and I .R .S . science courses to replace
Achievement Certificate . Science topics, generally, were
directed towards years 8 and 9 students . In a sense, the
efforts proved only to modify the existing courses for the
content of chosen topics closely resembled those discarded .
However, during 1975 the need to accommodate students in
year 11 who were not suited to the academic courses became
apparent . In 1976 a pilot course was established involving
fifteen such students who chose to remain at school for a
further year after the completion of the Achievement
Certificate course . A modified course was offered consisting
of T .A .E . English and Human Biology, with 'watered down'
courses in other subjects . Students attended classes with
T.A .E . students . During the same year it became obvious
that student demand for a non T .A .E . course with specifically
designed subject content, teaching strategies and learning
experiences was pressing . The upper school 'head' saw the
possibility of instituting a deliberate pilot scheme for
student-based teacher-oriented curriculum change which would
become a model for the rest of the school . His approach was
to involve only interested teachers, give them time and
provide support for their ventures . Whilst any school time
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available was obviously at a minimum, some teachers also gave
freely of their own time writing and developing new courses .
As a group they gave priority to three aims :

Two new courses of study resulted involving general and
business studieb subjects . The former comprised English,
Maths and Bookkeeping as a core, together with a selection
from Typing, Media, Social Science, Human Biology, Home
Economics, Art and Manual Arts . The latter comprised
English, Maths, Bookkeeping, Shorthand, Typing and Office
Practice .

	

During 1977 a large number of students were
involved with these courses .

There is much evidence that these three aims are being
continually achieved . However, factors have surfaced which
indicate that school based curriculum change will not be
problem free . For example, some teachers did not fully
realize the implications of the three aims and failed to
adapt or change their programmes sufficiently to meet them .
Others still felt that they were being placed in a conflict
situation in that the personal development aim may have to
be subverted in order to comply with certain external require-
ments e .g . those connected with the issue of the Department's
Business Studies Certificate

Conclusion

(a) the personal development of the student,
(b) the development of individual skills,
(c) the development of vocational skills .

Organisational change in any bureaucratic system is
difficult . The successes so far of such changes at
Hamilton have occurred basically because of the involvement
and commitment of a large number of teachers . However, the
changes themselves were brought about by a logical progression
of steps :

(a) A philosophy was developed .

(b) School goals and objectives were formally
stated, submitted to and accepted by teachers .

(c) Decisions were made and policy-making
procedures were formalised .

(d) Planning both on a short and long term
basis was instituted .

(e) Development of those plans proceeded along
with communication with teachers .
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(f) Implementation of those changes accepted
by teachers was decided upon .

(g) The new system was monitored continuously
in order that minor adjustments may be made
and the goals achieved .

For any degree of success it was evident that as the
organisation changed so the people within it must accept
changes to their traditional roles . This occurred with
varying degrees of success . However, at no time during the
organisational changes was it considered that major
curriculum development would occur . That was a problem
for the future .

The changes which did take place threw into sharp relief
three major problems :

(a) Much time is required on the part of teachers
even to effect minimal changes . This is, of
course, not readily available due to the continued
teaching commitments - of teachers .

(b) A clear understanding of established school
goals and specific subject objectives is
essential. Otherwise conflict is unavoidable,
and goals will not be achieved .

(c) Teachers require a professional 'back up' system,
which removes the chores of curriculum
development from them, leaving individuals
free to make decisions and organise at the
teaching level of curriculum development . This
curriculum expertise may only come from one
who accepts his role as one of aide rather than
change agent .

There are problems in any school based change, whether
it be of an organisational or curriculum nature . Those
problems become minimised with effective educational
leadership, dedication, hard work and honest involvement of
all concerned . At Hamilton, we believe that the first
major hurdles have been overcome . The organisation has
changed, the climate is now such that we can attempt what
many experts believe to be impossible ; school based
curriculum development .
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1 .3 .2

Introduction

Schools have a tendency towards innate conservatism .
New teachers usually develop their teaching strategies,
choose their subject content and develop competence within
the classroom within the first few years of teaching . To
change practices which have proven successful over time
requires considerable initiative, energy and time by the
teacher . Any person who seeks to introduce a process
within a school which not only challenges the status quo
but also seeks to heap additional burdens upon teachers
in terms of new brogramme preparation, and development of
new skills must not expect to meet with immediate success .
If any success at all is to be obtained, the process for
developing a rational planning approach within the senior
secondary school and strategies for its implementation
must be carefully thought out in advance within the context
of the school itself . What follows is the description of
the rational planning approach model being utilized within
Hamilton Senior High School; the strategies used to
implement this model, and a report on some progress to date .

Models for Change

There are two methods for introducing new curriculum
into a school . One method, widely but sometimes unsuccess-
fully used in the United States, has been termed the
Research, Development and Diffusion Model . This model
utilizes a central curriculum development organisation
which assesses needs, develops curriculum and presents
completed curriculum packages to schools for implementation .
This process as used in Western Australia does have
problems . Firstly, needs vary from school to school and
are sometimes difficult to realize through a centrally
developed curriculum . Secondly, teachers occasionally
fail to utilize materials presented to them in the ways
envisaged by the curriculum designers . Furthermore,
their degree of commitment to the materials may be less
than if the materials had been chosen or developed by
themselves .

Another means for involving teachers in examining
needs and determining curriculum changes has been termed
the social inter-action approach . There are two types
of interaction theory . Role theory suggests that
individuals belong to groups and act in ways to meet the
expectations of these groups . According to this theory,
one can predict the success of an innovation introduced
to solve a need by examining the nature of the group to
which the teacher belongs . To bring about successful change,
theorists believe that organizational change must be
brought about which changes the group attitudes and values
in such a way that the group will become receptive of change .
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Some developments within Hamilton reflect belief
in this theory, particularly the institutionalization of
the four little schools to meet perceived needs, by
providing an open, decentralized administrative climate .
Indeed the organizational development of the little school
system is seen as crucial for the success of curriculum
development within the school .

Nevertheless, some weaknesses are apparent in any
perspective which deals with collectivities, uninfluenced
by the cnmtivity and interests of the individual members .

Human actions are determined not

	

ly by groups to which
teachers belong, but by the initiativj?ndividual teachers
themselves .

The approach presently being used by the school- for
introducing change is termed by sociologists 'symbolic
interactionist' . Teachers assign meanings and act towards
events according to their interpretations of the consequences
of their actions . Selection of courses of action by
teachers depend both upon the expectations of others and
on their own self-image as teachers and innovators .

Social organization consists of teachers interacting
and fitting their individual actions together to fulfil
common needs . Changes in the perspectives of individual
teachers are the causes of changes in social organizations . .
The pattern for change involves changing individual actions
by-altering the motivation and self-images of the teachers .

Consequences of this approach are as .follow :

Firstly, the traditional model of planned change
which involves diagnosis of a problem, choice of a solution
and implementation of a solution in a linear sequence, must
be viewed with caution . Social interaction involves a
multi level and muki faceted approach towards many individuals,
simultaneously . Teachers tend to be individualistic . . Their
behaviour---occurs individualistically, often behind closed
classroom doors, and is influenced less by group pressure
than by their individually developed outlooks . Consequently,
group meetings, for which teachers generally have little
time and energy, often fail to reach definite conclusions -
or consensus over issues . Leaders must be more concerned
with devising a multitude of methods/means by which
individual teachers can become involved with the process
of curriculum development, than with a linear rational model
based on meetings, and assignment of tasks .
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Strategies for Change

Many strategies have been suggested for obtaining
teacher support for curriculum development . Firstly,
teachers are naturally innovative, but often through lack
of recognition and support, tend to lose their enthusiasm
over time . It is essential that efforts by teachers in
trying new teaching methods, in developing new content, and
in improving programmes, be supported and encouraged .
Support and recognition encourages their 'self-images'
positively which, in turn, encourages teacher involvement
and commitment within other curriculum projects .

Secondly, there must be clear recognition of need .
Change must not occur for its own sake but must be inspired
by a clear deficiency in the present programme . This
deficiency must be one recognized and accepted by the
entire staff .

Thirdly, the lines of action of individual teachers
must be co-ordinated and brought together in a unified
effort to solve the identified need . Confusion and a lack
of progress can result if teachers each work independently
of one another in seeking solutions to problems .

Fourthly, changes which are small and involve small
groups of teachers working together are more likely to
succeed than large changes involving extensive changes
to the school .

Fifthly, for changes to succeed there must be the
involvement of the classroom teacher . Changes being
initiated by the administration without the involvement
and commitment of the teachers are likely to meet with
little support or success . Every opportunity must be given
to the classroom teacher to discuss needs, to take
initiatives in working with other teachers, to make decisions
to act, and to obtain support and recognition for their
actions .

Finally, although the impetus for change must be
grassroots, emerging from teachers, there must be clearly
outlined paths for co-ordination of effort to reach well
defined goals accompanied by evaluation to determine
when needs have been fulfilled .

An Educational Management Plan for Hamilton Senior High

The model utilized for the management of educational
change within Hamilton is demonstrated by Fig A, ah
outline of which appears as an appendix to this article .
These steps commence with educational research into the
nature of the school and the community and the cultural
context of the school . From this information, the school
formulates a comprehensive inventory of goals which are
thoroughly analyzed to gain a consensus on their importance
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These goals are measured against the present achievement
of the school to determine needs, as assessed by hard
empirical data, and the subjective views of parents,
teachers and students .

	

It is possible to identify many
needs and consequently needs must be prioritized . One
need should be identified by staff consensus as having the
greatest priority . With awareness of this existing need,
the school must decide on a strategy for bringing about
a * change to meet this need . The strategy is best
implemented by the introduction and description of a
variety of programmes from which the best programme for
meeting the identified need can eventually be selected and
supported .

This programme is developed, utilizing management
techniques such as the Programme Precedence Diagramming
charts or the Critical Path Method .

	

Steps include
determination of the programme goals, the programme tasks
identification and designation of individuals willing to
carry out these taks, statement of specific objectives,
content, teaching strategies and evaluation, followed by
a review of administrative arrangements . The programme
budget is determined as well as an evaluation design for
the programme . From this point the programme is implemented
by submitting it to the Board of Secondary Education for
approval . Introduction into the classroom follows and
evaluation of the success of the programme in meeting
the original identified needs concludes the process .

The model may appear simple but it is much more
difficult to implement .

Community School Baseline Data (see fig . A 1 .1)

In applying the change model to Hamilton, a number of
theoretical social interactionist tenets developed by
R. McPhail (1974) are used . These tenets are related
to information in Fig .B% McPhail (1974 p .210ff) suggests
that 'new lines of co-ordinated behaviour are initiatated
in response to the deflection of previous lines of
behaviour' . The problem involves firstly, establishing
a structure in which the staff is responsive to change .
Secondly, determining whether a deflection of previous lines
of behaviour is necessary to improve the quality of
education within Hamilton Senior High School . And lastly,
determining the means for deflecting traditional lines of
behaviour of teachers .

Firstly, the school underwent a radical organizational
change from a traditional bureaucratic administrative
structure to a decentralized democraticized organization
through the introduction of four little schools . Each
democratically elects its leader who handles school
administration and discipline and who encourages teacher
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involvement and development within the little school
system . The outcome tends to be teachers more confident in
decision-making and more open to change through their
experience in active involvement in running the little
schools at regular meetings .

Secondly, to determine the needs of the school,
research has been undertaken in three areas . Firstly,
(Fig . A : 1 .1) Baseline Data has been developed concerning
the school and the community . Secondly (Fig . A : 1 .2)
the cultural c9ntext of Hamilton Senior High has been
determined . Thirdly (Fig . A : 1 .3) the goals of the school
have been clearly enumerated and analyzed . Fourthly,
(Fig . A : 1 .4) the school has established a consensus among
parents and teachers as to its crucial needs .

Concerning research into the Community/School Baseline
Data see Appendix (Fig . B ; 1 .1) a survey was made to
determine parental characteristics

	

(Fig . B : 1 .1 .1) .
Very briefly, this survey revealed that 50% of Hamilton
mothers work, 10% of the students come from one parent
families, 55% of the families have two or three children,
nearly all parental occupations are non-professional,
300 of the students' parents do not speak English at home
and 20% are recent British migrants . Conclusions drawn
from this information suggest a lower level of reading and
writing abilities among many Hamilton year 8 students than
is acceptable . Secondly, students often lack higher levels
of aspiration and often possess lower self-esteem than one
tends to find in middle-class schools .

In addition, a large percentage of students and parents,
as well as the teachers, were consulted through a needs
assessment to determine their perception of the needs
of the school (Fig . B : 1 .1 .2) . Critical needs which the
school should work towards fulfilling were enumerated .
Of these, particular emphasis was placed by parents upon
the improvement of civic responsibility and communication
skills .

A final survey relating to Community/School Baseline
data was to research educational policy statements
(Fig . B : 1 .1 .3) . Using a variety of policy statements
including the Dettman Report and Discipline Report, the
school developed general aims . These aims were designed
to meet the school needs (Fig . B : Sections 1 .1 .1 and 1 .1 .2)
as well as implementing Departmental policies . These aims
include the creation of a humane and sympathetic environment
to encourage students to realize their potential and to
develop a positive attitude to life . Reorganization of the
school to create an administrative and organizational
climate conducive to teacher professionalism has also
been undertaken . The school seeks to encourage the involve-
ment of the community in the school and involvement of
the school with the community . Finally, encouragement is
given to the view that education is an ongoing process .
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The Cultural Context of Hamilton Senior High School

In addition to researching Community/School Baseline
Information the school has undertaken considerable research
to determine its cultural context (Fig . B : 1 .2) . The
cultural context of Hamilton includes an inventory of the
nature of Hamilton learners (Fig . B : 1 .2 .1) . Characteristics
of year 8 students, for instance, are as follow: 30%
of incoming 1978 year 8 students are poor readers as
measured by the A .C .E .R . Paragraph Test . On the Series 1
Social Studies Comparability Tests, administered to year 8
during the first week of school, only 13% of the year 8
intake achieved advanced levels as compared with the State
mean of 25% . Thirty-three per cent of year 8 students were
said to be capable of basic achievement as compared with
the State mean of 25% . Other useful information relates
to a T .V . survey undertaken by Murdoch University at the
school in October 1977 . It indicates that year 8 students
average over four hours of television watching per day,
of mostly comedy and crime type programmes .

Another area of cultural relevance was to establish
the nature of the educational process as it should take
place (Fig . B : 1 .2 .2) . This information, summarized as
briefly as possible, suggests that the school wishes to
encourage inquiry to establish conditions of child-oriented
education where all experience success and to encourage
self-motivation and self-regulated responsible behaviour .

The nature of the educational task (Fig . B : 1 .2 .3)
by which the school aims can be fulfilled, suggest that
students need to be encouraged to undertake discussion of
their ideas within groups, to gain practice in decision
making, to enjoy the process of learning, and to become
more involved with the community .

Such qualities are demanded by society (Fig . B : 1 .2 .4)
as assessed by a recent departmental survey . Results
indicate that employers demand from students a willing
attitude, suitable appearance, a satisfactory education
and a suitable manner (Fig . B : 1 .2 .4) .

Finally, the school has arrived at conclusions concern-
ing the nature of knowledge (Fig . B : 1 .2 .5) . Students
are not vessels to fill with content . Rather knowledge
comes from enquiry and must be viewed as tentative, to be
tested and re-examined . Use of the scientific method
through the stating and testing of hypotheses is a useful
way for obtaining knowledge .

Hamilton Senior High School Goals

From the Community/School Baseline Data (Fig . A : 1 .1)
and information relating to Hamilton's Cultural Context,
(Fig . A : 1 .2) a comprehensive inventory of school goals
(Fig . A : 1 .3) has been undertaken . These are summarized
briefly in section (Fig . B : 1 .3 .2) . Recognition that the
process of establishing goals through mutual discussion
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among teachers is more important than mere statements of
goals has led to two inservice sessions for Hamilton teachers
in 1978 . A Schools Commission inservice semi~iar a- the
Coolbellup Hotel from 4 p .m . till 8 p .m . in early 1978
involved more than fifty percent of the school staff in an
exhaustive review and reformulation of school goals . A
questionnaire distributed to teachers in late May also
determined the degree of teacher support for objectives
and gained indications of various means by which teachers
sought to fulfil objectives within the classroom .

Discussion of school goals is a recurring -rocess
which is undertaken prior to decision-making ur Senior
Staff, Little School, Subj~.,,ct, Curriculum, S~,aii Council
and Finance Committee meetings .

Needs of Hamilton Senior High School

The process of establishing needs involves relating
school goals back to specific baseline and cultural context
data . This process is a crucial one and has been
undertaken at two levels . Firstly, at the research level,
needs have been identified in terms of the gap between
school goals and school practices . (Williams, 1977)
(Fig . B : 1 .4) . These needs include a discrepancy between
school goals and present practices in terms of student
involvement, teacher-pupil relations, teaching techniques,
individualization of work, group work, and heterogeneous
classes .

Secondly, the Hamilton needs assessment, involved the
ranking of fifty-four objectives submitted by school
departments and assessed by a large sample of Hamilton
lower and upper school pupils, parents and teachers . Each
objective was graded in terms of the degree to which it
is presently being fulfilled as compared with the degree
to v?hich it should be fulfilled . Consequently, each
objective was assigned a statistical value indicative of
the difference between present achievement and optimal
achievement . Objectives were then ranked according to
the degree of need as expressed by the averaged mean responses
for each group and for all respondents (Parents, teachers,
lower school students and upper school students) .
Objectives ranked as possessing a critical need were
regrouped into curriculum areas to reveal a high need
level for the following :

(a)

	

Civic responsibility : To develop good moral
citizens who obey the law and participate in
government .

(b) Communications : To improve reading, writing,
listening and speaking skills .
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(c) Family Life Education : To develop standards
of a good home and family life and ability
to organize a family budget .

(d) Needs for increased teaching of Economics,
Ecology, Music, Health Education and Vocational
Training .

Finally, empirical surveys in terms of literacy
and numeracy tests, as well as comparability results
have indicated concrete needs . In spite of this research,
needs, to be significant, must be identified not by
researchers b`ut by the teachers themselves . In order
to obtain deflection of traditional behaviour from passive
acceptance of g.olernment curriculum to active design and
development of a teachers' own curriculum, each teacher
must feel a need for improvement . This need is created
by a sense of cognitive dissonance or a feeling of
unhappiness over the present situation as it exists as
compared with the situation that the teacher would like to
see exist, as represented in the consensus on school goals .
Consequently, all teachers must actively identify with
school goals and relate these school goals back to the
present situation . This process is institutionalized
within the school through discussion of school goals and
present problems in weekly school meetings . Over the
period of the last year teachers have come to identify a
distinct gap between what is occurring within the school
and what they would like to occur to meet school objectives .

Although several needs have been identified by
research it has been possible for teachers to place a
priority on these needs . This priority is based on a
determination of which needs must logically be initially
fulfilled . Once fulfilled, the school is able to consider
the more abstract and remote needs .

The immediate crucial need as identified by the majority
of teachers is the need to improve the literacy skills of
students across the entire school curriculum . Recognition
of this need has resulted initially from an ad hoc meeting
held by the senior staff to discuss the reasons underlying
the poor performance of year 8 Hamilton students in
comparability tests . Inputs of all the empirical data
including parental chancteristics, time spent by students
watching television, the schools comparatively low year 8
performance on comparability results and poor results on
reading tests, correlate to indicate to the teachers that
a serious problem in terms of reading ability exists among
a sizeable minority of the school's population .

Specifically, of 297 incoming year 8 students who
were tested in November 1977 on the A .C .E .R. Paragraph Test,
131, or more than 30% failed to achieve the minimum
acceptable score . The indications are that these students
will have 'grave difficulty in understanding much of the
textual material used in junior secondary school unless
special steps are taken to assist them' .
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Individual classroom teachers have long complained of
difficulties in teaching heterogeneous classes . The
results of research have only (on an empirical basis) supported
their frequent complaints . The school's priority consequently
is to improve the reading skills of the students so that
they can cope with the type of reading materials normally
presented to year 8 students .

The existence of heterogeneous classes in which nearly
30% of the class consists of students who are able to
read only those materials that are written at below the
grade 6 level has created a sit uat

	

in which the depart-
mental curriculum materials are simply unsuitable . Students
simply cannot read and comprehend departmental booklets .
All teachers faced with coping with year 8 classes recognize
the need for simpler and more basic materials which will
motivate the large percentage of weak and reluctant readers
and improve their comprehension abilities .

In summary, change will only occur provided traditional
lines of behaviour are altered by some event . At Hamilton
Senior High School the introduction of a rational planning
process, which has gathered substa:atial data on the
background of the school and cultural context of the school
community, as well as the formulation of goals and
determination of needs, has provided the impetus to bring
about a deflection of traditional practices . Teachers
within the school are now agreed on a crucial need to
improve literacy, which is causing teachers to consider
strategies for improving the school to meet this challenge .

Proposal for New Curricula

McPhail's (1974) second social interactionist tenet
for the introduction of change within a school suggests
that new lines of co-ordinated behaviour requires the
proposal and organization of those behaviours by at least
some of the participating groups . (Fig . A : 1 .5) indicates
that to develop programmes it is necessary initially to
agree upon a change strategy (Fig . A : 1 .5 .1) and to
determine the available expertise within the school
(Fig . A : 1 .5 .2) . At Hamilton, the administrative
reorganization of the school was assumed to be a pre-
requisite to curriculum change and the reorganization has
now been completed in a way which has established a more
open administrative climate .

Although the principal, Mr Usher, has stated that a
rational approach to curriculum development would logically
involve a re-assessment of every element of the school
curriculum to determine its worth, such an approach is
seen by some staff members as too massive for the present .
Staff members Norm Hyde and Dick Maisey have suggested an
alternative approach . They favour changes on narrow fronts
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which complement present programmes and which are simple
and small enough to ensure their success (Fig . A : 1 .5 .1) .

This approach is deemed to have merit because research
has shown that massive alterations often involve failure .
A large failure tends to undermine the whole process of
curriculum development . Small changes, represented by the
development of new units of work involving, for instance,
ten new lessons by teachers, enables them to gain the
confidence and expertise essential for curriculum development .
It also enables teachers to find the time . There simply
isn't sufficient time available for teachers to attempt
larger projects,

Change at Hamilton Senior High School is seen as having
been initiated at five levels, i .e . through the principal,
committees, departmental heads, little school heads and
individual teachers (Fig . A : 1 .5 .1) .

Initiative by the principal, Mr Frank Usher, has been
the raison d'etre of change within the school . Although
involvement by key staff members has been an important
part of the change, it is true to say that these staff
members had operated under a traditional system prior to
the arrival of Mr Usher . The introduction of Mr Usher as
principal was characterized by an openness to any
educational change which promised to improve the humane
quality of education and student development . Also of
importance was his encouragement of the little school system
and his initiative in terms of the curriculum development
project . His ability to obtain the necessary educational
and financial support for the implementation of innovations
was critical for improvements within the school .

Secondly, there are the Finance and Staff Committees .
Involvement by the Finance Committee in curriculum
involvement is essential because many resources for implement-
ation of new courses must come from the Finance Committee .
The curriculum development necessitates the availability
of large amounts of readily accessible printed materials .
The modern, plain paper (e .g . Xerox) machine provides a
means by which teachers can easily gather material for
curriculum development and inexpensively and quickly
reproduce the material for small group discussions within
the classroom . In fact the inability to reproduce printed
materials quickly and cheaply is presently seen by some
as a constraint to small group instruction and heterogeneous
teaching within the school . Consequently, co-operation
of the Finance Committee by their current investigation into
the feasibility of a Xerox machine is seen as an initiative
essential for curriculum development .
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The third source of innovation and change within
Hamilton are the Subject Senior Masters . The Social Studies
Department for instance, under the impetus of Senior Master
Trevor Harwood, is developing a special programme in
Social Studies for the poor year 8 reader . This programme,
which will concentrate heavily on basic literacy skills
through use of very simple reading texts, will be open
to all year 8 students as an alternative to the regular
year 8 Social Studies programme .

The English Department is also in the process of
considering the development of a comnlete course on
reading to be introduced for a period of time within the
year 8 English programme .

The Science Department has propos^_d a plan whereby
Science students will be withdrawn for two periods a week
from the regular core Science programme to enable the
establishment of three groups, i .e . for remediation,
consolidation, or enrichment . For weaker students such
a programme will allow at least 30% of the Science
programme to be devoted to the improvement of literacy
skills within the scientific field .

Manual Arts teachers are also introducing new materials,
such as plastics, into their programmes and are considering
the introduction of work sheets as an alternative to
oral directions as a means for motivating student literacy .
Such an approach could also be considered by Media and
Art .

Home Economics teachers are revising their entire
programme to include the needs survey's emphasis on the
need for family life skills . In doing so consideration is
being given to the design of special reading materials to
motivate reluctant readers to become more involved .

The Mathematics Department is continuing its
traditional programme but is in the process of updating
content to include as many relevant local examples as
possible to motivate weaker students . Substantial
Maths innovation has already been made in 1978 by the
design and introduction of a diagnostic test which reviews
all primary school Mathematics and plots for each student
areas within the primary curriculum in which the student
is weak . This data is used for remediation of year 8
students in Mathematics early in the school year .

The year 11 General Studies course is concentrating
on functional literacy and numeracy, with emphasis on
skills which will be needed on leaving school .
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Fourthly, change is initiated within each little school
by the little school head. .Hecause the school is sub-divided
into four little schools, each having its own teachers and
students, it is the aim of the school to permit each little
school head to innovate independently of the other three
little schools . At present timetabling of options, a lack
of rooms and certain constraints related to Upper School
teaching have locked all little schools into a common
school timetable of forty-minute periods . However, a
certain independence of action is possible and this provides
four independent sources of initiative and innovation .
Successful practices of one little school generally diffuse,
over a period of time, into the other little L-.'ools as
well . Consequently the rate of improvement in -he
efficiency of school administration and student learning
is being increased .

Within Riddell School, for instance, an effort is
being made to involve teachers in co-ordinating their
teaching around a common concept . Consequently students
would study "The Changing World' in all their classes
but from the perspectives of the different disciplines .
The process is one which increases the co-operation of
teachers and the integration of subject matter . These
processes should lead to greater co-operation and
communication among all Riddell School teachers in
concentrating on student literacy . Riddell School is also
considering making available eighty minute periods for all
teachers who desire this time length . Longer periods
carry with them the need for more student oriented class-
room activities in terms of group discussions and
presentations . Success of the venture depends on creating
independent timetables for each little school .

Mann School is planning to introduce a timetable
change which enables all core subjects within each year
level to be timetabled simultaneously . For instance,
Engli.sh classes are timetabled together so that one
teacher may take weak readers two periods a week for
remediation while the other teacher will take better
students for enrichment .

Grinceri School already has a special year 10 class
of school leavers for which a special programme of
functional literacy materials has been developed .

That school favours developing an alternative
curriculum of remedial skills for years 8 and 9 as well .
As an immediate solution the school proposes to timetable
reading as a compulsory six week unit for all Grinceri
School students .

Upper School is focussing its attentions on improving
and extending the curriculum developed for the general
studies students who are returning for one further year of
schooling . They hope to do this by reducing the number
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of teachers involved in teaching general studies students
to a core of dedicated teachers skilled in primary school
core subject teaching techniques . Co-operation of the
Education Department may be necessary in this regard,
especially if the teachers on hand are not up to the task .

The fifth impetus for curriculum development within
the school emerges from the classroom teacher . A small
number of teachers have already demonstrated initiative
in developing curriculum to meet what they perceive to
be the needs of the students . Mr Jim Tucker, for instance,
of the Maths Department has designed, and is teaching, a
special enrichhent Mathematics course to upgrade skills
which will be required for Upper School Mathematics and
Science .

Mr Greg Bowdell has developed for Hyde School (now
Grinceri School) an outline for a complete Health Education
programme to be taught by Hyde School (now Grinceri School)
teachers during Class Council periods . Greg is currently
acting as co-ordinator for obtaining resources and guest
speakers for Health Education for year 10 teachers .

Mr Graham Rayner is designing a series of mapping
exercises which reviews all mapping skills in a logical
developmental sequence . The unit will be spread over
years 8 to 10 and as a review for year 11 general studies
students .

Mr Kevin Ritchie is currently designing a unit on the
use of plastics for his wood-working classes .

Work is alsocontiniuin gby Miss Sonia Grinceri on
improving the unit of study for Grinceri School year 10
leavers, in basic literacy skills .

None of what has been mentioned can be terrr-d a
major upheaval . The strategy of the school is to allow
teachers to upgrade and improve their present courses and
to undertake small innovations . The strategy of -she
school is devolution of authority and the encouragement
of teacher decision-making and action on as many fronts
as possible . The school has opened many avenues for
teachers with merit to express their initiatives and to
implement their concepts of a desirable educational
environment . Indeed, the richness and variety of initiat-
ives being undertaken by teachers at Hamilton does appear
to come as a shock to newcomers familiar with traditional
schools unified under one educational policy

It is postulated that the apparently complex series
of processes being followed is justification on two
important grounds .

Firstly, the school wishes to give maximum opportunity
for teachers to suggest alternative programmes,
innovations and changes which they feel will fulfil the
school's need for improving student performance (Fig .A :1 .5 .3)
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These innovations will be considered and developed to a
certain degree . Rationales will be stated (Fig .A :1 .5 .4)
the major goals and concepts developed, target groups
designated and scheduling possibilities reviewed . It is
not expected that all the intents put forward will
eventually be implemented . Rather the Curriculum Planning
Committee will review the variety of programmes being
suggested and will offer their support to programmes
which appear to have the greatest merit and possibilities
for successful implementation (Fig . Ae 1 .5 .5 Appendix) .

This process is congruent with the decentralized,
democratized administrative structure of the school and
furthermore is in line with the tenets of educational
management techniques . By providing as wide a range of
ideas as possible, the chances of choosing rational
and more effective solutions are enhanced .

Secondly, there must be realization that leadership
for any change is crucial and is not a quality which
emerged automatically even from experienced teachers .
Ideas for improvement do not spring fully formed within
teachers but are developed through conversations with
other teachers whereby vague concepts are refined into
practical suggestions . The process of interaction among
teachers and the discussion of curriculum reforms is
constantly encouraged through meetings at Hamilton to
the point of overburdening the teachers . The following
meetings are occurring at least bimonthly :

Finance Committee, Staff Council, Canteen Committee,
Little School Heads, Senior Staff, Little School,
Subject and Curriculum meetings .

On top of these meetings are ad hoc meetings called for
special purposes such as the Committee on School Decision-
making, the Sub-Committee for the Survey of Parents, the
Employer Survey Sub-committee, and the Disadvantaged
Schools Committee . In addition, there are school
sponsored inservice courses such as the Coolbellup Aims
and Objectives Seminar and the Search Conference on the
Future of Education in - . Western Australia .

On top of these we must mention Education Department
inservice courses as well as a wide range of meetings and
seminars arranged by other groups e .g . Geography Teachers
Association, Community Health groups, etc . etc .

To assist with widening the exposure of teachers to
new ideas visits have been organized to Phoenix Primary
and Willetton Senior High Schools earlier this year .
In addition, speakers have been encouraged to address the
Curriculum Planning meetings held for one hour after
school, weekly .

	

Included has been a presentation by Mike
Williams on his perception of strengths and deficiencies
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within the school, a presentation by Graham Rayner on his
experience in Canadian education and presentations by
otter teachers with ideas and expertise in various fields
including curriculum planning and remedial reading . Parents
are invited to attend and to contribute to the curriculum
planning meeting and two parents have been doing so
regularly .

Dissemination of innovative practices and intentions
for new units or programmes are distributed bimonthly to
all teachers through a school newsletter . The Curriculum
Newsletter keeps teachers aware of the variety of development .
and the process of curriculum development by publishing
minutes of little school and curriculum meetings, descriptions
of various excursions and recommendations proposed by
teachers for changes or alterations within the school .

Co-ordination of activities is essential and may occur
in a number of ways . Since strategies for co-ordination
are being thoroughly discussed by Mr Norm Hyde, (see 1 .4)
procedures will not be reviewed . Mention will only be made
of the means employed to disseminate information . A large
bulletin board has been erected in the school staff room .
This board, located in a strategically visible position,
contains the curriculum development procedures as well
as the names of the projects being undertaken . As the
projects progress, further specific information is posted .
In this way all staff members can remain fully informed
of the progress of every curriculum project within the
school . Additional articles concerning curriculum projects
are also included in the Newsletter .

1 .3 .10
Skills and Expertise required for Curriculum Development

Thirdly, McPhail (1974) has suggested that new lines
of co-ordinated behaviour always involve new or cifferent
sequencing of old elements of behaviour, skills and/or
knowledge . The school is not disregarding its present
curriculum or practices . Indeed, the school's present
programme is regarded as satisfactory for meeting the needs
of the academically able students and should be retained
for these students . In many cases new curriculum
developments are simply reorganizations and refinements
of present practices . A case in point is the project by
one teacher to develop a three-year sequential programme
of mapping skills . These skills are presently being taught
but in an ad hoc , unsequenced fashion from year to year .
The course will systematically apply reorganized mapping
skills so that all teachers are aware of the logical
sequence of development which should be occurring . The
thrust of most projects will be to adapt present
behaviours and skills in such a way that the needs of poor
readers can be catered for more readily . This will mean
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that teachers will be made aware of the need for high
interest and low readability materials for many year 8
students and techniques for utilizing such materials
effectively within the classroom . It is hoped that
special instruction for weak readers can be focussed
around these materials . Furthermore, emphasis is on
having teachers concentrating their attention on techniques
for improving literacy in a co-ordinated effort across
the curriculum .

1 .3 .11
Roles, Relationships and Expertise

McPhail (1974) suggests that new relations among
participant acting units are required for the development
and implementation of new lines of co-ordinated behaviours .
The establishment of the little school system has already
created new roles and a more closely knit, informal and
democraticized relationship among the twenty teachers of
each little school . The trend for the future is to build
on this relationship by arranging time for the teachers
to get together and discuss ways to integrate courses to
increase programme relevance for the students . If for
instance, all teachers are to concentrate on strategies
which will improve the reading skills of weak year 8
students, then the teachers must become more accustomed
to aligning their lines of action jointly and co-operating
with other teachers in terms of timetabling topics and
use of teaching strategies . Movements towards giving
teachers increased practice in integrating their teaching
are apparent;-in . Riddell School's concern for developing
teaching around concepts, Upper School's establishment of
a bulletin board containing key topics of all general
studies courses, and Grinceri School's concern for establish-
ing a joint planning time once a month while students
attend a half-day special programme .

McPhail (1974) reports that new relations are
established by new or alternative designations of
participant acting units . Teachers'roles must undergo
a change . Norm Hyde has summarized administrative role
changes . In addition teachers must alter traditional
teaching practices and seek to implement school goals by
perceiving their role as humane educators, concerned with
the development of the whole child . Difficulties in
achieving-this role change are enumerated by Stuart Riddell .
The school hopeseventually to meet the social and academic
needs of the students through curriculum which equips them
to effectively cope in school and in society .

The successful implementation of new curriculum units
is strongly related to the success which other teachers
are having with their newly developed units . If a number
of units undertaken are proven to be too difficult to
develop, if there is insufficient support provided for
teachers undertaking curriculum development in terms of
resources, finance and encouragement, then disillusionment
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and a prevailing sense of frustration will deter other
teachers from becoming involved and attempting projects .
Already within the school there are a number of uncommitted
teachers who resist attempts to get them to write programmes
in addition to daily teaching . This resistance is due to
a lack of interest, or time, or expertise, or a combination
of all three factors . A number of Hamilton teachers have
stated that they feel that expectations within the
school in terms of writing objectives and programmes for
their classes are unrealistically high and demanding . To
obtain written statements of objectives from these
teachers it will be neassary to do the work for them .

	

It
is envisaged that the major role of the Curriculum
Co-ordinator during the next year will be in assisting
teachers in the research of published curriculum materials
which are suitable for their needs, and in assisting them
in the writing of programmes in terms of their objectives,
teaching strategies and evaluation techniques . It seems
doubtful that programmes will be developed in any other
way .

One of the great advantages of the Hamilton strategy
for introducing curriculum reform is that the school's
approach permits an occasional experiment or project to
fail without spelling the doom of the overall process .
Since most projects and innovations are being undertaken
in only one little school, a possible failure will not
affect other little schools . Conversely, success of an
idea in one little school has in the past led to the
dissemination of the idea to other little schools . It is
the intention of the school to design projects that are
simple and small enough to ensure that their success can
be assured in spite of the heavy commitments of teachers
to normal classroom routines .

1 .3 .12
What Degree of Support is Needed?

McPhail (1974) asserts that when any proportion of
acting units engage in a course of action which is not
deflected, the likelihood of compliance on the part of the
remaining acting units is decreased . This observation is
a particularly acute one . It has been noticed by the
little schools ( cf : Riddell Report) that often new
teachers fail to embrace the philosophy of the school
immediately . New teachers, for instance, from traditional
schools may favour using harsh punishments (caning) as a
means of gaining instant obedience . They may stress
subject oontent to the exclusion of the student's affective
development, or demand streaming of students which
invariably results in a lowering of the self-esteem of
wea ker student . It is a constant problem to re-educate
new teachers into accepting the virtues of a humane type
of education based on the use pf positive disciplinary
procedures oriented towards preventive discipline .
Should the number of uncommitted teachers grow, the goals
and philosophy upon which the school is based may be
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altered retrogressively . Consequently, it is essential
that some stability of staffing is ensured .

Secondly, the difficulty in obtaining curriculum
production lies in the difficulty of stimulating a sufficient
number of teachers to alter their traditional lines of
action . When a large percentage of teachers are uninterested
and uninvolved in determining the needs of the students
their apathy and numbers reduces the involvement of the
remaining teachers . It is essential for the success of
the curriculum project to get every teacher involved
within some typSe or curriculum project, either individually
or in groups . It is important that each teacher undertakes
some small commitment by developing a new unit of study
within a subject framework . Use of a Programme Precedence
Diagramming Chart (Fig . A : 2 .0) would enable Senior Masters
to outline the major topics of new courses of study, based
on discussions with staff . Each unit of the course can be
assigned as a task to a different teacher (Fig . A : 2 .3) .
In this way, new courses can be developed which involve
the co-operation, support and commitment of all teachers,
without loading any one teacher with an excessive amount
of work . Teachers are incredibly busy individuals
completing day to day lessons, and their lack of free
time must constantly be kept in mind .

	

There is danger that
innovative and progressive individuals tend to accumulate
an unfair burden . This alienates them leaves others
uncommitted, disinterested and uninvolved and may spell
the doom of the project .

Finally, for the success of the curriculum project it
is considered highly desirable that Hamilton Senior High
School be granted a similar prerogative as has been obtained
by Willetton High School . It is essential that innovative
young teachers who are enthusias4-.ic and eager to develop
their own curriculum and write their own programmes be
given the opportunity to come to Hamilton . The present
policy whereby the school obtains little input in the
choice of its teachers suggests that additions to the staff
may be traditional teachers who are not the best suited
for realizing the aims and objectives of the school and
the curriculum project .

1 .3 .13
Procedures for Curriculum Development

McPhail (1974) reports that when acting units have
committed themselves to a line of co-ordinated action but
have not specified procedures by which their respective
actions will be synchronised, the co-ordinated action
cannot develop . Consequently, a clear understanding of
procedures is vital for the change process . The school
has developed a curriculum model which guides each teacher
through fifteen steps in the development of curriculum .
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Each of these steps are relatively easy and involve the
teachers in interaction and co-ordination with other teachers
as well as in the research and writing of programmes . The
steps have been clearly outlined in the presentation by
Mr Norm Hyde and are only briefly summarised in diagram
(Fig . A : 2 .0) . If teachers are working alone to develop
a small curriculum unit it is enough to commence with stating
an intent and to work through each procedure to the imple-
mentation stage . However, if, as is taking place in the
Social Studies departments a group is involved in developing
a complete course, then it is essential to use a Programme
Precedence Diagramming Chart and to share the burden of
task preparation . In this procedure (Fig . A : 2 .0) the
subject department clarifies its goals, (Pig . A : 2 .1) as
based on school needs . The co-ordinator of the course trust
then determine the programme tasks (Fig . A : 2 .2) involved
in developing the course . These programme tasks are assigned
to individual teachers (Fig . A : 2 .3) based on the teacher's
interests and expertise . Tasks that might be listed for the
development of a new course could include -

(a) review of relevant literature (Fig . A : 2 .3 .1)
(b) review of constraints (financial personnel,

rooms, timetable) (Fig . A : 2 .3 .2)
(c) inventory of student achievement in terms of

reading abilities, and mastery of basic
skills (Fig . A : 2 .3 .3)

Upon completion of these preliminary activities it is
possible to develop specific objectives to meet goals,
(Fig . A : 2 .4) to choose content (Fig . A : 2 .4 .1) and teaching
strategies (Fig . A : 2 .4 .2) to fit the objectives and to
determine evaluation techniques (Fig . A : 2 .4 .3) . Finally
administrative arrangements (Fig . A : 2 .5) are undertaken
in terms of budgeting (Fig . A : 3 .0) and ordering required
teaching materials (Fig . A : 2 .5 .1) timetabling (Fig . A : 2 .5 .4)
the personnel (Fig . A : 2 .5 .5) and facilities (Fig . A : 2 .5 .3)
and submitting the programme to the Board of Secondary
Education (Fig . A : 5 .1) .

1 .3 .14
Relationships with Traditional Teachers

In implementing the process it is important to note
McPhail's (1974) warning that teachers not involved in
curriculum development must not be alienated to the point
of active resistance to the project . It is not necessary
nor is it possible to have all teachers involved in
curriculum development . At present many teachers fail to have
the time, incentive or expertise to undertake new projects .
These teachers must not be alienated and may in fact be
doing their jobs perfectly . Teachers cannot and should not
be coerced in any way . Coercion ensures withdrawal of any
support and the creation of active opposition to the process .
Alienated teachers are very capable of interacting with
other committed staff members negatively . In essence,
teachers who are interested must be encouraged, but teachers
who are disinterested should be permitted to continue as in
the past .
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1 .3 .15
Evaluation

The final issue to be reviewed is evaluation . Evaluation
of concern here is identified as formative or the concern
with improving newly developed units or courses .

The most efficient method for self-evaluation of units
or courses is to use the Management by Objectives approach
(see Fig . C) . In the development of units or courses of
work, specific performance objectives with standards for
testing must be set . These must be consistent with broader
intent objectives and overall school goals . These performance
or behavioural objectives must be easily understandable,
measurable, realistic and brief . Construction of tests
will be criterion based and focussed directly on these
objectives . Objectives may have to be modified to match
students' needs and to fit more easily with school goals .

This modification should be the basis of a formative
evaluation at the completion of teaching of each unit of
a course .

1 .3 .16
The Role of the Curriculum Co-ordinator in the Planned
Change Process

The formal outline of duties attached to the position
included the need to conduct surveys, research relevant
literature and write reports detailing facts and principles
needed for decision-making . The Co-ordinator assists
committees in planning programmes for improving subject
matter, teaching methods and materials . He works with the
Principal and committee on problems of co-ordination and
co-operation . He also organizes and conducts inservice
educational activities as determined by the Curriculum
Review Committee .

Other functions include assisting the school community
in making a review of present curriculum, in providing an
avenue for teachers, students and parents to present
suggestions and recommendations and in providing an
opportunity for subject groups to plan for improvement .
He assists teachers in finding better subject matter content,
teaching methods and materials and co-ordinates the project
through contacts with classroom teachers, the Principal and
Curriculum Committee .

The co-ordinator is also to evaluate the project,
write progress reports, and ensure that legal requirements
are fulfilled .

In addition to these duties developed by the Disadvantaged
Committee in early 1977, the co=ordinator sees his duties
as altering over time . Initially during the first few
months of his employment following September 1977, concern
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was in developing co-operative relations with the school

Secondly, the co-ordinator utilized the remainder of
1977 and early 1978 in assisting the staff in undertaking
a needs assessment to determine the curricular needs of
the school as perceived by the students, staff and parents .
In 1977, two teacher committees assisted the co-ordinator
in the process .

Thirdly, the co-ordinator assisted in organizing and
interpreting the data from the needs assessment . Teacher
committees, little school organizational and subject
faculties were all involved in determining the schools needs
on an informal basis . It is only recently that there has
been staff consensus on recognition of a gap between the
school goals and present practices . Priority of the need
to improve student literacy has been the outcome of the
review .

Fourthly, during later 1978 the co-ordinator intends
to concentrate on assisting staff in building an awareness
of alternative innovations to solve the problems suggested
by the needs assessment . The co-ordinator in this capacity
is able to research relevant information, liaise with other
educational bodies and organize staff excursions to other
schools .

Fifthly, the co-ordinator will assist the little schools
and subject areas in implementing their projects . He can
assist with Programme Precedence Diagramming Charts, and
writing rationales and objectives . The choice of solutions
is seen as a process of curriculum negotiation among the
teachers . The teachers are presently listening to the
merits and difficulties o£ alternative solutions to a common
problem . The staff within different little schools or
subject areas have different perspectives and are reflecting
on various solutions . Different schools and departments
will reach different decisions concerning the most suitable
solutions to student literacy . These solutions will be
trialled and some will be discarded . Within two or three
years the more effective solutions will be more widely
adopted across the school . The overall process is based on
group decisions, using democratic procedures and teacher
participation . The role of the co-ordinator is as a resource
person who discusses and contributes research, ensures the
taking and distribution of minutes and newsletters and
provides specific assistance upon staff and committee
direction .

staff . Assistance was provided by some staff members in
terms of research, particularly of curricular materials
located in the microfiche files of the Educational
Resources Information Collection of W .A .I .T .
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Sixthly, the co-ordinator assists with inservice training .
Inservice training has a crucial role to play in the
adoption of any change . It provides information, training
and support for the teachers prior to the implementation of
new projects . It can be organized for faculties, for little
schools or for the entire staff and should be based on
expressed needs or interest .

Finally, the last function of the co-ordinator, to be
undertaken prior to the conclusion of his work, is evaluation .
Formative evaluation involves close co-operation between the
evaluator and the curriculum developer .

Daniel L . Stufflebeam (Worthen, 1973, p .128) has
explained the process as obtaining and clarifying
information for the making of the best decisions in choosing
alternative plans .

It has been suggested by the co-ordinator that the best
approach for formative evaluation is an approach developed
by James Sanders and Donald Cunningham (Borich, 1974) . They
identify four stages in programme formation . These area

This approach provides three types of information :

1 .3 .17
Conclusion

(a) internal information derived from reviewing
the programme itself ;

(b) external information based on the effects of
the programme on students and teachers,
(e .g . student achievement and attitudes) ;

(c) contextual information obtained from data
on the environment in which the programme
operates .

Assisting the staff in undertaking formative evaluation
procedures, once projects are well under way, would be an
essential part of the curriculum project .

Schools are difficult institutions to change .

	

Any
change because it involves human beings, must be undertaken
conservatively . The basis for undertaking change is a sound
background of research and a clearly developed plan for
future progress . Hamilton Senior High School has undertaken
the initial step in implementing successful change through
organizational change which has created an open, decentralized
atmosphere within the school . It has now completed the
research needed for the Community/School baseline data and

(a) the predevelopmental,
(b) the evaluation of objectives,
(c) the interim evaluation
(d) the product evaluation .
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School Contextual Information . This information has been
analyzed by the teachers, goals have been established and a
consensus obtained on the need to improve student literacy
within the school . The paper has summarized various
strategies put forward at four different levels - committees,
subject heads, little school heads and teachers - for meeting
these needs . Progress has been reviewed to date and
intentions stated for the immediate future . Furthermore,
the planning model for the future of the project has been
sketched out, including a structure for programme development
and for evaluation .

This paper is intended to integrate and to place in
perspective the other submissions by Little School Heads,
Senior Masters and individual teachers . An examination of
their papers should add flesh to the bones of this model
and provide a clearer understanding of the methods,
strategies and progress of Hamilton Senior High School .
The ultimate goal, increased efficiency within the school
for meeting the basic needs of Hamilton students, is one
towards which the school is making progress . Ultimate
success, however, depends upon a number of things not the
least of which maybe the co-operation and support of the
Education Department in meeting the particular needs of
this school .
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-Aims and Objectives

1 .2 .5 .

DECISION MAKING DATA :
(A Needs Assessment for
H .S .H .S . 1978 .) 1 .1 .2

Williams 1977 Evaluation of the
Little School System .

STUDTES ')F SCHOOL GOALS :
--Williama questionnaire ; 1975
--NGT Goals Survey, 1977 .
--Coolbellup Aims and Objectives

Inservice, 1978 .
-Aims and Objectives questionnaire,

19i8 .

HAMILTON SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL COALS :

ANALYZE GOALS :
--Coolbellup Aims and Objectives

Semiuar .
--Objectives questionnaire .
--Weekly Curriculum Meetings,

Subject & Little School Meetings .
-Acquaint teachers with goals .
--Determine support for goals .
--Determine strategies to implement

goals .

w
to 1 .5

INVENTORY HAMILTON'S COALS :
--Coolbellup Aims and Objectives Seminar .

1 .3 .2 .

1 .3 .3 .

78E CIILTUR:'U. CONTEXT OF HL4TLT0N BTCH SCHOOL : ESTABLISH NEEDS :

to
O
>4

NATURE OF THE F1.MILTON NATURE OF THE EDUCATIONAL PROCESS ; IDENTIFY PROGRAMMES, INNOVATIONS, CHANGES
Dettman Report TO MEET GOALS : Fr

--ACER PARACRAFH RFADTNG TEST Discipline Report --11amilton Needs Assessment . IDENTIFICATION OF EXISTING PROGRATL"MS :
--' ; !?LTO\ DIAC\&STIC NUMERACY TEST Karmel Report --Curriculum Meetings . -Compiliation of Subject Objectivesi F-+
_?1A.!TT .TO\ SCCIA1 . S1.'DIFS DTAGNOSTIC TEST Bullock Report --Senior Staff Meetings . .-Compiliation of Course Programmes

rT
--1!7FR D INTELLIGENCE TE: ;1INC . --Current Educational Literature . --Subject Meetings . b y each Teacher . O
--CCJPA.CABT=Y TEST RESULTS 1 .2 .2 --Little School Meetings . --Bulletin Board Display for Alternat4ve

1 .2 .1 --Little School Heads Meetings . Courses . N
1.4 .2 .

--ad hoc Inservice Activities .A
1 --Visits to other schools .

1_4 .1_
NATURE OF SOCIETY :
~Familton Needs Asessment .

\ATVCF OF TEE EDUCATIONAL TASK ; --Reports : SCHOOLS AND WORK
--Each to one's full stature SCHOOL AND WORK H

--,Maintenance of a humane environment LITERACY A"ID NUIERACY IN
IDENTIFY CAP BETWEEN WHAT EXISTS AND

1 .2 .3
AUSTRALIA .

WILLIA14S COMMISSION . WHAT IS NEEDED TO MEET GOALS :
1 .2 .4 --Meetings as above .

t 1 .4 .3 a

1 .4



NUfKEST AI.TFR\\TIKE En(y1PA`N,FS . T rNOVATTONS AND
-Teachers seats Postntions, and disc". them .
--Intentions ere poted on scat I bulletin bbd.

CTIOMF AND SfPPCRT ASST PR f,RAYygS Fly YFFTT`"G TDFSFTPIM \TED.-" :
--CLrlculum Planning C-ittee appoints coordinators .
-Coordinator . arrange assistance and support.
-Programme Dsvelopoent Proceee come .....
-o.- -i,ea SY,-tcyt_s

	

. .

STCATfn'
fDR I I,c,i1 .5 .

CA.v .Fea on narrow fronts
initlAtrd by trechere .

__ProAreeme and envrsr chenl.n
initiated by Srntnr 2ts .acers .

--Adminis!ratfve k TI-1.111a;
changes tnltieted by Little
School 11 ead.+ .

	

1.5.1

R?IFrT.y pr1ELDP A1 :7TR CATTIT PROGRAM!ES :
-State Teti ...I'
--State major Soaleand concepts :
-State farcet Arc"ups
--T.tAt ScheduIt,, possibilities

Little School, Sub,~ect
Department, or T..Char:
Develop Progr.-e Goals
To rset Needs: 2.1

1`IS'FT . oP TK :'i,nl . Prn~RAC9-S TPfnI'AP.~

x.4 .2
Chose Testhlng
Strategies to
Fit DD3ective.1

Deacrlhe Ins
raciltti .a t 1.5,3

FSTAPIJSII TI1F A%'AIIARLE ERTERTISF
W11PIN

	

114:

	

FIIIR`iL:
__genfor rl.�," work with teachers

1n faculty meetl.AS.
-LStti . School Head . wrk Lth

teachers to little school
meetltg..

DETi3HIKT AP~INISTRATTVP APPA' X:1_

List Personnel
Need .dt 2.3.5

De-lb. the

	

Deter-.1r, the
K.tert.i s Needed :

	

Fpulpmenr heeded,
2.5 .1

	

2.5.2

Tlmetahl`ng
ArunAm au

T.S.:

1 .5 .2

inventory of Student Ability
and Ac hfev,nentt
-A..dinlt g N.merieal Skills
--Isteaigenee 2.3 .3

DEVELOP PROGRAM BUDGET :

	

DEVELOP EVALUATION DESIGN FOR PROGRA121E :
-Submit to Finance Committee r~-_Possible Model: Sanders and Cunningham .

CONDUCT PROGRAMMESt

IMPLEMENT PROGRAi4'Ss

7IDEVELOP PRECEDENCE DIACRA'L`RNG
r--(METHOD NETWORK FOR IMPLEMENTATION ;

5.2

1

	

'I -role

	

rd~LMES :
--role of

Coc
Cocrdftutore,

5.3

	

--Formative A SurPWative .

	

5.4

E

Sao

ESTABLISH A PROCRAMM PRFCFDFNCE DIAGRATCfTIC CHART:
2.3 .1

Aeviev
Lttareture :

SUBMrT PROGRAMMES TO BOARD OF SECONDARYLittle School DeparmeatI
LSttie School or Depct Aaeij. Task .

t:%
ndividual EDUCATION FOR APPROVAL :

Determine Pcogra®e Teacher . 2.3
2.3 .2

Deternir.e 5 .1
Task. : 2.2 Initial

C...1-1nte:



HAMILTON SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL

	

PLANNING OPERATIONS

	

FIGURE 'B : (Summary of Data) (Boxes 1 .1 & -1;2 )

OUTC0NRS OF COTmgNITY/SCHOOL BASELINE. DATA :

PARENT SURVEY :
50% of mothers work .
1OZ one parent families .
55% families have 2 or 3'children .
Occupations are non-professional
302 parents non-English speaking.migrants .
20% are recent British migrants .
95% live in house .
Over 90» of parents expect homework given

sometimes or often .

	

1.1 .1

-

	

_ .

	

General Aims .
--To create a humane, sympathetic and
challenging atmosphere in which the
individual student can realize full potential and
a positive attitude to life .
--To maintain an administrative and organ-
izational climate conducive to teacher
professionalism .
-To encourage the school as an integrated
part of the community .
--To encourage the view of education as a 1 .1 .3
continuous process

	

-

	

-

IIAD(ILTON DECISION MAKING. STUDY :
A Critical Need Was Expressed For :
Health Education .
Vocational Training .
Improved Civic Responsibility
Family Life Education
Communications Skills . (Reading, writing,
speaking, and listening)
Economics
Human Ecology

	

1 .1.2
Music .

IHE CULTURAL CONTEXT OF H.S.H .S .

NATURE 0:' THE LEARNER :
--302 of year 8 students are
poor readers . (ACER Paragraph Test)
--On the first series, social studies
comparability tests, 13% of year 8
students were advanced compared with
the state mean of 252 . 332 of the
year 8 students were basic compared
with the state mean of 25% .
--Year 8 students average over 4
hours of TV watching per day .
--every individual is unique in

needs, interests, 6 abilities .
-students need success and a
positive self-esteem .

--students need guidance in developing
decision making abilities and
responsibility . 1 .1 .1

NATURE OF THE EDUCATIONAL TASK :
--encourage free discus=ion of ideas .
--encourage insight into group processes

and interactions .
--encourage enjoyment of education .
--encourage decision making .
--encourage student involvement in

the community .

	

1 .2.3

NATURE OF THE EDUCATIONAL PROCESS :
--establish conditions whereby students

can undertake enquiry .

-establish conditions whereby students
experience success .

--to establish conditions which encourage
students to behave responsibly .

--to establish conditions where
students can become self-motiv-
ated learners .

NATURE OF SOCIETY :
--demand for willing attitude .--demand for suitable appearance .--demand for satisfactory education .--demand for a suitable manner .

1 .2 .4

NATURE OF KNOWLEDGE :
--Knowledge is the outcome of enquiry .
--Knowledge is tentative and must continually

be tested and rideexamne .
--The scientific method is a useful way toobtain knowledge .

-MM
i

1 .2.5

1 .2 .2



Summary of School Aims and Objectives :

1. A Humane, Syrp .thetlc W Challengint
Atmoaphece In Which To Realize One's
Pull Potential .

2.0 To Maintain an Adminatrative
and Crganlrctio.r. ..1 Climate,
Conduci.a to Teacher
rrofesslorallen.

3.0 -o rtiwra0 the School as
an Integrated Part of the
Cmsmtty.

I.1,
'4just Educational Fxpericnees

To The Need . of Society and Heeds
Ot The Students .

1.2 . To Recognize that Student Socialization
Occurs As l:uch By The School Eaviroment As
By Formal Learning Processes .

1.3 . To Encourage Discipline 3y
Positive Means.

2.1 . To Encourage Professional
Development

2.2 . To maintain the open Organisational Climate
Which involves Teachers in School Decision Making

3.2 Encourage Oea of Cceamnit, *-ores, And
yaelittlra to rducatlo. of the stnde.t .

3.2. Encourage Active Comausity rerticipation
Ia the school'. Activttlaa .

FIGURE B : (1 .3)

1.1 .1 . Aid Close and Subject Charges
Encourages 1 . Individualized learning .

It . a self-motivated active learner
111. co-operative learning

1.1 .2 . Teachers encouraged to be -are of and adept
their teaching strntegiex :

1. accordint tc modern learning theories .
1t . principles of curriculum desirn .
111 . aCeordicg to school Pe!ic!es .
Iv . according to needs for indivilualized
study.

1.1 .3 . Let Students Participate in Process

of Setting Dress Standards Within School

Limitations.

1.1 .4 . Promote administrative facilities to

silo. each student to be kaovn individually

by at least one staff member .

1 .1 .5. Make In'_or,ation Concerning Students
Readily Available to Staff.

1.1 .(s Pet-sit Upper School Students
More Respot.lbility In Allocating Time

To Various Subjects .

1.1 .'1. To Ensure that Year 10 Students
Develop Necessary Attributes To Make

A Realistic Choice Concerning The Future .

1.1 .5 To Not Cnly Maintain But Also '.o
Improve the School's Academic Standards.

1.1 .9. To Poster Attributes To Permit
Students to Cope With Demands Of A
Rapidly Changing Society

1.1 .10 Ensure Coordination of
Teachers Activities To axinlze
Student Development.

1 .2 .1 To Structure Classes Heterogeneously.
1 .2 .2 . To Encourage Student Development
Of Self-Responstblllty .
1 .2 .3 . To Allow Students Opportunities
To Make Decialons Affecting Their Class
IA ;	1 . Social Activities .

If . Study visits .
Sit. Problems Referred To Class

1.2 .4 . To Permit Change of Clams By
. Student or Teacher .

1.3.1 Eliminate Corporal Punishment .

1.3.2 . Improve Staff-Student Commuvicatlons .
1.3 .3 . Develop Among Students Ass ' Avare'%eas
of Dynamics of Croup Behaviour.
.1 .3 .4 . Provide Information Feed-Back To;Students Via Class Councils .
1.3 .3 . Involve class councils in
Discipline Processes .
1.3 .6 . Encourage Classroom Teachers

To Accept Major Reaponaibllity For
Discipline .

2.1 .1 To Pncoura"e Teachers To
Introduce New Curriculum or Modify
Currleulua To Meet Unnet Needs.

2 .1 .2 . To Obtain Staff Responsibility
for Student Evaluation : I.e .

1. School Responsibility for
Evaluation Without Excessive External
Influence.

-

	

It . Freedom to Innovate and Change
Al proaches to Traditional Core Subject
Areas .

	

-

2.1 .3 . To Exploit Special Talents
of Individual Teachers .

2.1 .(:. Encourage Critical Self-Evaluation.

2.1 .S. Provide Opportunity for Professional Develop
1. Running Inseivice Courses .
It . Guest Speakers .
1li. Encouraging Teacher Awareness of Educati,
Developments .

2.2 .1 . Maintain Little School Systems
I. Each with own,teaching and

student group.
f1 . Each independent of the others

as much as possible .

2.2 .2 .

	

To Decentralize Deelslon Making By
Authority Delegation Tot

1 . Whole Staff concerning whole school
policy .
It . Individual Schools re Little School
poll .y .
lit. Individual Class Testhers eonceralng
Classroom Policy .

2.2 .3 . Support and aecognlze Th.
Efforts of Classroom Teachers .

" 2.2 .1 . To otaaniea school Creupa To Achieve
Independence fe All Activities rnfartakaa
Within the Group.

-3 .1 .1 . grille. CoeunltT racilicio.

Lz f

	

ra :..el.. r.reet. t. the Oebeat
Oecfefoo Mat1.g rracasa.

3.2 .2 . Give Parente Ready Access to
Teachers and Information Concerning Their
Children .

3.2 .3 . Encourage Parente to Participate fat
1 . Curriculum Development
11 . Classroom Activities .
lit. In Study Within the school .

}F

13
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BOX 1 .4 . ESTABLISH NEEDS :

NEEDS OF ?LAA[ILTON SENIOR FIICH SCnOOL :

Evaluation : Assessment of School Practices versus School Coals .
discrepancy between classroom practices and school goals :

i
i
student involvement

i . teacher/pupil relations
iii . teaching techniques
iv . individualization
v . group work
vi . heterogeneous classes

Needs Assessment :
gh need level was indicated by the pooled results of teachers,
and parents for :
Civic Responsibility : To develop good moral citizens
obey the law and participate in government .
Communications : Improve reading, writing, listening and

aking skills .
. Family Life Education . Developing standards of a good
e and family life and organizing a family budget .
Economics : Ecology, Music, Health Education, Vocational Training .

rental Comments : Need to concentrate on 3 R's, and English .
portance of relevant subject matter, more choice in subjects,
re involvement and hard work by students .

Data On deeds :
oor reading skills of many year 8 students .
oor comparability test results .

I?WDIATE CRUCIAL NEED : TO IMPROVE LITERACY SKILLS OF STUDENTS ACROSS THE
CURRICLLL'M .

FUTURE AIMS :

	

To establish a core curriculum which includes all essential
knowledge and skills to be requ?.red by students .

To broaden the retire of courses, increase relevance of
materials, involvement of students, and student interest .

To encourage use of teaching practices in line with
school aims .

t
FIGURE B :

ESTABLISH

Williams
Needs : - -

I
Hamilton1 A h

e students
i .
who

i

ii .
speII

homiv
.

1
PaI

m

Empirical

1
---
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Mr . Usher his suggested that a rational planning appreaeh
--which should proceed concurrently wir

'
1h the rar .ow front

approach to innovation --wau :l involve e review of sec-rdar
education

	

l, the cur-..^.t social milieu and the needs
of those who do or ""=ho will cre2e w:thia it . :his done, .-a
School would then critically -xa :u ne :he c1i:ate, syllanusei and
the relevance of what the x_:ol was offering in the light of
cobtemporary student needs .

1 .5 ., 2 " 0 P.L'."Fi.-==k~G ."i :..

	

_

	

LI?=hS SCaCCL

	

°VtZ.

- Year Len school leavers will be grouped into one class and
teachers will be encouraged to develop i special school curriculum
which will concea!rate on basic skills which will be required
for the folloxin,.-, yemr,
-- It is hoped eventually to extend this curriculum downwards
to year 9 sCUdeats as well .
-- All students . will be enrolled in a six week testing and
reading course which will replace one of the present Grinceri
school cpticns .

-- The School will timetable core suhlects so that two periods
within each core subject can ce used weekly to enrich able
students, r =edlatc weaker s ::deats, consolidate core material
for the ri.:dle group end permit special education students to
gain basic skills .

- Permit timetabl~nc of 80 einute periods where desired byteachers . This will encourave a brosde_r variety of teaching
techniques to be used by teachers and increased activities to.̀" y underta'"e0 by students .

to assign grc.ps of sixty students to three teachers toencourage teat teaching and hermit renediation o : weaker st. : :ents .~-- to encourage a eorcept sp~rcach whereby all little schoc :
teachers who are interested oal si=ultanecusiy :each one cin=ept ;from the perspective of their respective discipline .

1
-- Upper School is seeking a prinary '.rained teacher who winbe willi-, to take general studies stclents for :9e entirecore Curriculum . Such . pro :ra .=e will increase flexibility oftimetabling eat excursions Scr r-aeral studies students ant.
will seek to realize their in,rests =ore directly by permittinggreater use of co=munity res,rces .
- For TAE stud^nts the Upper School teachers would like todevelop a profile which indicates the areas of screacths

and weaknes,<a of ur;pcr school students prior to their entry
into upper school . Upper School students we :~ld b "_ ezcouraged
to take options for strengthe-ing their weaknesses within sear
tea .
plrt,uv (continued)

1 .5.3. 4 .0 C'.?:SGES I':I'"L1TF.D C`:A 9A?'t^ '1 Fc.OtiT BY ISDI7IDUZ

1 .5 " 3 " 4 .1 -- In 1977 Greg Bowdell developed a curriculum to teach

health education to all : :yde School students in years 8, 9

and 10 during class council pericds .

1 .5.3 . 4 .2 -- In 1977 Jim Tucker introduced a new Siatbt enrichment

course foi" all students which ensures that students ?:Oiag oa

to upper school will have a sound u.-.ders .&adtng Of Oath and

Science concepts which will be required for upper school .

1 .5 " 3 " 4.3-- In 1978 Graham Rayner is in the process of orcanizin; all

social studies mapping skills into a unit whit_ can be tauett

logically and sequentially throughout years 8, 9 sad 10 .

1 .5.3. 4,4-- Eevin Ritchie 1s developing a unit on plastics which ,ill

be integrated with the traditional manual arts woodwork progre~e .

4 " 5 -- A number of teachers are developing small units to 1=prove

their present grog,-arses. (A) The art and photegrapdy teachers

are cooperating in stressing composition as a commo=element .

(g) The remedial reading teacher andaHyde School te_che, are

eooperatin; on a unit focussed On basic .iteracy for year ten

school leavers . (C) Kevin Cwens '.-.3s involved vccati :nal 5tIamts

in developing special aids for a school for the physically

handicapped is "Iilleton . (D) Graham Rayner is invoicing general

studies students in assisting primary school teachers on a

	

.

small scale .

1 .5 " 3 " 1 .0 ,:T'c NATI4E Pa0G~- `".E"[, IFh1 :T .0

	

A SUB-'S-'T

1 .5 " 3 " 1 .1 31:s : ne ss Practic e -

1-5-3-

1 .5 .3 .

1-5-3-

-- The Business PracticeDepartment seeks to teach someskills
(shorthand) which are currently taucht is year 11, in year ten .
It sees a need for a year twel -:e business course an : fo_ the
develo ;.nrnt of alt-+Live business studies courses for -,<<r
students . Typing and shorthand are useful ad w unets far i= ;rovin.S
student literacy .

3 .2 En-1ish .

- The English Department is interested_

	

in writing trocrs=Mes for
its courses to ensure coordination and ecatinutty . `o _eel vitt
the proble= of reluctant readers, it has put forxarc a proposal
for a one, term reading course oriented towards motivat_ag and
improving reading in students .

atLE-m e rc~uoaics .

- The rationale for change within the_

	

h:me economics department
includes changing fa=ily roles, i ;nuanc_ of nucritio=a'. needs .
ant the i ..̂crease in the parental rile as coasucers . _c sect "-!se
needs, all students will be a :le to earcl for :our : _dens of
acme Eccnocics . The sub � ect will i=tegrite clcthi=z ana .'=bra's
with food and nutrition and will fcc ,.s c= the than-=.- world,
management skills, cons~er skills, prodact
attitudes and decision making . . :.e orientation will be one~wtiich
does not demand a high level of reading skills .

1 " 5 .3 " 3 .4 Yanual Art--

-- The introduction of new technology in industry, ;3rticularle
the use of plastics, has led to a need to utdate the ==+coal arts
processes . current courses are under review with the intent of
improving processes . Consideration is also being gi -.emta the
gradual introduction of worksheets as one way of improving
student literacy .

1 .5 .3. 3 .5 Lathe=3tics .

The Kath teachers will continue to i='egrate relevant ideas
and figures from the local eca= :mity int : the nath c*~riculum
sad will stress the relevance of path to the real w rid as a
practical and necessary curricula= . There wail not to a =ajcr
rewriting of courses, tut Path will be offered. to o~cer
disciplines as a service too : as well as being a discipline
in its own right .

1 " 5 " 3 " 3 .6 . Phvsical Education-

Recent curriculum develop=eat in physical education includes
the introduction of organized swiring and gymnastics. : .".e
Physical Education Department is nsrtic- :ariy a-cio .3 to intrec :=e
complete Eealth

	

:nation curriculum wit' properly =-- aimed
teachers and specific health education rooms aLi res :uraes .

3.7 Science .

The science department intends to reorganize years 8 and 9
on a four period sere with two periods of coasolidat :om enrichz°=t
or remedial work . ~t the year tea level, students wi-1 n t for
a course of high . =oderata or low level of difficu).t? wh_le a~
course' sill cal .-to.Sa a hid. .̂ inter-at level . Ttese c :ursas w=,
be b<sed on the T i preparation i= Chemistry and Ph-ics, 2 :.:.
preperatidn in Biclocy and Human Biology and develo;=eat of
necessary skills for the school leaver .

	

-

.5.3 . 3 .9 Socit' . Stt" S+ "a.

.-- Because of reading difficulties and deficiencies _ :n other

basic skills, the Social St.:dies -apartment will uncert3ke

curriculum develo ;=ent to -rovice courses and tench :-3 s'rategd-s

to assist teuc"_era to t~ekle these rronli=s . This wi=1 be ..o^

in 1973 by an alternative course initially for year Z-
students, but wit .̀, the intention o' extending to Years 9 and 1C

if necessary . The course will conc+ntrate upon the cevclo " meat

of basic skills, through use of local content and tc ;ics
relevant to the Students.



Fig . C

MANAGEMENT BY OBJECTIVES

1 REVIEW INVENTORY OF HAMILTON SENIOR
HIGH SCHOOL GOALS

v
\v

2 STATE SOME PERFORMANCE INDICATORS WHICH
DEMONSTRATE FULFILMENT OF SCHOOL GOALS

3 DEVELOP TOPIC GOALS CONSISTENT WITH SCHOOL
GOALS

FOR EACH TOPIC, IDENTIFY PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVES AND STANDARDS FOR TESTING
OBJECTIVES

I

5 USE OBJECTIVES AS TEST QUESTIONS AND DETERMINE
FEASIBILITY OF THE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES
FOR EACH TOPIC

--6 DETERMINE ALTERNATIVE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

7 ASSESS FEASIBILITY OF ALTERNATIVE OBJECTIVES

8 SELECT TEACHING STRATEGIES TO MATCH OBJECTIVES

9 IMPROVE OBJECTIVES AND STRATEGIES FOR EACH

10 EVALUATE OVERALL PERFORMANCE

Adgpted from Montello and Wimberly
Management Systems in Education
Lincoln, Nebraska, Professional
Educators Publications, Inc ., 1975



1 GENERAL

1 .4 PROCEDUr.L"S FOR TI'E CURRICULUM DEVELOPTIEt?T PROJECT
ISTEFJV PERSONNEL ROLES
(N .h .Hyde and J .R .Maisey)

Introduction

The curriculum development project currently taking
place at Hamilton Senior High School is the second stage of
extensive and innovative educational change within the
school . The first stage began in 1973 with both
administrative and organisational changes which facilitated
the creation o?: a "schools within schools" system .

Concurrent with the administrative and organisational
changes was an initial attempt to establish goals for the
school . These were intended to serve a number of needs, the
most important of which was the formal statement of what
the school was about . At the same time the goals were
seen as a vehicle of communication to staff, parents
and students, explaining to each the reasons for admini- .
strative and organisational change . T -7ith respect to teachers

the statement was intended to provide guidelines in
possible new roles . At that time there was little
expectation that many of the goals would appear in or
reach the classroom level of the school through the formal
curriculum . '. :0Wever, implicit in the goals was a
definition of the immediate changes in approach of
teachers towards students which were required to accompany
the administrative and organisational changes . To a very
large degree this was achieved, being nurtured and furthered
through the 'little schools' .

The restructuring of the formal organisation from a
bureaucratic faculty-based school to a more democratic
decentralised/ schools within schools' system revealed
a number of implications . The :lost obvious of these
concerned the roles of certain traditional 'office
incumbents' within the school structure . At the same
time the creation of new positions such as the elected
little school head required specific role definition .
However, the stated goal requiring the establishment of
an 'open' organisational climate prescribed to a great
degree the roles of the latter . The goals concerning
decision-making necessarily created implications for
all roles .

There was an im-nedia-Le and apparent need for the
Principal, Deputy Principal and Principal iistress to
re-define their roles . At the same time, notwithstanding
the changes within the school, it was appreciated that they
were still required to work tfTithin those guidelines of
responsibility laid down by the State Education Department .
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J._1...

1 .4 .1 (cont)

1 .4 .2

The roles or Subject Senior 11asters are seen as
those most likely to he threatened by -the changes which
took place . It is easy for them to perceive an erosion of
formal authority due to the democratisation of decision-makinc;

In essence such re-definition of roles as occurred

	

r
involved the change from traditional bureaucratic office
holders, with legal and coercive power, toeducational
leaders . It was hoped that the basis of their power
would shift from a legal to referent form . There is now
no doubt that this is no easy task for many Subject Senior
masters .

Plans for the Curriculum Project

The evaluation by i'illiaiis (1976-77) is a sound
attempt to evaluate stage one . There is ?such evidence
to prove that adequate planning was undertaken, and
considered decisions made . However, there is also
evidence that for one reason and another certain of our
goals are not yet achieved .

,?he foregoing statement then sets the scene for
stage two of the venture, i .e . the curriculum development
project . It is worth pointing out at this time that
great significance is attributed to the 'hidden' or
'informal' as well as the 'formal' curriculum . For the
past twelve to eighteen months the school has been searching
for a means to implement tne seconC. stage on a ~"?hole
school basis . During 1977 the school appointed a
'Curriculur; Co, -ordinator' .

	

As planneC.", outcomes of his
activities, the school has achieved the following :

(a) the compilation of data from a needs survey
of students and parents,

(b) the compilation of data a°rom an employer
survey,

(c) the establishment of inservice courses
involving parents and teachers,,

(d) the provision o~ data concerning the present
teacher viewpoint rl,ith respect to the school's
goals,

(e) a curriculum newsletter with relatively , , ide
circulation .

All of tile above are necessary and commendable
initiatives in the early stages of curriculum development .
What is necessary at this stage is an overall plan for
school--based curriculum development . The following is an



1 .4 PROCEDURES FOR THE CURRICULUMS DEVELOPMENT PROJECT -
IEW PERSONNEL ROLE

1 .4 .2 (cont)

attempt to provide such a plan, or at least a basis for
discussion as to a plan for the process . Our proposal
takes account of the different dimensions of organisations .
Owens and Steinhoff, (1974), suggest that there are four
i .e . task, technology, structure and . people . Pusey, (1976),
suggests three - buznaicratic, technical and human relations .
Owens and Steinhoff, (1974), quote Havelock's three major
strategic orientations .

With regard to individuals in organisations we are
cognisant of the points raised by Getzels (1958 p .156),
concerning nomothetic and ideographic dimensions as factors
influencing their behaviour . T,7e believe that it is possible
to reconcile each and produce a viable plan . The plan is
presented in the following forms :

sheet 1 .4 .2 .1

	

a floc" chart showing processes and
inputs (Fig . A : over)

sheet 1 .4 .2 .2

	

a curriculum, model (Fig . B : over)

sheet 1 .4 .2 .3

	

a statement of procedures for
implementing the model (see over)

'sheet 1 .4 .2 .4

	

an expanded statement of co-ordin-
ation and evaluation procdures
(see over)

sheet 1 .4 .2 .5

	

who should be the co-ordinators?
(see over)

sheet 1 .4 .2 .6

	

concepts of co-ordination (see over)

sheet 1 .4 .2 .7

	

a description of the support
requirements (abbreviated) (see over)

sheet 1 .4 .2 .8

	

strategies for implementing support
requirements for individuals/groups
(see over)
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SHEET 1 .4 .2 .3

Statement of Procedures for an individual or Group
considering a Curriculum Development Project :

Involvement

1 (a) Communication of intent

ubject
Senior Master

Individual

	

ADVISE \Group . i

	

AND

	

Principal---,
CONSULT 1'

Little School

	

Other
Heads EXperts

1 (b) Request Co-ordination facilities

(b) constraints .

Co-ordination 8

	

Select content .

inform
Parents -
Community

Co-ordination 2

	

Establish curriculum model to be used
discuss as above

Co-ordination 3

	

Present formal plan to ??? (see "who should
the co-ordinators be?")

Co-ordination 4

	

Simultaneously consider -
(a) school objectives - but refer also

to l,,asic philosophies,

Co-ordination 5

	

Representation of original or modified
plan .

Co-ordination G

	

Consideration of administrative
implications .

Co-ordination 7

	

(a) Establish speci -fic objectives .
(b) But simultaneously assess the

capabilities, needs, interests of
the group for whom project is
intended .

(c) Identify learning experiences .

Co-ordination 9

	

Organize systematically teaching-learning
strategies .

Co-ordination 10

	

Establish the evaluation procedures for
student achievement of objectives .



SUEET 1 .4 .2 .3 (cont)

Co--ordination 11

	

Consideration of administrative
implications .

Co-ordination 12

	

Identify any specific needs in the
individual's or teaching team's
experience T,ihich will aid the
implementation of the course .
Arrange for inservice training .

Co-ordination 13

	

Implement course at classroom level .

Co-ordination 14

	

Expect and arrange for evaluation of the
success of the project .

Co-ordination IS

	

Go back and modify or change wherever
necesssary .

(See 1 .4 .2 .4 over, for an expansion of co-ordination
and evaluations procedures .)
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Expanded Statement of Co-ordination and Evaluation Procedures

CHECK LIST FOR CO-ORDII1TATORS/EVALUATORS to be used in conjunction
with the procedures for an individual or group curriculum
development project .

INDIVIDUAL/GROUP
ACTIVITY

	

CO-ORDIL?ATIOrT CO%ISIDERATIONS

1

	

Communication of intent

	

Ensure that communication and
consultation have taken place
particularly at the subject level
before undertaking task No . 2

Decision re curriculum

	

Check against the accepted curriculum
model to be used

	

development model . If different its
use should be justified on logical
and sequential grounds .

3

	

Presentation of formal

	

(Check fit of plan with school goals
plan to co-ordinators

	

as they refer to the basic philosophy
of the school . Consider the ration-
ale of the plan . Does it fit with
other ongoing projects -
(a) in the subject area,
(b) established trends elsewhere .

Consideration of -

	

Identify and emphasise -
(a) school objectives

	

(a) possible departmental constraints
(b) possible constraints (b) organisational constraints

evident at this stage .
(Advise on possible modifications
if any .)

5

	

Re-submit original or

	

Give go ahead to proceed .
modified plan

&

	

Consideration of admini- Check again re implications at school
strative implications .

	

level (can we accommodate it?),
subject level, Department - B .S .E .
levels - does the course need formal
acceptance by the Board, Is a
Subject Superintendent's advice and
acceptance necessary? If so make
the arrangements . Are there staff-
ing and resource considerations?
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( coat)

7

	

(a) Estahlish specific
objectives identifi-
cation of needs,
capa' :ilities, interests
of the group for F:Yhom
the curriculum Cevel-
o ment is intended,

7

7

	

(c) ;Select possinle learn-
ing experiences .

Checl, that the stated objectives
fall into three categories

(1) Recall and comprehension of

(a) specific facts, events ;
sy~ttbols and referenctr

(`1 ways and means of dealing
T.-Tith sDecisic facts, events.
syrLbols ant: referents :

(c) universals and abstraction :_.

(3) ,.?kills

in a :Field .

(2) Feelings, sensitivities, beliefs
attitudes and values . !5o Me
objectives allow for the
~ evelo - :ent of the above?

(a) intellectual,
(b) social (internersonal and

interrroup)
(c) psychomctor

-`..re the ~,roxir-zate, mediate ane
ultiz~ate goals identifia?D1e?

(b) Assess capabilities,

	

Chccl: ar ainst the known data for
needs, interests of

	

the identified group . - -,I.sk -For
the students concerned . evidence re needs and relevance .

Checl: that stated learning
experiences are -°

(a)

	

adequate r
( _.)

	

aNpronriate not just to the
sinc,-le course ;

(c) interrrative as far as th.e ~,*>>ol
systc_: and its goals are
concerncc'. ;

(c') balanced: between direct anc~.
vicarious experience ;

(e) recognised b y students a^
achievinc,; their purposes ;

(f) recognised i-y teachers as
leasin(- to ^ocially desira' le
ends

(c-) annropriate to the maturity of
tae grout-. .- challenging,
achieva?Ae, leading to new
learninc-s, aDroviding for
application of old learnings ;

(h) var ei enourh to provide fcr
halanceu develogrent of the
learner - many types of
in,?.ividlual and group activity ;
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7 (c) (cont)

	

(i)

(j)

3 Select content

Principles are established tenets
of learning theory

Does the content meet
criteria?

possible within the resources
available ;
varied enough to provide for
individual differences within
the group .

the following

Validity -
(i)

	

technically correct
(ii) authentic
(iii) integrated

Significance - is the content
structured and does it contain
integrative elements allowing
transfer across traditional
subject boundaries .

Adequacy -° is the content
adequate in the areas of scope,
continuity and sequence?

:Needs and Interests of Learner-
does it meet the needs and
interests of the learner?

Utility - will it be useful at
a later stage of the individ-
ual's educational experience
or when he leaves the school?

Learnability - is the content
appropriate for the age group
concerned, the range o£ ability,
physical and mental development
within the group?

Consistency with social
realities?

Does it allow for choice?

Is it a core or enrichment
course?

N .B . BEFORE THESE CRITERIA Arm
COQ? IDER;:; ;J IT IS A TASK FOR ?'T I=
Sf-I,,TIOR SUBJECT TEACHLR TO ENSUE
-'1°AT SUBJECT STRUCTURE IS I-'fAI14-
TI-'....I1q-D IN TEMIS OF .--
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(a) EVALUATION

1 .22 Trends and
sequences

1 .2.1 Conventions

3 .Specifics .

	

1 .12 Facts
Sub class

	

1 .11 Terminology
1 .10

9

	

Organization of teaching

	

Do the teaching strategies and
strategies and learning

	

learning experiences meet the
experiences .

	

following criteria :
(a) Appropriate to the related

specific objectives ;
(b) Display continuity contains -

vertical relationships of
curriculum elements ;

(c) Have sequence - successive
experiences built upon preceding
ones ;

(d) Allow for integration in the
horizontal relationships of
curriculum experiences .

10

	

Establishment of

	

Do the proposed evaluation procedures
'evaluation' procedures . meet the following criteria?

(a) Apply to the stated specific
objectives .

(b) Provide information about the
efficacy of chosen learning
experiences and teaching
strategies .

(b) ASSESSMENT

	

(a) P.11ow fcrthe establishment of
the status of an individual or
group with references to others
as well as the expected outcomes .
Thig implies a criterion based
test instrument .

TAXONOMIC
CLASSIFICATION :

1 .Universals
and
Abstractions .
Sub class

1 .32

1 .31

Theories and
structures
Principles and
generalizations

1 .30

2 .T1ays and 1 .25 Methodolgy
means of 1 .24 Criteria
dealing with 1 .23 Classifications
specifics . and
Sub class 1 .20 categories



11

	

Consideration o~ admini-

	

As in step 6 but include consider
strative implications .

	

ation of the implications for the
school administration also -- can we
implement and accommodate the
outcomes of 9 above.? Is there
need to consider the venture in
light of contemporary or future
projects? Are there staffing
considerations? Are the resources
available? If not can they be
obtained in time?

12

	

Identification of specific (a) Knowledge of professional
individual or teacher

	

background of teacher - establish
group need .

	

competence in implementing
project .

(b) Identify weaknesses in expertiee .
(c) '"as e proposals to Principal and

individual or group re inservice
training .

13

	

Implement course

	

(a)

14

	

Expectation of ongoing

	

(a)
evaluation

15

SHEET 1 .4 .2 .4 (cont)

10 (0 MEASUREMENT

	

(A)

(b)
(c)

Do the procedures take account
of the basic properties of
educational scales and of the
assumptions that are relevant
to educational measurement?
Tao the procedures allow for the
use of appropriate statistical
techniques when they deal with
assessment data .

Advise on timing of introduction
of the venture .
Hold a watching brief --
evaluation of the ongoing
venture is vital - but mainly it
is the Senior Subject teacher's
role .

Collate all data re the success
of the venture .
Advise all interested parties .
Suggest modifications or seek
expert advice .
Arrange for support strategies
to be implemented, particularly
if there are problems .

Modify and change wherever (a) -Ensure that if modifications are
necessary . Follow

	

necessary the re-entry point to
subsequent procedures .

	

the procedures are followed .
(b) If not exit from further involve-

ment with the venture .
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WHO SHOULD BE --'"L, 'HE CO-ORDINATORS?

1 .

	

Principal or Deputy Principal or Principal
s'-istress or a combination of same?

2 .

	

Subject Senior i-Zaster or ?Aasters?

3 .

	

Little School Head or Heads?
(The latter where group curriculum development
form complete grade or year .)

41 .

	

A --non-, subject oriented) Senior 'raster?

5 .

	

Curriculum Co-ordinator?

The vital role is that of the Subject Senior
'rtaster who will need to support the teacher/s .
'the other members have a responsibility of
ensuring that the administration can meet
the demands .
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CONCEPTS OF CO-C-DIT?P-.TIOI\7

1 .

	

Information collation re individuals re expertise -
see support 2C .

2,

	

Information collation re project in hand

3 .

	

Decision making with respect to 2 (i), (ii), (iii)
above -° "Give the go ahead to proceed.!"

4 .

	

Communication of these decisions to -
(i)

	

the individual,
(ii) the subject area,
(iii) the administrators,
(iv) the rest of the school community

including parents,
(v) superintendents .

5 .

	

Implementation of the decisions made in °3 8 above .

6 .

	

Involvement of the co-ordinators with each step
of the procedures for individual/group concerned
with a project .

7 .

	

The building up of the = critical path' map for that
project within the context of all ongoing projects .

(i) its fit with curriculum development model,
(ii) its fit with other aurriculum projects within

the school,
(iii) its fit with school objectives and policy .
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A DESCRIPTION OF SUPPORT REQUIRE'IENTS

AN ABBREVIATED OVERVIEW OF STRUCTURES AND CONSIDERATIONS
17HICH HAVE BEEN FOUND TO BE BENEFICIAL AS SUPPORT FOR
PROJECT LEADERS AND/OR GROUPS IN THE AREAS OF .---

2 .

Physical resources and facilities

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Morale

(a) Verbalised encouragement from -

Time
Clerical Assistance
Research help
Some finance if required for specifically
stated purposes .

(i) (Principal
(Deputy Principal and Principal Mistress

(ii) Identified other leaders - formal
and informal .

(iii) Superintendents or other departmental
people .

(iv) Parents

	

) directly or through
(v)

	

Community leaders) the Principal .

Protection -

From departmental bureaucratic pressures .

Identification of weaknesses in individual's
educational background with respect to the
project in hand . Planned -- organized training
remedial work - or involvement of experts as is
expedient to enable the individual to meet his
goals .

e .g . (i)

	

Social and psychological theory .
(ii)

	

Current educational trends .
(iii) Current curriculum development .
(iv)

	

Evaluation techniques .
(v)

	

Weaknesses in knowledge of philosophy
and goals of the school .

In terms of organizational theory supportiveness involves a
number of factors which deal with those aspects of the
organizational environment and the leaders' behaviour that
respect the integrity of the teacher as a person . However,
the implication is that dependency needs must be supported
rather than personal autonomy emphasised .

	

In essence it might
be considered as a measure of democratic paternalism . The
behaviours which characterise it are - a Theory 'Y' under-
standing of people, encouragement, objectivity in advice
giving, friendliness, nurturance, sensitivity, problem
solving orientation, providing opportunities for involvement,
avoidance of conflict, positive and constructive criticism,
consideration of personal and professional ~,elfare of
individuals - visible - approachable - sets an example in terns
of commitment .
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STRATEGIES FOR INPLE7IENTIiIG SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS FOR
INDIVIDUALS/GROUPS .

Discussions

(a)

	

The Curriculum Model .

The curriculum model and its associated list of
procedures may appear both formidable and complex
to many teachers .

	

It must be emphasised to them
that in fact they are only involved in a basic number
of steps within the framework . The remaining
procedures involve consideration and action on the
part of the co-ordinators/evaluators . In most
cases their involvement will be demonstrated as
advice and support . Every effort must be made
to make this clear to teachers, and in fact to
provide an active support facility . Any attempts
to avoid the use of this or a similar model must
be discouraged as should any move to avoid certain
procedures within the model . In itself the model
protects students, teachers, and the school
administration from ill considered or ad hoc
curriculum changes .

(b) Supports
This factor deals with aspects of the organisational
environment that respect the integrity of the teacher
as a person . However within this statement is an
important implication that dependency needs must be
supported rather than personal autonomy emphasised .
It might be considered as a form of democratic
paternalism . In organisational terms the scales
which define it are assurance, tolerance, objectivity,
affiliation, oonjunctivity, supplication, blame
avoidance, harm avoidance, and nurturance .

Our suggestions for the levels from which such support
comes are specific - support must begin at the
highest level within the organisation and be repeated
at each subordinate level of authority . If role
incumbents within the school lack awareness of support
strategies they should be quickly instructed .

At the school level there is an obvious requirement for
very practical ways of providing support to both
individuals and groups involved in curriculum development .
The organisation has finite resources whether they be
time, financial or human . The former (time) is perhaps
the most commonly used reason for lack of involvement
by teachers . The school therefore must look for novel
ways of providing time . The following suggestions may
illustrate the sort of thinking -w of a laterial type --
which may provide solutions .F7hich do not disadvantage
students, or require other scarce resources .
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Support : (cont)

(i)

	

Teachers actively involved in curriculum
projects receive fetTer reliefs, wherever
possible, than teachers who are not so
involved .

(ii)

	

Special activities such as films or other
media or outside lecturers, within the
existing course structure arranged for
two classes, thereby releasing one teacher
for a short time .

(iii) Within each sub-school special activities
may he arranged as in (ii) above which
would release, for example, all year 10
teachers . (e .g . The three day course offered
by the Health Education Council .)

(iv)

	

Following the departure of years 10, 11 and
12, students at the end of November, uncommitted
teachers losing classes to replace involved
teachers . This :-could provide an individual
with two to three weeks of useable time .

(v)

	

The allocation of staff to camps should be
arranged so that particular groups uith a common
involvement in curriculum development, attend .
The further use of community or other experts
in the camp programme would provide some time
for the teacher group to work together .

(vi)

	

Class teachers replaced from time to time by
Senior Staff . This has the added advantage
of exposing the latter to a variety of lower
school classes .

(vii) Reduce the workload of teachers in the classroom
for example by the use of our computer terminal
for the marking of objective tests .

(viii) have administrative staff take an occasional
assembly in sub schools thereby releasing the
teachers for a group meeting .

(ix)

	

Use out of mhool time more profitably .

	

For
example - 2arent nights - at least three per
year in each sub-school - begin at 7 .30 p .m .
School ends at 3 .30 p .m . r,,?hy not arrange
a meal and use the four hours for group work
instead of travel rletween school and home .
Parents may be persuaded to arrive early for
the meeting and take part in curriculum decisions .
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(b) Support-, (cont)

(x)

	

Encourage social activities within each
sub-school or subject group . Where teachers
gather they will tall: shop - direct the talk
to curriculum matters .

The provision of support in those other areas mentioned
in our proposal may be similarly considered . TATe
emphasise support as the one crucial factor which will
determine the success or otherwise of the curriculum
venture . Tle must provide it! No time so spent will
be wasted . Basically however, the available support
will depend only upon the organisational climate of
the school .

(c) Co-ordination/Evaluation,

The need for co-ordination of the procedures which
form part of the curriculum model may not at first
be obvious . Such a system provides a check upon
each stage of the development, ensuring considered,
educationally sound, and administratively practical
decisions are made . The need to consider constraints
is no less important than a consideration of learning
objectives . In a sense it provides for a system of
accountability on the part of all concerned, as well
as ensuring that only desirable and viable projects
proceed .

If the co-ordination is undertaken competently it will
concern a consideration of those decisions made at
each stage of the curriculum model . Co-ordinators
may therefore serve as evaluators - if one takes
the view that one form of evaluation concerns the
adequacy of decision-making and its consonance with
stated goals or objectives, and in this case accepted
pedagogic practices . It is imperative therefore that
those involved as co-ordinators/evaluators receive
specific instruction in their task .
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LITTLE SCF100LS

2 .1 GRINCERI SCHOOL PERSPECTIVES
rliss S . Grinceri - Sub-school Head)

Tote s With the election of the previous head, Dir Norm Hyde,
to leadership of the Upper School in June, 1973, Sonia
Grinceri obtained the position as head of 'Grinceri School'
(formerly Hyde School) . For three years she has been
the assistant head under 1,?orm Hyde, and has strongly supported
the little school system .

The little school system has been very successful in
meeting the individual and social needs of the students and
in encouraging teacher commitment to the process of decision
making and involvement . The extent of this involvement has
been demonstrated during the first six months of 1978 by
the occurrence of the ollowing activates .

(a) Establishment of a remedial reading programme
by hiss R .Grigg and T'.r G .Rayner .

(b) A year 8 orientation camp organized by Mr G .Fowdell
and hiss J .Ellis to assist in orienting year 8's
to high school .

(c) Development of a year 19 'leaving' class which
caters solely for the needs of students who
intend to enter the working world immediately .

(d) Regular parents' nights held following each
term, where sample classes have been conducted
for the parents .

(e) Riegular undertaking of excursions, coffee nights
or disco nights in which students are actively
involved in organizing the events .

The current concern of Grinceri School is to tackle the
problem of student literacy, and particularly the difficulty
that some 33% of the incoming year 8 students have in their
comprehension of written materials .

	

In this concern we do
not wish to neglect the needs of the academic or gifted
child . The structure of Grinceri School is such that tasks
cannot be imposed upon teachers . Decisions are made
democratically and changes to alter the educational practices
of the school must be initiated, accepted, and implemented
by the teachers themselves . The initiative and imagination
of teachers is crucial as changes will only survive during
the duration of teacher enthusiasm and support .

The initiation of significant changes within the
curriculum by single teachers is dif-ficult and is not really
feasible . Unless the changes are small, the time and work
required often becomes an incentive to abandon the project
and to continue as before .
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GRI dCERI SCHOOL PERSPECTIVES

Fram an administrative Point of view the greatest
support that a little school head can offer teachers who
wish to undertake curriculum review and alterations is to
offer concrete support in the form, of definite strategies
that create time for teachers to meet as a group . Such
strategies have been listed by ~,r Norm Ilyde (Section 1 .4 .2 .8)
Grinceri School teachers believe in the need to be able to
meet and discuss areas in which courses can he aligned or
co-ordinated so that learning of similar concepts within
different subject areas can occur more often . It also
wishes teachers to become more involved in sitting down and
developing curriculum of high interest value to meet the
specific needs bf non-academic students who are soon entering
the work force . One way that time can be created for
Grinceri School teachers to co--ordinate their efforts is to
involve the student body in a special progra.+mne supervised
by option and Physical Education teachers . The programme
could occur once a month . While it was on core subject
teachers would be free to review and co-ordinate their
activities .

	

(It is anticipated that the programme may
occupy a whole afternoon .)

The school also wishes to examine more carefully some
constraints recently discovered xirithin the school's curriculum
programme . In 1977 the school structured a year 10 class for
those students who intend to leave school . The course
concentrated on career education and work experience for
these students to specifically meet their 'non-academic'
interests and needs . Students elected and were not compelled
to take the new programme . Although most students who
opted for this programme could be said to be working at the
'basic' level, nevertheless the attraction of the progra,:xme
also led to the enrolment of students working at the
'intermediate' level . A special T"athematics course which was
developed by :"Air R . Ludwig to concentrate on basic arithmetical
concepts was not implemented . Although this course was
designed to cater for the needs and abilities of the majority
of students, a small group of students would have lost their
'Ordinary' level in Mathematics, because of the lack of
algebra in the course . Consequently, the departmental
?athematics course was taught in its stead .

Strategies can be devised to get around these constraints .
We wish to obtain the interest and involvement of Superintend-
ents in reviewing the materials that have been developed
by the school and in recognizing the ways in which the
material meets the needs of particular students within our
particular environment . Although we can issue a school
certificate, our school feels that such a certificate, under
present circumstances, tends to handicap a student in his joy
prospects .
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GRI -?CERI SC,1-100L PLRSPECTIVES

A difficulty that the school faces in improving
student literacy is a feeling of inadequacy on the part of
the typical classroom teacher . These teachers are willing
to become involved in an active attempt to improve literacy,
provided they are given the resources needed to do so,
along with clear directions on their use . I:owever, the
teachers are not prepared to spend large amount of time
reviewing the resources themselves and in developing
programmes to use these resources . The school hopes to
arrive at a programme whereby directions and materials
could be given teachers so that a definite impetus in
improving literacy would occur .

In 1979 the school hopes to introduce a reading course
as a sampling option . (In Grinceri School options last for
six weeks with three periods per week devoted to them.)
This sampling option for fourteen students, would be taken
by the remedial reading teacher . Her task would be to
diagnose each student through comprehensive reading tests
and to design a reading prograr~irie for students who require
it .

	

'he results of the reading test and the specific
reading programme would then be transferred to core subject
teachers, who would oversee and be responsible for its
implementation . In this way, a specific programe of reading
improvement would be introduced within Grinceri School and
would involve each of the core subject teachers .

Finally, Grinceri School recognizes that 30% of our
student population come from non-English speaking families ;
principally Italian and Yugoslav . The school wishes to
improve its contact with this section of the community .
This could be done by translating notices and report cards
into the appropriate languages, and also by obtaining easy
access to an interpreter when one is required . The school
has found that migrant parents are concerned and interested
in their children's progress and are prepared to co-operate
fully . Like other parents of the school they have a right
to be informed and to express their opinions . Nevertheless,
to accomplish this the school vrould appreciate access to
translators .

The school recognizes that curriculum change is a slow
process and must occur over a sut-stantial period of time .

..e wish to establish a climate within the school whereby
teachers are co-ordinated and involved in the process, even in
a minor dray .

	

In this way, it is believed that Grinceri
School will better improve the quality of the students'
education .
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2 .2 HYDE (UPPER) SCHOOL PERSPECTIVES
N .Hyde - School Head

There is little chance that upper school will get
away from the traditional T .A .B . structure at present
because of the requirements of the Universities .
Nevertheless, upper school has implemented a number of
strategies to increase the preparation of students for
university . Perhaps most notable is the introduction of
flexi-times', a set period o~ tii~.le assigned to upper

school students to enable them to receive enrichment or
remedial work in, any subject area of their choice . The
procedure places decision-making responsibility upon the
students for their choice of activity and in this way
encourages responsible behaviour .

Because of my recent transfer from being head of
a lower school to becoming the head of upper school, it is
possible to compare the little schools . It may be
surprising for some teachers to hear that there is also
need for considerable parental involvement by the upper
school head, principally over student study and pastoral
care problems . V3hen necessary, parents are contacted
because of poor student study skills, and are encouraged
to provide their students with a study area, a desk,
and an electric fire or other study facilities . Parents
are also advised on how they can help their children improve
their study skills . Parental interest in upper school
does not seem to extend much beyond this point .

Secondly, pastoral care is as important or even
more important for upper school students than for lower
school students . Problems of upper school students are
as severe and sometimes more severe than those of junior
students . These problems include conflict between students
and parents, with the students sometimes opting to leave
home and live in their own flat . Secondly, unemployment in
families occasionally leads to pressure upon the student
to quit school and to accept any job, even one totally
unsuited to his or her abilities, in order to help
support the family . Within upper school there is need
for more detailed pastoral care and the counselling of
students . The age of the students permits the students
legal freedom to make important decisions .

	

Consequently,
it takes longer to sort out problems with upper school
students, to get parents and students together on speaking
terms, and to get both parties -to listen to coimnonsense and
reach a comprDrise .

Upper school students are also subject to more fits
of depression, caused by academic proboems, unemployment
prospects and a possible reduction in tertiary institutions
intake .

	

Students who see that they cannot make the grade
for university or that there is little prospect for
employment, sometimes give up . Gther students simply
lack the motivation to go on to university because of the
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present limited prospects even for university graduates .
All these pressures are leading to upper school students,
some with considerable talert~ to give up school, drop
out, and to accept unsuitable and unskilled employment .

It is felt that upper school teachers do an excellent
job in looking after the academic welfare of students .
In addition the staff give consistent and effective help
and guidance . Nevertheless there must be an extension
of pastoral care and counselling for these students .
This requires considerable tir:?e on the part of teachers
to consult with upper school students and to enable them
to make major decisions concerning their future .

A major problem faced by the upper school is the
considerable pressure upon students to take part-time
jobs . Indeed an estimated 25% of upper school students
are working, many on Tuesday evenings, Thursday
evenings (late night shopping) and. Saturday mornings .
Parents have explained that these students work not
because of inadequate family finance, but because of
considerable peer pressure for an expensive wardrobe and
an automobile . Parents comment on the pressures that
they are placed under to provide these items for their
children . It is essential that these students be made to
see that study must precede working and that this dochotomy
in student priorities be resolved .

Finally, for 1979 it would be of considerable advanCage
to have the school open in the evenings not only for use
by upper school students but also by their parents . In
the past, members of staff have supervised evening study
prior to exams . It o,?ould be valuable to have the library
open in the evenings as it is at KaAnana High School .
A major thrust for upper school for 1979 will be to attempt
to include adults in upper school classes . Attention will
be paid to strategies to inform adults of the upper school
courses, and to encourage them actively to register for
these courses . Through this tecnhique the level of maturity
of upper school classes may be increased, and perhaps the
forementioned problems will he partially resolved .
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2 .3 MANN SCHOOL PERSPECTIVES
W.Mann - Sub-school-head)

Due to such factors as accountability both within and
without the system, the credibility of courses offered to
students and the expectation of students,, schools are being
forced to review their curricula, with the aim of equality
of opportunity for their clients ; and at the same tithe
develop each student's individual skills .

It is with the school's broad aims in mind that Mahn
School, a subschool of Hamilton Senior High School, began
to tackle the problem of fully realising the potential of
the year 8, 9 and 10 students in the sub-school, and at
the same time, developing the basic skills necessary for
each student to live as full a life as possible . Some of
the characteristics of our population include :

(a) Low academic potential - the current year 8 intake
produced an achievement at Advanced Level of 13%
in the Series I Social STudies comparability
test, with 33% of the population at Basic Level .

(b)

	

Low achievement motivation - studies have shown
that few students (and parents) see education
as a tool for employment or as a discipline
worth pursuing for its own sake .

(c) Poor reading skills - a reading test given at the
end of year 7 showed that almost 38% of our current
year 8 group lack the reading skills necessary
for coping with year 8 .

So far this year, the following courses have been
introduced in an attempt to rectify the above problem .

(a) All year 10 students who wish to go on to years
11 and 12 are advised to do a two period per
week option that introduces and develops the
basic mathematical and scientific skills needed
in the upper school Maths and Science courses .
It is also hoped that students might gain an
insight into the expected level of achWement
in .-upper school .

For these students there is also a programme
where they visit upper school classes twice
a week . Students assess the class in terms
of course content, teaching techniques, level
of achievement required and type of assessment .
Each student will then be better able to choose
a year 11 course more suited to his/her academic
potential and educational expectations .

(b) All year 10 students leaving school at the end
of year 10 will be given talks on the different
social institutions, social expectations and the
basic skills needed to cope with today's society
(e .g . buying a car, completing an unemployment
benefit claim form, etc .) The aim of these talks
is to enable the students to integrate into
society with as little trauma as possible .
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(c) The academically able students in year 8 have been
identified, and they will be given enrichment
work in the core subject areas, either as a ::-
combined group from all four classes or with
their normal class group . Since student achievement
in a heterogeneous group will transgress towards
the mean, and since our mean is below the
accepted state mean, is was seen as very important
that these students be given every chance to use
their considerable ability to advantage, and
wherever possible extend their education beyond
the common core material .

At the same time, remedial programmes are being
developed to improve the basic skills of the
low achieving students . Remedial reading is
being introduced as part of the core subject
programme .

(d) All year 8 students sample all the options avail-
able to them, i .e . they do not do a full year
course in a few options, but a shorter course
in all options . The options taken include
woodwork, metalwork, food and nutrition, clothing
and fabrics, art-drawing, technical drawing,
art-craft, pottery, media, Italian, electronics
and pla,sticrs . The options run for either two or
four. periods per week and for six weeks or a
full term . The expected outcomes of this are :

(i) that students will make an educated
choice about their options in subsequent
years, taking options that suit their
abilities and interests,

(ii) that they may sample activities which
were formally unfamiliar to them in the
hope of some later vocational or
recreational exploitation, and,

(iii)that the current sex discrimination in
the manual arts and home economics areas
will cease .

Since this year is our first together as a team of
teachers, much of what has been done has been done in a
piecemeal fashion . Apart from the sampling option programme
and the year 10 option for potential upper school students,
we have identified a problem and tried to present viable
solutions given the restrictions of an established
timetable .

All these programmes are helping students to fully
realise their potential, but they tackle the problem from
the wrong end . We should be developing alternative
curricula, beginning at year 8, so that students may choose
the course best suited to their abilities and expectations
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and spend their three years in lower high school completing
a certificate that satisfies their particular needs . In
most cases, the present courses have the desired content
but we are unable to diversify because of the constraints
placed on us by the comparability tests . Unless students
have covered a particular amount and content of work they
will be disadvantaged when they sit for these tests .

In 1979, the timetable will be prepared with these
courses in mind For example, in year 10, the two period
per week visit to upper school will occur at a time when
we can make maximum use of upper school classes available,
and with minimum disruption to our own core subject
programme . More importantly, the year 8 timetable will be
planned with the following in mind :

The year 8 core subject programme of 4 x 6 periods
per week should contain 4 x 4 periods of core
subject material that will be taught to all students .
The other two periods per core subject should be
used as follows :

(a) Enrichment for the academically able student .
(b) Remediation for those students who would

benefit from such a programme . (We hope to
help all students reach the basic requirements
necessary for satisfactory existence in today's
society .)

(c) Continued instruction and consolidation in the
core material for those students between these
two groups .

The logistics of such a development in the timetable
are quite simple . The preparation of the curricula to
satisfy the various groups is she major_ problem . Material
is certainly available . The obstacle to be overcome is how
the classroom teacher is to find the time to incorporate
this material into his teaching programme and how to
formalise the curriculum development . These programmes
would of course continue into years 9 and 10, but would be
easier to implement if classes were formed in year 9 based
on academic and career interests .

It is my hope that over a three year period, we will
be able to develop such programmes, and at the end of
year 10 issue a certificate based on the new curricula .
This would mean a break between our school and the Board
of Secondary Education in certification, particularly in
the area of comparability tests . At present, these tests
force schools to expose the students to a set curriculum .
It will be argued that we can set tests based on our
curriculum ; that after ten years of the Achievement
Certificate, schools should now be able to set their own
criteria tests to determine whether or not a student is
achieving .at a certain level . These tests, and the
students' work, can be moderated in other ways by Board
of Secondary Education moderators, if necessary .
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As stated earlier, all that needs to be done is to
accommodate the present course in the new scheme and insert
the new courses where necessary . However, this course
of action would confront us with two obvious problems :

(a) Provision of printing processes so that
courses may be finalised into texts, and

(b) Time for teachers to plan, prepare and
implement courses .

The reason for this push towards developing curricula
that provides alternatives for our students is the presence
in the school of the Curriculum Co-ordinator, who is able
to research material and present it in a usable form to the
classroom teacher to be used in his curriculum development .

The co-ordinator would continually identify the
particular needs of the students, and oversee the project
so that these needs are being adequately catered for by
the courses offered . He would test the validity of any
curriculum change initiated by the staff, and changes
where necessary . In all, he would be the major resource
element that staff would need if such a change in
curriculum was to occur . The school is fortunate to have
such a resource . This project would make maximum use of
his available time .

Society today demands that schools turn out young
adults with the specific skills needed to satisfy its
employment demands, with, at the same time, the necessary
adaptability and skills needed to cope with its diverse
nature . This project would aim to cater for these demands .
After three years of high school, the students will have
a certificate that not only illustrates their achievements,
but uses the process in obtaining it to develop each
student to his full stature and guarantees the product
to be competent in the skills necessary to live as full
a life as possible .
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2 .6 RIDDELL SCHOOL PERSPECTIVES - A PERSONAL STATEMENT
S . Ri deli. - Sub-School Head

I am the elected leader of a sub-school at Hamilton
Senior high School and have been since December 1974
(3h years) . I have since been re-elected twice . At the
time of election I had been promoted Senior Master of
Physical Education at South Fremantle Senior High School .
To accept the position at Hamilton I had to relinquish
that promotion . The jcb here has been tremendously
rewarding and required considerable time and energy to
make it successful .

	

In my mind the system we operate
has proved to be efficient both in the service we give to
students and parents, and in the exploitation of the
ability of small groups of teachers to plan and work
together in a meaningful, positive environment . Despite
this I would like to point out some of the quite serious
problem areas we faces

(a) ?Then first elected to the position I had eighteen
staff members working with me . I now have three
of the original group left . Too many were transferred
by the Department, or at least, pressure was brought
to bear .

(b) As a group of teachers we firmly believe that each
clan group should be a fair representation of the
population we cater for, so we have heterogeneous
class groups . The teaching of these groups requires
a multi-level programme approach for the different
abilities in each group . This requires of teachers
a large amount of preparation, material and expertise
in teaching mixed ability groups . Our problem is
training teachers to meet these needs . we can do
this and have been reasonably successful in doing so,
but we too often lose the teachers just as they
become adept .

(c) Coupled with the problem of teaching heterogeneous classes
is the fact that teachers have to share rooms a fa .r
amount of the time because of a shortage . This creates
problems in that resources have to be moved from room
to room . It is not possible to supply each room with
the resources needed by all itinerant teachers .

(d) A big advantage of the small group is that we meet as a
team of teachers once a week to discuss problems and
plan ahead . We are seriously engaged at present with
modifying some of the existing curriculum and desperately
attempting to integrate subject areas so that we can
approach students as a team of teachers and not as
individuals working independently . Our facilities
make this very difficult ; however we are seriously
committed to getting teachers together with their
programmes to tackle major topics, by themes, from as
many subject areas as are willing to co-operate .
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Ideally we need much larger rooms where groups of
students and teachers can meet and work together .

(e) We encounter serious problems when we receive staff
who are not sympathetic to our philosophies and
objectives . Last year I I~ad nine new staff members,
all of whom were completely unaware of our system or
the sound sociological and psychological principles
on which it is based .

	

ecause the organization is
based on sub-schools rather than on subjects as is
customary, new teachers often feel threatened and
lost . They also feel threatened when they meet a
group of nixed ability students . It takes years of
talking and involving these teachers with experienced
teachers in our system? before they can see the
advantages and get the feel of what we are tying to
do in the way of student development and self-esteem.
The 50% turn,,-over of teachers last year cost us
early .

(f)

	

Being very close to students and teachers, and being
involved in teaching the student-s that I administer,
I »now full well the problem of the emotionally
maladjusted child. T?e have: seen the heterogeneous
class do wonders for mz:.ny children who come from
some primary schools where streaming and less positive
measures of discipline are the order of the day . 'F'e
have seen students with patzetically low self-esteem
and complete lack of confidence blossom over three years
of integrating with diffarrnt ability students .

however, there crops up an occasional student who is
quite definitely abnormal and emotionally unable to
adjust . We have, hr_d the on.e or two with whom we are
unable to cope . T,-;ha'_ do i,re do .,.7ith these students?
'1o agency wants to know about them . Parents disown them,
Guidance Officers may diagnose the problem but can only
sa gest a pal :1 .' :iat7-_L,_ ' .

	

?"_,= the parents refuse,

	

then
the problem come ;- back to school again . Counselling and
special progra.irme,-, hF.ve Men attempted but unfortunately
our overall influcnc,~ at school is minimal compared
to that o:L the horse .

	

I

'

'e are literallv stuck with these
students . It crcaces a big strain on teachers who have
enough to contend w t?i in catering for the individual
ability and. personality differences among the normal,
nor does disruptive behaviour leave these students
unaffected .

(g)

	

I would say that most of my time has been used backing
up teachers who ars having serious problems in controlling
classes, both in relating to and motivating students
to achieve . Teaching twenty-four periods per week and
counselling students tales up all of my time . Very
little time is left to bn talking with teachers and
looking at possible p_-ograrx. e development .

	

One or two
incapable teachers <an,~a one or two new teachers will
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take up all the school tire I have set aside for
other administration i .e . letters home, interviewing
parents, etc . Incompetent teachers cause so much
work for everyone else .

(h) Last year we had a Superintendent come out to watch
a second year teacher . The teacher in mind had
accepted our philosophies and teaching strategies for
a mixed aL~ility group . Teaching to different group
levels the teacher moved from group to group .
Students ysed the classroom facilities freely to select
further programme work The result of this was that
the teacher was told that he did not have enough
classroom control and that his certificate was in doubt .
This year the same teacher has changed his teaching
method . He teaches from the front to the class and
he uses punitive measures to keep everyone listening .
I feel that something has been lost .

(i) One of our major objectives is to have teachers teach
in one sub-school only ; to have their own rooms so
that we can timetable independently and then be able
to make decisions about prograrxming without affecting
other sub-schools . At present we share most options .

(j) Our discipline and control relies on good relationships
between students and teachers . There is no corporal
punishment as a sanction and this in itself is a
threat to many teachers . Control here is brought
about by a heavy programme of counselling - individuals,
small groups, assemblies, class and class council groups .
Problems that exist are discussed at each class council
period (one per week or more if required) . Each
teacher has a group of students for a class council and
he or she teaches those students during the week .
This is to enable good contact and so an understanding
of each student's behaviour . This system works well
where teachers are committed to it and understand its
sociological functioning . 2,?here teachers disagree and
cannot relate to students it fails miserably and other
teachers have to try to 'cover' . Over a period of time
it is possible to train teachers hove to operate a
group with this function . A changing population of
teachers as well as students does not help .

(k) Students arrive at Hamilton from a mixed background of
primary schools and are used to different approaches
as regards control, sanctions, work methods, etc .
Students from traditional schools rind it hard to adjust
to a less restrictive environment where there is less
direct control and as a result self-discipline is
necessary . Quite often it takes a year or two for
students to adjust fully to self-responsibility . In
the meantime hours of counselling are necessary .
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Behaviour modification does not happen overnight .
It takes time . The point here is that where teachers
have failed in the classroom much time and counselling
effort is required to modify the behaviour of problem
students . Results are never instantaneous, although
they may appear to be when coporal punishment is
used . Hcwever, we believe such apparent gains are
either temporary or illusory . r"":he effects of
counselling are quite sound and effective over a period
of time although it requires an understanding by all
teachers involved with the students .

In conclus
P

ion, our methods are based on teacher under-
standing and expertise - we rely very heavily on one
another to stand by our own methods and work together .
Teacher-student relationshi ;s are paramount and we need our
teachers to be able to become involved., understand and
to stay together as a team .
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3 .1 FINANCE CO12ZITTEEs
REPORT ON THE INTRODUCTION, DEVELOFNENT AND PRESENT ROLE
OF THE FINANCE COt-1MITTEE AT HAMILTON SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
(R.W .Southgate - Chairman)

Introduction

3 .1 .1 .1
The Finance Committee is an outstanding example of

educationally valuable innovation that has been successfully
introduced intd this school . From the moment of its
inception it had the enthusiastic acceptance of the teaching
staff, sound practical advice from the Principal when
needed and excellent liaison with the general school
administration .

3 .1 .1 .2
As the organisation managing the finances of the

school it has become firmly woven into the effective
organisational fabric . V?henever any teacher or member of
the administrative staff requires funds for specific
purposes connected with their duties it has become a
normal process to apply to the finance Committee and to
await the outcome of the subrission .

3 .1 .2
Historical Perspective

3 .1 .2 .1
Raison d' etre

3 .1 .2 .1 .1
The Finance Committee was brought into existence

in 1973 .

	

It was part of a series of changes in school
administration which involved the devolution of respons
ibility from the Principal to the staff .

3.1 .2 .1 .2
It was designed to give the staff real decision

making power in the financial management of the school .
Most of the members are elected by the staff and the
Finance Committee operates within the framework of a
constitution approved by the staff .

3 .1 .2 .1 .3
The Principal delegated to the committee the

authority to administer the finances of the school
while retaining, as he has to, the final responsibility
to the Education Department for sound financial
administration .

3 .1 .2 .1 .4
The Finance Committee is responsible to the staff

and the Principal for discharging its functions efficiently,
using sound principles of management .
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3 .1 .2 .2
Growth and Development

3 .1 .2 .2 .1
Since its inception the Finance Committee has been

a dynamic body . In starting from scratch there were-no
precedents to rely on when making decisions . There were
no other schools with Finance Committees that could be
consulted when problems arose and thus it had to navigate
its way throug4 uncharted seas, making rules and
developing formats as it went along . The important guide
posts for the committee were the constitution within which
it had to function, the broader objectives of the school
as a whole, sound principles of financial management and
the available funds at its disposal .

3 .1 .2 .2 .2
From the outset the committee had to establish

priorities for the allocation of available funds against
competitive submissions . With the concurrence of the
staff through its Staff Council and popular support of
students and some parents, the committee in its first
year committed the school to the building of a school
pool . This necessitated tremendous fund raising activities
The pool is now completed and paid for and is a tribute
to the magnificent response of the staff as a whole, the
students at that time and their parents and to the very
successful management of the financial aspects by the
Finance Committee, under the chairmanship of Bruce Smith,
Jill Hughes and finally the present incumbent .

3 .1 .2 .2 .3
By 1976 many of the ground rules for the internal

running and functioning of the Finance Committee had been
laid down and the succeeding committees had some tradition
to build on .

3 .1 .2 .2 .4
1977 was a period of review, consolidation and further

development . The committee consisted of a group of
competent and hardworking members and -

3 .1 .2 .2 .4 .1
During this year the staff at the request of the
Finance Committee reviewd, a&--nended and ratified
the constitution which had remained in draft
form up to this stage .

3 .1 .2 .2 .4 .2
The committee developed budgetary projections in
order to maintain more effective control over
income flows and expenditure programmes . These
projections were statement whicht

showed the state of the school's finance
at the beginning of the year,
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3 .1 .2 .2 .4 .2 (cont)

showed the expected revenue flows for
the current year,

indicated recurrent expenditure and other
specific expenditure items that have to
be met during the year,

determined the amounts available for allocations
to the departments,

determined the balance available for
allocations on staff submissions during
the year,

assessed contingent liabilities,

provided a forecast of long range commitments .

3 .1 .2 .2 .4 .3
Centralised purchasing procedures were enforced
in order to maximize gains from discounts and internal
receipting procedures were improved to enable easier
reconciliation between Departmental Accounts and
central control accounts maintained by the Registrar .

3 .1 .2 .2 .5
In 1973 the Finance Committee felt that the time had

arrived to go back through its minutes, its constitution
and to bring together all relevant procedures in an
Operations Manual, so that all staff could refer to it
when they needed information about the operations of the
Finance Committee .

	

It was also important for new members
of staff to acquaint themselves with the financial processes
in their new school and to assist newly elected members to
the Finance Committee to fit in easily with rules and
procedures . The Finance Committee Operations Manual was
published early this year and a copy is appended to this
report .

3 .1 .2 .2 .5 .1
During this year the Committee also instituted
random internal audits of departmental accounts .

3 .1 .2 .2 .5 .2
The Finance Committee is currently assessing the
accounting system used in the school with a view
to determining if it serves our purposes adequately .
It is investigating other systems which could
suit the school's purposes better, which will be
easier to operate and will provide better information
to the Finance Committee and-will enable it to
improve its ability to control school funds . Once it
is satisfied with its findings it will contact the
Department to determine if it will be acceptable to
departmental auditors if such a system is introduced .
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3 .1 .3
New Initiatives

3 .1 .3 .1
Up till this year the Finance Committee's role has

been confined to allocating funds for departments and
individual teachers and administrators to spend . Its
role has been a facilitating one . This year the Committee
has started considering how it can help to promote the
objectives of the school more positively . To this end it
has investigated cost and time effectiveness of present
processes of duplication and preparation of materials in
terms of teacher preparation time and administrative
staff time use . Already the committee has leased a
plain paper copier which will be installed later this
month . It is felt that this hardware would help to meet
some of the needs of teachers teaching small groups in
heterogeneous class situations, it could save much clerical
time and unit costs are lower than our present technology
can provide . This decision of the committee was preceded
by a long investigation and comparison of a wide range of
copiers in terms of quality, durability and versatility .
Many firms were consulted and discussions with many staff
members was engaged in . A member of the Finance Committee,
t-sr Tony Brown, spent many hours of his own time going
through showrooms of suppliers of copying machines, watching
demonstrations of machines at work and obtaining quotations
on behalf of the Finance Committee . This description is
intended to show the processes through which the Finance
Committee is prepared to go to ensure that the school
funds are allocated to the best of alternative uses so
that the benefits that flow to students may be maximised .

3 .1 .4
Looking . to the Future

3 .1 .4 .1
The success of the Finance Committee stems from its

grass roots support and the understanding by the
administration that a committee of dedicated people are
in a position to make more rational decisions about the
usage of funds than can a principal on his own no matter
how well intentioned he may be . Thus this concept of
management of school funds could fee introduced (with
advantage) on a much wider level within other schools .

3 .1 .4 .2
Already many other schools have enquired into the

operation of our Finance Coroiittee and many have in their
possession our Operations Manual . ..?e hope this augurs
well for the future .

3 .1 .4 .3
It is my considered view that innovations like school-

based funding could be most easily introduced successfully
in schools where there is a groundswell of support and
where the processes of education and development of
expertise in the handling of school funds has already been
achieved through Finance Committees like our own .
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3 .1 .4 .4
The Finance Committee is interested in learning

about the mechanics of school-based funding as a concept
to determine whether it gives schools greater flexibility
in determining their own expenditure priorities, whether
such a project is designed merely as a cost cutting
exercise or whether funding levels will be maintained at
present levels or increased and whether provision for
additional staffing to handle the increased work load
is made available . The committee is interested so
that it could make an independent cost-benefit analysis
from the point of view of this school .

3 .1 .5
Conclusion

3 .1 .5 .1
It gives me great plesure to present this report on

behalf of the Finance Committee . I am especially pleased
to have such a very good, diligent group of members on
the committee in people such as peter Nallabone (Chairman,
Canteen Sub-committee), Anthony Brown, Robert James Tucker
Richard Boniface and Dennis Tomasich (Registrar) .

3 .1 .5 .2
I also wish to give a special thanks to our minutes

secretary Jeanette Ward for her efficiency and her sound
commonsense advice to me from time to time .

3 .1 .5 .3
I hope that our efforts at this school will have

implications that flow beyond its own precincts in the
intexsts of the better education of children and the
professional development of teachers in this State .



3 COMMITTEES

3 .2 STAFF COUNCIL
(K .Ritchie - Chairman)

The Staff Council was intially established in 1972,
its main objective being to act as a liaison between the
staff and the administration of the school . Since that
time the council has become actively involved in matters
which affect students and staff . With the re-organisation
associated with the 'schools-within-schools' development
which occurred at Hamilton in 1973 came the sub-division
of staff and administration into smaller groups . This had
direct implications for the Staff Council which broadened
its role within,the school . It became a body of teachers
with representatives from each 'little school' who acted
as co-ordinators in establishing policy that affected staff
in the school as a whole . Indeed, since its inception the
Staff Council has changed its role from one of a receiver
of general complaints to one of initiator of policies
designed to improve the total educational climate at
Hamilton Senior High School .

Among the notable achievements that have been
initiated by the Council are :

(a) co-ordination of In-service Courses,
(b) induction of new staff members,
(c) conducting elections at Hamilton Senior

High School,
(d) upgrading of school grounds and gardens,
(e) improved staff room facilities including

work areas for use by teachers,
(f) better parking facilities at the school,
(g) alleviation of traffic congestion on the

streets surrounding the school through
approaches to the Main Roads Department
and the Cockburn Town Council,

(h) convening of a Social Committee .

Issues that are currently being investigated by the
Staff Council are :

(a) behaviour guidelines for students,
(b) updating the Constitution of the Staff Council
(c) Regulation 188 positions,
(d) criteria for filling an elected position that

may become vacant due to extraordinary
circumstances,

(e) upgrading and extension of bus bays in
Purvis Street .

The present members of the Staff Council are a
dedicated group of teachers who are genuinely interested
in the affairs of this school . Though the Constitution
only requires us to meet once a.month, this year, due to
staff interest and the number of important issues before
us, we have found it necessary to meet every second week .
The composition of the 1978 Staff Council is as follows :



STAFF COUNCIL

Chairman

Secretary
Treasurer
Finance Committee

Representative
Returning Officers

Social Committee
Representative

Mr K.Ritchie (Hyde School now
Grinceri School

Mrs P .Lawley (Non-teaching staff)
Miss V . Bell (Riddell School)
Mr R.Boniface (Mann School)

Mrs W.Hackett and Mr G .Reed
(Upper School)
Mr R .Loranger (Hyde School now

Grinceri School)
Mr J.Duncan (Riddell School)
Mr M .Poole (Mann School)

Each membei- is actively involved, whether it be at
committee level or on other responsibilities, and each
contributes valuable time in carrying out these duties .

The Staff Council has by now become very much part of
the school fabric and members of both the staff and the
administration feel free to come to the Staff Council with
a wide range of suggestions and complaints . In many cases
channels of communication have been shortened and the
Chairman of the Staff Council, as spokesman for the Council,
has ready access?and co-operation from the Principal,
Deputy Principal, Principal Mistress and School Masters .
Hamilton Senior High School is a model of change in the
field of education and, over the years, the Staff Council
has adjusted its role to meet this change .

N .B . A constitution was to have been included but it is in
the process of being revised and the current copy does not
portray the situation as it exists .
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The P_rt Department is seeking to aid the development of
Hamilton students in a number of areas . In terms of skills,
the Art DeDartrtent encourages the owes of judgment and
self--criticism . This is done through allowing some
freedom in student activities and in encouraging students
to review their efforts .

The .Lrt bepartrient encourages a positive attitude in
students towards art . Patience and Dride are encouraged
in the planning and execution of works, as well as the
desire to improve one's skills .

In terms of kno,,7ledere, students need to be aware of
the range of artistic expression, either visual, written,
oral or physical . The Art Department encourages students
to gain an understanding of Art principle:, to ':~e able
to analyse characteristics of t?ae Evironment and to
synthesize this knowledge creatively through expression
in painting and sculpture .

Finally, the Art Depart:_,ent encourages students to
express their potential and individuality in a society
which tends to produce stereotypes .

With reference to the corcern ex~ressed key the school
for the improvement o .-L' literacy, it is noted that use c :2'
slides, paintings, sculpture and pottery all stimulate tale
visual senses, encourage the interest of poor readers and
should lead to their subsequent involvem2nt in worthwhile
activities . T. Programme using visual materials contributes
to literacy by developing positive attitudes in students
towards school and providing these students with a
motivation for reading written materials ;pertaining to
projects which they enjoy doing . By providing students with
reviews of art, worksheets with directions to comprehend
and follow, and magazines and books to read, the reading
comprehension s71- ills of students can be expanded .

Furthermore, Art overlaps <<7ith English in the sense
that both disciplines encourage self--exti%session and
corurtunication by students . Art ?ermits this expression to
take a visual form which can he very satisfying for
creative students . Reading and writing practice may L-e
improved by encouraging students to write short ~aori-,s
concerning their art .
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4 .4 .2

The Business Studies course established for year 11
is designed to develop student knowledge, initiative, skills
and a general sense of confience and self-esteem . Specific
objectives are tog

(a) create problem-solving situations where
students are required to use their
initiative to complete tasks,

(b) involve students in simulated office experiences
in their daily activities,

(c) expose students to group social activities
outside the school,

(d) encourage students to develop skills at
their own pace through individualised
learning programme tasks,

(e) develop in students a sense of pride in
their work through careful organisation
and planning .

Implementation

The programme consists of Typing, Shorthand, Bookkeeping,
Office Practice and Machines, Audio Typing, English, Maths,
Home Economics and sports . Some students also do Art .
There is opportunity for preparation for the course in
lower school through a two or four period typing option
for years 9 and 10, and a business procedures course for
year 10 .

Specifically, the Business Studies Course has designed
a number of exercises for giving students an opportunity
to develop decision making abilities and a capacity to
handle responsibility . Students are given receptionist
duties, the process the canteen accounts on a ledger
machine, they operate the switchboard, do electric typewriting,
operate school duplication equipment and help with filing
and sorting . Students also keep a daily diary and time
book of absentees .

Keeping in mind the need to improve literacy, the
Business Studies department constantly attempts to improve
vocabulary . Many students have difficulty in understanding
the meanings of words and a concerted effort is made to
improve their level of comprehension . Shorthand has been
found to be an excellent tool for teaching Spelling, Reading
and Writing . To learn Shorthand, students must learn to
sound words out and say them properly . Coding words into
shorthand and decoding is an excellent activity for
improving student spelling . Typing too is excellent for

4 SUBJECT REPORTS

4 .2 BUSINESS STUDIES (1.,.a.

4 .2 .1



4 .2 BUSINESS STUDIES

4 .2 .2 (cont)

4 .2 .3

poor readers . Students are forced to copy written material
and then to carefully proof read their material to correct
errors . In these ways, Business Studies, for senior
students (years 10 and 11), contributes to literacy .

Perspectives for the Future

Literacy could be improved by extending some Business
Studies courses,into the lower school . For instance, it
is felt that Shorthand could be offered as an option to
interested year 10 students, provided it was possible to
screen students according to those desiring to go on into
Business Studies . Secondly, the Department can see
advantages in developing a special year 11 Business Studies
course for students of lower ability . There would be
advantages in devising a two year Business Studies course
which would include a mixture of 'regular' subjects such
as Human Biology . It would also be an asset for regular
T .A .E . students to take some Business Studies subjects .
This would widen their options . Not only would they be
preparing for tertiary entrance, but they would also be
widening their employment opportunities .
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C-JRRICULUT! DEVELOPLAEiJT WITUI11 THE ENGLISH DEPARTMENT
(Mr G .Davidson -A/Senior Master

The English Department has been concerned with two
issued this year :

(a) the re-evaluation of our current English
syllabus, and,

(b) improving the reading skills of many students .

Concerning the issue of re-evaluating our English
syllabus, it has become apparent that it is increasingly
necessary for English teachers to justify and to argue the
value of English as a subject . Our Department is in
the process of clarifying on paper our objectives for all
areas of English . Secondly, it is attempting to classify
English skills essential for all secondary students at
Hamilton and to obtain means for testing these skills . T,,;e
hope to make clear to ourselves a clear outline of what we
consider to be educationally valuable in English within
the framework of the overall school objectives and skills
development .

Secondly, the English Department t.,7ishes to make a
substantial contribution to aiding reluctant readers . It
is possible to make a distinction between learning to read
(remedial reading) and becoming a fluent reader . Persons
learning to read need specialist assistance by remedial
reading teachers . However, there are large numbers of
reluctant readers who are capable of reading, but who avoid
opportunities to read . Reading practice for these students
is important because fluency in reading only comes from
practice . The experience of reading and attempting to
read is the weightiest component in the process of
reading development . Students need continuous practice at
the strategies natural to the skill of reading . It is
essential that teachers arrange for large amounts of
practice with real books and magazines .

The English Department is considering a course for one
semester to be taught at the year 0 level . Such a course
should be available for every student . Students requiring
remedial instruction because they lack basic literacy skills
would be excluded because they would need to attend a
separate remedial reading session . 1-2he staple activity for
the course would be sustained silent reading operated three
days a week, on average, according to a planned, monitored
programme . Each student's progress would be monitored in
personal conferences and by having; all students keep an
informal log of their response to their reading .

The second major activity Viould he examining carefully
the student content area, textbooks and manuals to learn t~.7hat
sorts of communication devices are being used, how they are
organized and how one can learn efficiently from them and
organize information for recall on tests . Students ~-could be
taught to recognize redundancy and to speed up their reading .
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This proposal is yet at the discussion level but is
soundly based on an article by Petrosky, Antony R. (1976)s
a required reading article in Dr Poss Latham°s Diploma
Course in Reading Education at Claremont College Reading
Centre .
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4 .4 HOME ECONOMICS

4 .4 .1
Aims

(Mrs W.Hackett - Senior Mistress)

The Home Economics Department wishes to involve its
staff in planning changes to the traditional Board of
Secondary Education curriculum by :

(a) Altering traditional content to suit the
interests and needs of students of this school
for functional literacy and consumer knowledge .

(b) Changing teaching methods and the lesson format
because of dissatisfaction with present student
results .

4 .4 .2
The Curriculum Planning Process

In July 1977 I proposed a new approach to my staff
and the reaction was overwhelmingly favourable . The staff
unanimously agreed to develop the new proposal . In
September of last year, teachers prepared individual sample
programmes for Year 8 for group evaluation . Textbooks were
chosen to support the new approach . In October 1977
further discussion took place to refine planning to include
boys as well as girls in Clothing and Fabrics as well as
Food and Nutrition to fit with the sub-school planning .
During November, programmes were broadly planned . Sample
work sheets, practical exercises and models etc . were
prepared in readiness . By December 1977 details of
programming, timetabling and staff deployment were finalised
as nearly as possible . The new approach was to be one of
student involvement, enquiry, and experimentation, stressing
principles and their practical application . In February 1978
implementation of an initial 'trial course' was undertaken .
The three little schools with their different timetables
commenced their programmes . For instance, within Hyde School
(now Grinceri School boys sampled Home Economics three
periods a week for twelve weeks, while girls took the option
two periods a week for ten months .

	

In Mann School, boys
and girls both took the option four periods a week for
twelve weeks . In Riddell School boys and girls took tke
option two periods a week for six months .

This meant a variety of programmes, some six week
sampling programmes, others covering half the normally
allotted time and some covering a normal year .

Some options are school assessed and some marked by
the Board of Secondary Education . All students at the
moment are eligible to enrol for year 9 normal options in
Clothing and Fabrics and Food and Nutrition, hopefully
for two years .

In April 1978, we evaluated the progress of the new
programme to date and commenced refinements necessary for
Term II . Some problems had been encountered particularly
cultural and peer group pressures affecting student
behavioL:r ..



4 .4 HOME ECONOMICS

4 .4 .3
Prop°sal fbx - 1979

Planning commenced in "term I, 1978, to prepare a new
programme for 1979 spurred on by satisfaction with the
pilot scheme . Modifications and course adjustments are
also in progress with the pilot project . For 1979, boys
will be included as well as girls in classes . The Home
Economics Department is recognizing the unique character-
istics of the Hamilton Senior High School environment .
With fifty percent of mothers working, and some thirty
percent of the parents speaking languages other than English
within the home r we have felt the need to train students
in areas which are often a responsibility of the home .

Firstly, many year 8 students are poor readers, and
the course wishes to stimulate student interest in reading,
by indicating to students that reading is a skill necessary
to undertake 'practical' activities such as cooking .
Secondly, non-English speaking parents may not be teaching
their children to be aware consumers . The new course will
train students in consumer principles to be used for the
purchase of foods, fabrics, and equipment, to cope with
the changing nature of Perth society, as evidenced by the
increase in take-away restaurants, T .V . meals, etc .

All staff are committed to involvement to constructing new curri-
.r~--- .cula . Weekly meetings have been held to plans

(a) aims and objectives,
(b) content,
(c) teaching strategies,
(d) methods of implementation .

At all sessions staff discuss and reach a concensus view .
We have anticipated that :

(a) Students in year 8 wall enrol for a subject known
as Home Economics for four periods weekly ;

(b) The subject will be integrated and will not be
taught as Clothing and Fabrics/Food and Nutrition ;

(c) The subject will be internally assessed ;

(d) Topics included will be planned from a chart of
syllabus content ;

(e) The course will concentrate on the changing world,
management skills, consumer skills, product information,
family attitudes, decision making, etc . rather than
'craft skills'

(f)

	

Reading materials would be developed to cater to the
weak as well as the average reader .

The course will be planned with a core content and enrichmentt7
to cater for gifted students and variations in timetabling .
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It is hoped to continue the course into years 9 and 10
in the ensuing years . The course will include knowledge,
attitudes and skills to cover the three domains .

Conclusion

The proposed course is being planned by the four staff
members with concensus of opinions on broad outlines . Teachers
will then be free to programme individually with 'moderated'
testing, research and projects providing assessment data .
Outcomes will include student acquisitions of skills more
appropriate to his needs in a changing society, and positive
self-esteem, obtained through development of a local, positive
and relevant curricula .
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SUBJECT REPORTS

4 .5 MANUAL ARTS
A.Brown

	

Senior Master)

Given facilities and in particular, time, the Curriculum
Project will allow the Manual Arts staff to modify and adapt
courses to cater for the particular needs of Hamilton students
both for the present and the future . To this end we have set
the following three objectives :

(a) We wish to see that all students become aware
of the technological forces working upon them as
well as being at their disposal . Students should
be aware of their ability and responsibility for
controlling these forces .

(b) The staff is concerned that as many students as
possible become involved in the technological
design process so that they may become better
equipped in later life to apply the knowledge
and skills that they are gaining at school .

(c) The staff is concerned to help all students increase
their basic literacy . This is partly so that, by
reading and following directions they can increase,
both theoretically and practically, their manipulation
of technological resources . But it is also to
assist in a co-ordinated effort to redress literacy
problems in general, which have been identified as
urgent .

The staff wish to develop students' skills as well as to
inculcate favourable attitudes and work habits . In these ways
we hope students may be able to derive pleasure in the creation
of practical or aesthetic objects during their ever-increasing
leisure time .

In respect of (c) above, the Manual Arts department will be
considering the development of programmes based on the worksheet
principle to supplement the largely verbal instruction . It is
hoped that the inherent motivation possessed by students to work
on projects will be transferred in part to reading .

There is also a general feeling in the staff that many of
the skills and processes which are pursued in our present courses
are unwarranted and could be updated . The staff has commenced
to examine the present courses to identify material that is
outdated . Wood and metal courses will be reviewed to incorporate,
wherever facilities allow, new processes and methods as well as
new materials, notably plastics .

	

The Technical Drawing courses
will be reviewed to reduce the draughting content and to replace
it with graphical communication skills used in every day life .

Finally, the needs survey carried out in 1977 indicated the
desirability of driver training programmes carried out within
the -school . We hope to devise a course integrating both driver
training and basic motor mechanics that would be offered to all
upper school students . We hope also to extend this type of
training in a modified form i .e . no practical driving instruction
to year 10 students who would be leaving school in that year .
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4 .6 CURRICULUM DEVELOPHEMT IN M.ATHE?.1ATICS
(Mr !-l .Amesz - A/Senior Master

Generally, Mathematics can be seen as a service tool
for other disciplines and as a discipline in its own right .
As far as curriculum development for ~-2athematics students is
concerned, we are compelled, directly or indirectly, to meet
the requirements of the Board of Secondary Education .
We do not intend to undertake major rewriting of courses
as we feel that those provided are quite adequate . We are
aiming to modify ideas, adapting textbook examples to
local conditions and wherever possible, using materials
around us as a basis for development . Possibilities under
consideration include the formation of a common core course
of four periods duration based on arithmetical skills . The
remaining two periods would be elective .

Students could opt for affective development in
mathematics through Plaths games and projects ; they could be
involved in remedial situations ; or they could elect to do
more advanced mathematics in terms of geometry and algebra .
This programme would allow students in 'career' oriented
classes to obtain the more advanced Mathematics required
for the Board of Secondary Education certificate, whilst
the 'Elementary' and 'Basic' level students would receive
the consolidation and assistance they require .

It is hoped that the competency of weaker Maths students
will be increased, particularly in areas they will need in
the trades, etc . This is emphasised particularly in year 10 .

The Mathematics Department will lean heavily on
counselling students and in involving the Guidance Officer and
parents in assisting students to choose an appropriate
Mathematics course i .e . one commensurate with their needs
and abilities .
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SUBJECT REPORTS

4 .7 MEDIA STUDIES COURSE
(lr P . Reid

Communication developments over the past few decades
have shrunk the world of 'everyman' to the 'global village'
of McLuhan . World events are now presented immediately
by direct broadcast or within a short space of time
through press, radio and television . "Many of these events
are capable to being manipulated for personal, national,
political and ideological gain .

	

'1.1e' are always the good
ones, and 'they' are always the 'baddies' .

Advertising has become a science . The non-discriminating
person can be convinced that a product or service is
essential . Artificial values are conditioned within people .
Young people are now obtaining much of their information
and are accepting values 'absorbed' from film and television .

By involving students in the practical process of film,
television, photographic, radio and print production it is
considered that there should be worthwhile gains in a number
of areas . A critical, analytic, selective approach to the
media can be developed . In completing production exercises
the requirements of research will point up informational
avenues, while viewing and discussing film could easily
increase the ddsire to read for pleasure . A 'hands on'
approach to the use of media tools should remove some of
the aura of mystique which, even now, surrounds the film
and television world . By opposing the 'snapshot' technique
of 'point and press', students will be led to a more
creative, thoughtful and pleasurable use of home photography .

In 1976 and 1977 the school has conducted a broad
'option subject' programme for years 9 and 10 . In these
years numbers were 212 and 230 students respectively . As
well as catering for these students a six period programme
was offered to year 11 General Studies students . We believe
that the General Studies students, who are generally of
lower academical ability, can express themselves in a visual
way better than they can in writing . There also appeared
to be some positive gain in verbal expression .

Students have been involved in the practical aspects of
making images with the minimum of theoretical or technical
detail . Simple lessons are set for small groups to enable
them to develop camera and recorder skills . Demonstrations
'on camera' provide an opportunity to simulate a simple
studio arrangement . Interviews on limited topics encourage
student communication and interaction .



4 .7 MEDIA STUDIES COURSE

The prograrme could contri?_>ute to studentliteracy in a
number of other ways . Those who cannot read or write well
and who become motivated (because they find that they are
quite capable of communicating effectively by using other
durable forms of communication such as tape) can be encouraged
to write small reports on their projects and to write the
dialogue for their commentaries in advance . More academically
oriented students who are involved in making documentaries
should also be required and assisted to research literature
concerning their topic of interest .

Weverthd.ess, because students are exposed to Media for
only two periods a week (usually for a one year option) the
development of literacy s>ills in Media is subordinate to the
task of maEtering an unfamiliar technology .
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4 .9 .1

4 .9 .2

4 .9 .3

Lower Secondary Science

j"e accept the premise that science at the years 8 - 10
level , is an integral part of a general education which will
help students understand the T-rorld around them and changing
technology as it influences their daily lives . It will also
assist them to develop an ability to evaluate information
critically and arrive at reasoned solutions to problems .

Science Department Objectives

The emphasis in science is on developing mental abilities
and physical skills . Scientific knowledge will serve
mainly as a vehicle for fostering the objectives . However
a core of knowledge is seen as essential to all persons in
our society . This minimal core of knowledge will be
required of all students but r-.iay the attained through the
study of several alternative I.-,rogrammes,during years 8 and
9, which have meaning and relevance at their particular
stage of development .
(Staterient of Objectives -- Attachrient I to this aticle . )

Strategies- for Implementation

Because the department is cognisant of the variety of
individual differences it will organise the year ;3 and year
9 programme around a four--period core and two period
consolidation or enrichment ser_ruence . The more able
students may elect to follow a .two period enrichment course
based on a spiral approach and developing the more
quantitative aspects of science . gTudents who require
remediation of basic skills v%ill also be catered for .
Average students may undertake consolidation in the core
area .

The year 10 course organisation will provide a range of
topics to suit different needs and interest while
developing the same general course objectives . One group
of topic, or units of work, will emphasise preparation for
specific courses in years 11 and 12 . In particular,
several units of chemistry will provide the necessary
background for future studies in Biology and Chemistry .
Other topics will be more general in nature and develop
an awareness of technology and social issues . A third
area will emphasise vocational aspects of science . Students
will elect to study science for four or six periods a week
depending on their future needs and interests . They will
accrue unit points towards a desired Achivement level .



4 . 9 SCIENCE

4 .9 .3 (cont)

4 .9 .4

4 .9 .5

Two funadamental concepts will be central to this
re-organisation of the science

Paradigm of the Science Course :

Teachinging Strategies

course . These are that :

the structure must be such that students
may move easily from one line to another as
their changing needs and personal development
dictate ;

some students may take three years and others
may take four years to complete the course
to the desired level . This presumes the
concept, "Each to his full stature," without
reference to a time limit .

Evaluation of Objectives

Alternative T .A .E .
Periods

The teaching of specified science objectives and core
content of the science course will be approached through
the use of a variety of materials . In large part the skills
development will be achieved by using A .S .E .P . topics where
these fit into the sequence of presentation . The L .S .S .
course materials and teachers' guides will provide a basis
for developing the content required .

The nature and extent of the behavioural changes must
be measured for each student .. The actual outcomes, in
behavioural terms, can then be compared with the expected
outcomes .

	

This will provide information to guide-future
action .
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4 .9 . 5 (cont)

4 .9 .6

The higher levels of educational objectives are
developed over a long period of time and through a number
of subject courses . The specific o'~jectives of instruction
in the separate subjects do not encompass the whole
curriculum . Consequently, there is a need for more
comprehensive descriptions of the total educational
development of individuals and groups . x-leasures of
individual growth call for repeated measurements of the
same traits, by repeated administration of the same or
parallel tests .

The formal evaluation of the objectives will be separate
from normal classroom procedures . In the science classroom
the teacher will carry out diagnostic testing and the
assessment of facts and principles thought important in
the teaching process in relation to the more short term goals .

The following objectives drill be the basis for the
construction of school-wide tests .

Theory of Science :

Conclusion

(a) Knowledge of principles .
(')) Identification of conce; ,ts in new situations .
(c) Translation from one symbolic form to another .
(d) Extrapolate beyond riven data .
(e) Recog ;ise inconsistencies in data .
(f) Interpret data and formulate generalisations .
(g) Apply understandings in near situations .

Practical Science :

(a) <<nowledge of methodology .
(b) Accurate observation using scientific instruments .
(c) Apply knowledge of procedures to new situations .

The full classification of assessa'le science objectives is
as adapted from T:lopfer (1974 in

	

g1andbook ~n Formative a,
Summative Evaluation of Student Learningir oom et alb.

The science course will assist children to develop an
ability to understand and cope with the technology they may
encounter, now or in the future . It will help them understand
the dynamic processes operating within themselves and in
their physical environment .

The course will be structured so that students will be
provided with a choice of topics . These will satisfy their
personal interests, and at the-same time develop all the
essential objectives of science education . The selected
units will accrue points leading to Achievement Certificate
certification .
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SCIENCE TT1:ACI' II.1G OBJECTIVES

AT'`AC1-'---.iE1:IT I

The outcomes of the 3 year course will be that students
shall :-

Affective Domain (**)Advanced Level only

1 .1 develop an attitude of enquiry and a willingness
to learn how the World is interpreted through
the sciences,

1 .2 develop a confidence in and a desire to use
scientific procedures to seeking knowledge,

1 .3 develop a positive attitude to safety in
dealing with science apparatus and situations,

1 .4 develop an appreciation of the impact of science
(**) on man's changing environment .

Cognitive- Domain

	

(**) Advanced Level only

2 .1 attain a general knowledge of skills, conventions
and scientific procedures,

2 .2 attain a general knowledge of laws, principles,
concepts and relationships,

2 .3 attain a core of factual knowledge,
2 .4 apply what is learnt in (1), (2), (3) above to

new situations,
2 .5 recognise patterns, form conclusions and critically

evaluate experimental data from first and second
hand sources,

2 .6 identify and solve problems, test hypotheses and
develop models in the laboratory situation with
guidance from the teacher,

2 .7 extrapolate, interpret and analyse data,
2. .~01 use written, oral, mathematical, graphical and/or

diagraru??atic means for effective communication
in presentation of organised data,

2 .9 communicate correctly in scientific terms,
2 .10 make judgements about the validity of scientific

investigations and laboratory experiments,
2 .11 solve theoretical Croblems using calculations
(**) and other quantitive methods,
2 .12 r.ecognise and state a problem, then design and
(**) carry out simple controlled experiments to test

a hypothesis,
2 .13 plan and pursue an independent line of thought,

enquiry and activity through the sciences .
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Psychomotor Domain

3 .1 make accurate measurements quickly and confidentaly,
3 .2 assemble and manipulate scientific apparatus as

part of rroblem solving,
3 .3 make accurate observations, record data, and

follow instructions concerning experimental
procedure in either a student and/or teacher
centred situation .
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SUBJECT REPORTS

4 .10 SOCIAL STUDIES
(P .Mallabone - Senior Master)

Facilitating Learning in the Social Studies : 1976 to 1978

Two thrusts are being undertaken by the social studies
staff to facilitate more effective learning at Hamilton .
The first effort has been an improvement of facilities in
the school, while the second has focused on curriculum
development, (particuarly through the integration of new
materials) and efforts to improve literacy within the
programme .

In 1976, the need for a centrally located resource
centre was recognized . With. disadvantaged funds and the
minor works programme two study areas were created, one for
quiet study of small groups, and the other for encouraging
discussion, staff study and storage . Work was carried ou
in late 1976 by the school's prevocational centre under the
supervision of a teacher, Mr Kevin Owens . The rooms were
properly furnished and equipped .

Observations concerning the rooms have shown that the
area is constantly in use by both upper school and lower
school students . Staff find it a congenial place to meet
to work privately and better use is presently being made of
social studies materials .

The attendance of upper school pupils in flexi-periods
has improved, and the centre has been used for quiet night
study, prior to examinations .

The social studies department has also been steadily
acquiring new materials suitable for the differing ability
levels of lower school students . Now individual student
needs are being better catered for and more use is being
made of audio-visual materials . Our present effort is to
obtain S .E .M .P . material s and to ensure its use by teachers .
It is regrettable that there are insufficient funds to employ
an assistant to maintain and disseminate social studies
materials, particularly as the accumulation of same increases
the problem of security .

In 1977, the two senior masters, Pat Hallahan and Peter
Mallabone, were elected social studies regional co-ordinators
for the Fremantle region . During that year several Wednesday
afternoon meetings were held at the school with the specific
aim of exchanging ideas and making more efficient use of the
region's resources . Unfortunately there was little
continuity of representation from contributing schools,
which hindered chances of achieving effective outcomes .

Two Regional In-service Courses have been organised .
The first dealt with the Piper Testing materials while the
second focused on dissemination and use of S .E .M .P .
materials .

	

Hamilton teachers were well represented at
these courses, and as a result Piper Diagnostic Tests were
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constructed and used on all year 8 students . There has also
been enormous expansion of interest and familiarity with
the newly produced S .E .M .P . materials .

In 1978, interest has centred on examining the skills
needs of year 8 students and their implications for
curriculum modification . Mr Hand is currently developing
a film strip of our community while Mr Rayner is undertaking
organisation and sequencing of mapping skills within the
department .

	

Also Mr Rayner is currently experimenting with
-a reorganisation of his year 8 programme to include topics
on Australia nor;nally dealt with in year 9 . This change of
programme will be continued in 1979 when students will study
some hiscrical topics normally dealt with in year 8 .

The social studies staff has recognized the need to
improve reading skills and reading programmes for year 8
students are currently being piloted by Hyde School Staff
operating as a team, and by Mr Hampson of Mann School .

More recently our subject meetings have been devoted
to the dissemination of teaching techniques for the improvement
of literacy skills in the social sciences . Mr Hampson has
shown staff the range of high interest and low readibility
materials that are available, and a submission is planned
for the purchase of sets of such materials suitable for
Social Studies .

Much valuable work has been done in developing interest-
ing alternative social studies courses in year 11 . Mr Poole
designed a course in late 1976 which well well liked by the
1977 general studies students . Mr Poole and Mr Rayner are
currently running their own year 11 courses on the themes
'Man's Involvement in the Community and Local Environment' .

Finally, the idea has been floated that an 'alternative'
social studies curriculum needs to be developed for weaker year 8
students within the social studies area and work on this
idea is underway with the teaching staff .
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SUBJECT REPORT:

4 .10 PERSPECTIVE FOR CUR-:ICULU. i DFVELOP;4Eh?T Oil SOCIAL STUDIES
C:Zr T . Harwood -- Senior 'l±aster

General agreement exists at Hamilton Senior High
School that -

(a) The aims of Social Studies have been adequately
discussed and that we accept them as expressed in
the Discussion Document 1--10 .

(b) The biggest problems at the school are reading
difficulties in particular and deficiencies in
other basic skills in general . The Guidance
Officer has confirmed this by testing . Thirty _
percent of year "I students are retarded in their
reading . A small number of these do not have
the ability to proceed beyond Grades 3 and 4, but
most could benefit from a reading programme in
Social Studies .

(c) Despite frequent discussions on the topic, to date
little progress has been made . Numerous constraints
however have been identified . These include a
belief by some staff mem.-,ers that they lack the
expertise needed to teach reading .

(d) Curriculum development in 1;ocial Studies is
needed to provide courses and teaching strategies to
assist teachers to tackle these problems . As
positive steps to that end the following are
proposed .

(i) The preparation of an alternative course
for Social Studies for implementation in
1979 . This course will initially be designed
for year 2 students, but with the idea of
extending it into years > and 10 if that is
subsequently thought to be desirable .

It is not certain at this stage whether students
will choose what Social Studies course
they will do, or whether they will be
directed by the school .

The course will concentrate upon the develop-
ment of basic skills, especially reading and
writing .

Content will be drawn from the local area and
topics of interest to the students, e .g . Italy
and Italian culture .

(ii) Grinceri Scnool.(formerly I.yde) will go ahead
this term with its reading programme . The
main idea of the scheme is to team teach where
Social Studies and English periods coincide .
The two or three classes will be combined and
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the students divided into new groups based
upon their leading ability . One teacher will
then take the students with reading difficulties
while the remaining students continue with
their normal progranme .

(iii)All other teachers of Social Studies are
asked to incorporate in their planning for
this term some type of reading programme .
This programme should Y)e formalised in some
way by allocating one or two periods in a
week when reading is stressed. .

(iv) This term Senior 7iasters will visit classes
regularly during these periods to see what is
going on and to collect ideas to assist in the
preparation of the alternative course for
1979 and to distribute amongst the rest of the
staff for their information and assistance .
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SUBJECT RFrORTS

4 .11 THE ROLE OF THE RESOURCE CEi?TRE
(-"3rs R . Grove -- Librarian

aims :
The Resource Centre seeks to fulfil the following general

(a) To implement, enrich and activdy support the
educational programme of the school .

(b) To provide a learning environment in its broadest
sense including the provision of curriculum and
recreational materials relevant to the specific
needs and interests of staff and students .

(c) To develop positive attitudes to learning and
resource centre use both now and in the future .

(d) to expose the student to a wide range of learning
experiences to aid in his/her development as a
total individual able to discriminate wisely in
today's changLng world .

To run the Resource Centre administratively in as
efficient and professional a Tanner as possible .

The library seeks to implement these aims by using a
variety of strategies .

The Resource Centre is supportinc;the school's concern to
increase the literacy of the students by ordering remedial
reading materials in terms of high interest, low readability
books . The library

	

keeps current with the concerns
of the teachers and it is , involved in the decisiop--making
process in a number of ways . Teacher librarians are members
of the little schools and attend su!sject and small school
meetings, participate in discussions on new courses, make
suggestions and order resources to supplement new topics .

The Library in every way, seeks to encourage regular
reading by students . This is done by maintaining an
atmosphere of low anxiety in which students accept respons- _
iOility for their own behaviour . The Library avoids having
restrictive rules and encourages well known accepted standards
of behaviour .

	

The staff provides a welcoming atmosphere as
warm and friendly as possible . The setting is a comfortable
one with carpets, beanbags, private study carrels, open areas
with large tables, audio-visual carrels for records and
tapes, and soft chairs . There is recognition that different
noise levels occur in different areas . The Library is viewed
by students as a pleasant and desirable place to visit, and
in this way reading is encouraged .

Students are also actively encouraged to use the Library
through a programme of publicity and advertising in the school .
Further information is available from a comprehensive report
which has recently been completed and which outlines library
policies and procedures .
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SUBJECT REPORTS

4 .1 THE ITALIAN LANGUAGE
(Mr A. Lutero)

Although a sizeable percentage of our school population
is Italian, Italian was generally an unpopular course
among students . The Language Department has been making
a concerted effort to build the subject as a popular
option and as a discipline in its ovm right .

are*
As a popular option the aims of the Language Department

(a) to make our students more tolerant of other
cultures, and to encourage respect and
understanding,

(b) to give the students a much better understanding
of the ways of life of other people living abroad,

(c)

	

to stimulate the development of a truly multi-
cultural society .

As a discipline the Language Department would like to
launch a traditional academic programme which would meet
the needs of students who seek to continue into tertiary
institutions .

The programme to date has been oriented towards increas-
ing student interest in languages . Language is an option
and is competing for students with other popular options .
Students can elect to take one of three different optional
programmes in Italian .- a four period (weekly) academic
programme oriented towards years 11 and 12 : a two period
weekly 'terminal' option progranune, or a six week
sampling option . Two teachers and approximately 160
students are involved, of which two classes or about fifty
students are doing the four period academic programme in
year 8 .

For next year, the Italian Department would like to
expand its programme by instituting two streams . One would
be developed for students wishing to sit the T .A .E Italian
Language examination preferably <<rith five periods weekly,
while the other would be a 'general' programme for students .
The present programme from years 8 to 10 would continue .
A shortage of facilities (an annex is used for Italian) is
presently seen as a challenge to be overcome .

Italian makes a useful contribution to the development
of student literacy in the sense that students are involved
in learning grammatical structures-in a formal sense and in
becoming acquainted with procedures for phonical pronunciation
of printed matter . The acquisition of a second language is
also believed to broaden an individual's perspectives .
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DEVELOPME ?TS i,?ITHIN ALTEMIATIVE YEAR 11 COURSES
(_.Irs B .Harvey - Co--ordinator )

Current Objectives

The need for an alternative to the Certificate of
Secondary Ecucation courses in upper school was
recognised in 1974 and became pressing in 1975 . During
1976 planning took place to enable us to implement an
'Alternative Course' in 1977 . The course of General
Studies at year 11, it was decided, would operate in
conjunction with the existing Business Studies course
so that a core of subjects were studied in common and
other subjects studied in the specialist areas .

[Je see the course as meeting the needs of students
in three major areas . These are listed below in order
of priority :

(a) Personal Development
(b) Competence in the basic skills for living

in contemporary T?estern Australia .
(c) Vocational Skills .

Therefore we have the following set of broad
objectives for the course :

(a) to develop in each individual student that
self confidence required in relationships
with others to enable him to function as
an adequate member of society,

(b) to develop in each student a self image
which allows him/her to develop to his/her
full potential,

(c) to develop further skills of human communication
(verbal, non--verbal, written, mathematical,
mass media),

(d) to allow groups and individuals the chance
to make meaningful decisions founded on a
rational basis,

(e) to provide opportunities for each student
to exhibit the creativity he/she possess,

(f) to develop an appreciation of the aesthetic
aspects of language and culture,

(g)

	

to make the student aware of his/her rights
and responsibilities as a member of society,

(h)

	

to make the student aware of the implications
of technological advances in our society,
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(i) to develop in eac1i student a critical
awareness of his/her role as a consumer
in our society,

(j) to attempt to develop in each student those
habits and practices which will lead to
a healthy life,

(k) to give each student experiences and/or
information of those activities likely
to be of interest in his/her leisure time,

(1) to Orovide students with information and
strategies which will allow them to cope
successfully with changes in employment
and possible unemployment,

(m) to encourage occupational orientation and
explanation in a number of areas,

(n) to provide the opportunity for explanation
in depth in some areas,

(o) to guide the individual in attainment of
specific pre-requisite skills needed for
their choice of vocation when they make it .

At the commencement of the 1977 school year, forty--six
students enrolled in the General Studies Business Course .
The following subject areas were offered-

Business Studies, English, ~Iathe-matics,
Human Biology, Social S -'-udies, Home Economics,
Manual Arts, Media and Work Experience .

Using the Board of Secondary Education 'course approval'
model, the teachers involved, described the objectives of
their courses and wrote syllabi to meet the needs of the
students as they saw them .

A questionnaire completed by students at the end of
1977 formed the basis for an in-service evaluation day for
teachers, where the aims of the total course were discussed
and reaffirmed and staff were asked -to evaluate their own
courses in the light of these aims . Considerable re-planning
of courses ensued .

In 1978, the General Studies/Business Course has
expanded to cater for an enrolment of eighty students .
Problems of co-ordination becl!~Jeen a larc,e number of teachers
is becoming more evident and this, along with other matters
will be discussed at an evaluation session soon to be held .

A proportion of students-find ;cork during each year .
All students are given the c?-~portunity to become more aware
of employment areas which may be open to them. Skills for
leisure are also emphasised .
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5 .1 .1 (cont)

5 .1 .2

Staff concerned with the course are convinced of its
value . Students generally developmarkedly in terms of
self-confidence, ability to organise themselves responsibly
and in terms of the skills needed for social and vocational
success .

Perspectives for the Future of General Studies
Mr Norm Hyde -- Read of Upper School)

It is essential that the courses to which general
studies students are exposed are directly relevant to
their individual needs . These needs include the immediate
desire of these students to obtain employment, and the
possibilities that they will necessarily need further
training prior to their employment . It is essential that
general studies courses create the flexibility in students
to meet the conditions of a changing labour market .

At the moment, complete satisfaction with the currently
developed general studies course is not being obtained .
We are still offering traditional courses, with tight
timetabling, and chalk and talk oriented classroom teaching,
which is not meeting the interests and real needs of the
students . T:re need to offer these students 'real life'
experiences . These experiences can be obtained by the
involvement of the students in the community, and by the
increased exposure of these students to community speakers
within the school .

This is easier said than done in the current structured
situation within the school . `Veachers face great
difficulties in organizing 'real life' situations for
students . The greatest difficulty faced by general studies
teachers is the inflexibility of the timetable . General
studies teachers are also committed to teaching lower and
upper school classes and their timetables lock them into
meeting these classes, at the expense of pursuing additional
experiences with general studies students beyond the school
grounds . It is very difficult to arrange for regular
teachers to be away from the school with general studies
students for one or two days . Not only do regular students
suffer but also other staff have to cover the absences .
Therefore the recommendation must be that the school should
decrease the number of general studies teachers and allow
them to have increased contact with general studies students .
The concept towards which the school is presently inclining
is the need to obtain primary trained teachers within the
school with substantial experience in teaching the core
disciplines to upper primary school students . Such teachers
would take the general studies classes for most of their
core subjects . These teachers would have sufficient
experience to cater for whatever activities the general
studies students are interested in . ''ith this arrangement
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5 .1 . 2 (cont)

it would be possible for such teachers to be absent from
school for days while taking general studies students
on excursions and field trips .

The second consideration for obtaining relevant
education for meeting the needs of these students is the
shortage of material resources such as rooms, within the
school . It is envisaged that if a few dedicated and
enthusiastic teachers undertook the entire training of
general studie students that we could utilize a much
wider number

	

community services than it is presently
possible to organize . For instance, it would be possible
for such teachers to take the students to the Community
Education Centre at Fremantle or to use the training
facilities of the Health Education Centre in Fremantle for
a special course . This scheme would free additional classes
within the school for other activities . Lack of classroom
space is presently a major constraint in the timetabling
of activities within the little school system .

The students'needs could be met more relevantly by
exposing the students to citizenship and law courses or
the Health Education course as offered by the Health
Education Council of Western Australia . Students would
feel that they are being treated responsibly as adults,
and would have increased development of their personal
skills .

Finally, the use of primary trained teachers to take over
the general studies programme "-could permit students a
greater degree of pastoral care and identification of
individual weaknesses . The introduction of the little school
system was designed to increase the pastoral care of
students within the school and has done so successfully .
Unfortunately, general studies students need particular
attention . It is apparent from teaching these students
that many suffer from periodical and severe bouts of
depression and a sense of inadequacy . This feeling is
caused by the poor prospects of employment and is reinforced
by pressures from parents to apply for jobs for which these
students are totally inadequate . Their continued rejection
by employers intensifies their lack of self-esteem and
dissatisfaction . They need special care beyond that which
can be provided by transient teachers who interact with
them for only forty minutes a day . Teachers need to get
to know the students by teaching them the majority of the
time . In this way, the teachers are better able to
diagnose the individual problems of students and to implement
strategies for supporting them .
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5.1 .2 (cont)

Such support could take the form of arranging a
greater involvement of the students in ~rrork experience
programmes . Furthermore, the students can be actively
involved in doing positive acts for the community . During
this year, Mrs Hackett's general studies people are
working with single mothers in a disadvantaged area . Kevin
Owen's students are working for a handicapped children's
group by adapting toys for use by handicapped children .
(For instance, taro--wheeled bicycles are being altered to
three wheels .) . Graham Rayner's students are being
involved in assisting primary school teachers . There is
a need for the expansion of such programmes, and this
may best be done by decreasing the number of teachers
involved in the programme . (The importance lies in
challenging the students to think about

	

real life,
relevant problemsand to act positively in solving them .

There is need for more flexibility in the programme .
It is felt that under certain circumstances the teachers
need not be with the general studies students - they need
to be treated as responsible adults . Provided the students
are under the supervision of an adult, they should be free
to work without direct teacher supervision .

We have found within the school that our teachers are
academically trained and are subject specialists . With
such training they are disinterested and lack suitable
skills for handling general studies students . F1e do
not have teachers really suitable for the 'elementary'
school approach which the general studies students require.
It must be recognized that because of societal pressures
and employment problems, these students must be freed from
the regular routine of the school and given experiences
that are directly relevant . The programme offers a wonderful
opportunity for an energetic, humane teacher willing to
take one class of general studies students for all core
subjects . To support these teachers, the school would
offer flexibility.

The xrogramrae would be set outside of the rigid
timetabling structures so that the teachers could meet
student needs creatively on a day-to-day basis . Frequent
excursions, use of community resources and community
involvement would be the hallmarks of the programme .

	

In
this way the school would be undertaking a substantial
improvement to the students' education by increasing the
relevance of education for life .
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5 .2 HEALTH EDUCATION COURSE - HYDE SCHOOL (now Grinceri School)
A CASE STUDY OF A TEACHER DEVELOPED CURRICULUM
(G . Bowdell

In mid 1977, problems,associated with effective utiliz-
ation of the forty minute class council periods caused little
school head, Norm Hyde, to request that a Health Education
course be developed for Hyde School, years 8 to 10 .
Physical education teacher Greg Bowdell volunteered to
develop such a course .

His course revolved around six week units based on a
variety of topics . The topics were as follow :

Evaluation

Year 8 students - adolescence, smoking, family
living, food, the body and health habits ;

Year 9 students - attitudes to habit forming
drugs (alcohol), cancer, reproduction and
sexuality facts, parenthood, leisure,
work and pollution ;

Year 10 students - looked at Australian health,
health problems, road safety, mental health,
sexuality, and specific issues in Health
Education .

Each topic was provided with specific objectives and
recommendations for course content .

Teaching strategies followed this format :

acting or tapes to emerge from project .

Timetabling was structured so that class council periods,
at least for year 10, were held together . This facilitated
the use of guest speakers to speak to entire year groups .

A resource centre was established in Hyde School for
the accumulation of materials related to Health Education .

It has often been commented that the person who benefits
most from developed curriculum is the person who develops it .
Greg is successfully implementing his curriculum for year 10
students and is acting as co-ordinator for obtaining films
and guest speakers for the other Hyde School year 10 teachers .
Unfortunately, the year 8 and year 9 teachers have shown
less interest in the ideas put forward by Greg and no one--has
volunteered to co-ordinate or arrange guest speakers for
these year levels . Greg Bowdell'used a considerable amount
of his own time to develop the courses, and in retrospect,
feels that a group involving teachers at the year 8 and 9
level in the development would have stimulated greater use of
the programme .

(a) introductory lesson concerning the topic,
(b) a guest speaker or film,
(c) student discussion in groups,
(d) a written project, poster display, role
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Greg has summed up his course by stating :

"The curriculum devised was a little too ambitious for
the one-period class council time . Health Education is an
area to be treated as a complete subject area rather than
as a 'fill in' for class councils . Also, class councils
have improved since last year . (In respect to little
schools issuing agendas, for instance .) Consequently the
need to supplement the period has become less . However,
with the timetabling of class councils at the same time
and the availability of the drama theatre, just the
organisation of films and guest speakers related to
health education has stimulated a flow of discussion in
this area . Lastly, lack of teacher involvement on such a
delicate subject as sex education was very much evident .
It obviously means that more preparation for class councils
is necessary, and many teachers saw class council periods
as their own to become informally involved with their
students ."
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5 .3 YEAR 10 OPTIONAL ArPLIrD HATH,
(A course developed--a-id implemented by R .J .Tucker)

'his new course developed during the Spring and
Summer of 1977, followed a rational process for curriculum
development which is the same as that which has since
been adopted by the school .

Intent

InitiallyIsaw the need for a course which would
improve in yeap 10 students those math skills which
were needed by the typical entrants into upper school .

Discussion

This need was discussed with Senior Master, Wim
Amesz and the head of upper school, Dick ttaisey, with
the results that encouragement and support was provided
to develop a new Math enrichment course .

Design

A series of major concepts in which students were
weak, were chosen to be examined . For these, behavioural
objectives were stated . Individual lessons were
designed with appropriate content, teaching strategies
and references .

Formal Plan

A formal plan was submitted to ',,?in: Amesz which
contained seven topics, allocated over three terms .
These topics included reading skills, problem solving
techniques, graphical representations, computing and
vectors . Time allocated was one thirty-minute period
a week . The course was open to all year 10 students on
an option basis but was designed principally for future
upper school students .

Constraints

Fifty students or five times as many students as
had enrolled in a similar course in 1977 were reaistered .
This required two rooms and teachers rather than the
planned single teacher . Other constraints included
the need for batch processing of computer programmes
and the reliance on a computer terminal which suffers
mechanical problems .

Modifications

:wince the original plan fitted well with the present
timetabling and structure of the school, there was little
difficulty in implementing the plan beyond adding one
teacher .
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5 .3 YEAR 10 OPTIONAL APPLIED "LITT .

Administrative Implications

Developing the course required typing services
duplication of materials, and use of resources, as well
two teachers . The course was designed around available
resources .

Pupil 'Needs

This course is aiding weaker students with the
extra instructional time where it will benefit them
most . With this extra instruction the students are
showing themselves to be more able in heath than
envisaged .

Formative Evaluation

Topic one was a failure because students lacked
sufficient reading ability to cope . It did not
achieve its aims with many students and few demonstrated
analytical ability . Topic two has achieved greater
success because of the less sustained reading which
was required . A few top students have achieved all
the objectives, while most students have achieved
partial success .
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1 .0 Inttoduction .

'11H.,2 SPECIFIC.LLY DO THE TEACHERS DO
1-,BOUT r lj ..U,J 7

	

SCHOOL

	

1IMS

	

?

In the design of school curriculum, aims and objectives play a
crucial part . dims and objectives emerge from a consideration of the
characteristics of the students, the su.Nrounding community and the
society in which the school is situated . Using this information, and
a philosophy of education it is possible to come up with a set of aims
and objectives to suit the school context .

	

The process may be one
involving all the staff through a participative planning process, or
can be the product of a small committee of informed and interested
teachers and parents . the latter was the case at Hamilton .

Generally, objectives can be stated at three levels . Broad global
objectives are usually stated at a State level . These are usually
euphomistic enough to be universally accepted . Intermediate objectives
spell out the implications of the broader objectives in more specific
terms . Nevertheless, they are statements of intent which do not state
specific strategies for their realization . Finally, behavioural
objectives state the outcome behaviour sought by the curriculum
planners, strategies nee('-ed to realize these outcome objectives and.
evaluation techniques to c'etermine when the outcome has been obtained .

The ideal situation in curriculum planning is to state the global
and intermediate objectives as the philosophy of the school, and to
break down intermediate objectives within subject departments and
courses into specific behavioural objectives . .behavioural objectives
state the content to be learned_, conditions under which learning takes
place and the means for evaluating the success of learning . In this
way, every specific learning activity and learning outcome can be
related through a logical hierarchy of objectives to general intentions .
_achievement of all the specific behavioural objectives logically
implies the achievement of the intermediate and the glo~al objectives .

-achievement of such a structure within a school is/difficult and
slow process . Initially there is need for consensus on global
and intermediate goals .

	

This in itself is a difficult task with
eighty teachers and limited time for discussion . The purpose of this
report is to review the efforts of the school and its progress over
the last three years to refine its purposes and to obtain consensus
on its aims and objectives . Secondly, strategies utilized_ by teachers
for achieving specific objectives are listed .

	

It may be that the
number of strategies being devised to achieve the school aims and
objectives will increase in future and that these will be refined
in terms of performance or outcome objectives . _,achievement of th _s
goal would provide concrete evaluation techniques to enable the school
to determine easily and on a regular basis its needs or the gap
between school's goals and their fulfillment . The existence of this
need provides the means for structuring new programmes and developing
new courses .
2 .0 'IJilliams Evaluation of Goals_

	

ucust_ 1975 .

Since 1973, Hamilton High School has been operating under a system
of decentralized administration . Use of the "Schools -- within---a--
School" technique for decentralization was based on a humane ph310sophy
of education, held by the principal, Mr . Frank Usher, and realized
through a comprehensive set of educational objectives put forward by
the senior staff . These objectives relate to the organizational
structure of the little-school system the means for making education
more humane and the method promoting the relevance of school to the
students .



B .

Concern was expressed in 1975 over the degree of support for these
objectives by the teaching staff . :I survey of the entire staff was
conducted by Reseqrch Department education officer Mike lVilliams . At
that time 28 objectives were presented. t o the staff in a questionnaire
and were rated according to their present achievement in the school and
the degree to which they should be achieved .

Results of that survey indicated that in August, 1975 most teachers
at Hamilton were in substantial agreement with the objectives of the
school . Three quarters or more of the staff agreed or agreed strongly
with all but five objectives .. Overall disagreement was low, even on
these five objectives . The objectives receiving the most support were,
as one might expect, those framed in broad rather than concrete terms .
These objectives were non-threatening in that they did not propose
relinquishment of areas of teacher authority but suggested the develop-
ment of professional aspects of the teacher's role .

3 .0 N . � .:".Survey of Goals Z".ugust 1977 .

Objectives which received the least support at that time tended to
be specific strategies for realizing broader goals . For instance, forty
five percent of the teachers agreed with parent participation in decisi
about the subjects and topics to be offered students . Fifty percent of
the staff agreed that senior dudents should be able to decide how much
time they will spend attending classes in particular subjects . Fifty
seven percent of the staff concurred that students should not be super
vised by teachers at recess and lunchtime . Sixty three percent support
the objective that school facilities should be available for use by
students and parents for after school activities . Nine percent opposed
the school policy on dress and ten percent the school policy on corporal
punishment .

Williams (1975) reported the following ,;summary of responses which '
is also valid. for the 1978 survey .
a . General objectives received expressions of agreement from a vast
majority of staff .
b . Specific, intended courses of action attracted agreement from a much
smaller majority of staff .
c . Objectives which acted to boost the image of the teacher as a pro-
fessional received support from almost all teachers .
d . Objectives which suggested a transfer of certain responsibilities anc'
powers to parents or students gained least support .
e . Objectives requiring a diminution of the teacher's authority were
those which fewest teachers thought should receive high priority .
f . Teachers made the most clear-cut judgments about the extent to which
objectives with tangible outcomes were being achieved .

i\t the end of August in 19`77 a second effort was initiated by Mr .

	

'
Frank Usher to focus the attention of teachers on objectives of the
school . i'I one day inservice sessi~n was held with all staff members
using the N .G .T . technique whereby teachers put forward educational
objectives and ranked them . The following goals were put forward by

	

'
teachers as important aims of education and were ranked. out of 5 in
order of achievement
1 . The students should learn to enjoy life . (3 .4 .)
2 . The school shall promote the acquisition of basic skills necessary
for society today (Communication, self-expression and interpretation)
3

.-
S

.

The school shall equip students with the skills and attitudes
necessary to gain employment and. sufficient width and depth of educatio
to use gainfully their leisure time in meaningful and creative ways4z )
4 . There should be an understanding of the psychological, sexual,

	

,
physiological and emotional needs of the students . (2 .6 .)



5 . The school shall promote self-moti-,.ation, self-discipline, self-
responsibility, self-esteem, self-fulfillment, and self-assessment 2 .6 .
6 .

	

The school shall encourage respect, empathy, and ©ncern for the
feelings of other people 2 .2 .

Concern was expressed at the time over the excessively broad
categories and the grouping of upper and. lower schools together . Ham-
ilton teachers, who had never been exposed to a participative planning
technique before, also expressed confusion as to their roles and the
technique's value . Nevertheless, significance was attached to the
observation that an affective goal was put forward. by teachers as the
school's most important achievemr,nt, while communication of skills and
attitudes followed closely after .

4 .0 DETEl's'IIN,-TION O

	

GO_ LLS IN 1978 .
4 .1 Coolbellup Hotel Seminar.

C .

In 1978 there have been two seminars to clarify the school's object-
ives and the degree to which they are being realized .

The first was the Coolbellup Hotel Seminar, sponsored by the School's
Commission, which was held from 4 to 8 p .m . on Thursday, 'ipril 6th .
attended by 42 teachers and 12 parents . Using small group discussions
the School's aims and objectives were reviewed and modified . In add-
ition, a substantial number of implications emerging from specific
objectives were added to create a refined and more applicable eight
page document . The seminar highlighted some areas of disagreement
amongst teachers within the school . Concern in particular focused over
heterogeneous classes which many teachers found difficult to teach .
Some desire was also expressed over permitting speciality areas to
expand across little school boundaries . The use of some negative
sanctions (withdrawal room) as well as positive punishment to aid in
the maintenance of discipline were also promoted . Increased involvement
bf parents in the school, particularly through their enrolment in
upper school, was supported .

In general, there appeared to be substantial agreement for school
objectives, although numerous small alterations to clarify their
meanings and to spell out implications did take place .
4 .2 Inservice : Mid May 19'78 .
4 .2 .1 Introduction .

This session was held with the intention of familiarizing classroom
teachers with the results of the aims and objectives session held at the
Coolbellup Hotel, to enable each teacher to express an identification
with these aims and to explain how they attempted to realize them .

h large questionnaire was designed by the principal, Mr . Usher to
elicit responses from the teachers . Considering the considerable time
and effort required to complete this ten page questionnaire, the
School was very fortunate to have 42 of them returned from a total
teaching staff of seventy five teachers present that day. This sixty
six percent return is good when it is realised that at least one teacher
required five hours of hard work to complete the questionnaire . To
obtain a representative view of the teachers a random sample of the
twenty five percent (six teachers) who did not complete questionnaires
was subsequently taken by int:c " ~. w to determine their attitudes . These
teachers were asked to express their support for those objectives which
had received the least amount of support from teachers submitting
questionnaires . Their sup-)ort for the objectives did not appear to
differ significantly from teachers completing the questionnaires .

The analysis which follows is based on the compileddata .
4 .2 .2 . HIGH ~iGREiEENT OBJECTIVES .

Ninety percent or more of the teachers agreed with twelve objectives
a number comparable with the 1975 survey . Objectives receiving the most



D .
support can be characterized as follows .

1 . Objectives 1, 2 and 4 Were global objectives in the sense that
they are very broad and vague . They related to professional develop-
ment of teachers and maintenance of a humane environment for students .
Maintenance of a humane environment in turn involves curriculum develop-
ment suitable for the needs of the students, development within students
of skills necessary to choose a career, good staff-student communication
and development within teachers of the attributes needed to undertake
curriculum development, and to participate in the operation through
decentralized decision making- .

Nonecf the objectives were threatening in the sense that none pro-
posed a relinquishing of areas of teacher authority. All objectives
ranked highly in 1975 were reranked as highly in 1978 .
4 .2 .3

	

LOW AGIUME TT OBJECTIVES .

1 . Sixty five percent of the staff supported the objective that
students should participate in the process of setting dress standards
within school limitatiols . The objective was given about t1te same
priority in 1975 .

2 . About sixty five percent of the staff supported the concept
of flexi-time as compared with about fifty percent ig 1975 . Neverthe-
less, this objective in both surveys wasianked as one of lowest prior-
ity .

About sixty five percent of the staff supported the objective for
the development of student responsibility by giving them freedom to
regulate their behaviour at lunch hours . In 1975 this objective was

also rated of low priority with fifty seven percent of the staff in
agreement . Teachers appear to favour the concept of .self-responsibility
but oppose the methods used to achieve it .

Approximately sixty five percent supported the objective of involving
class councils in the discipline process . Many doubted that the
objective was being achieved . Other objectives rated lowly in 1975
increased their rating in 1978 . For instance in 1978 nearly ninety
percent of the teachers favoured involving parents more actively in
school decision making, while in 1975, only forty five percent of
teachers agreed with parent participation in decisions about subjects
and topics to be offered students . The difference may perhaps be
a -;'-tributed to the difference in specificity between the objectives,
caused by their refinement by staff and parents at the Coolbellup
Seminar .
4 .2 .4 OPPOSITION _ilVD -ZILISE2V:'JTIONS .

Consistent opposition to objectives was confined to a small number
of staff . Thos was true as well in 1975 . Most objectives carried a
total opposition of between five and ten percent, which suggests that
only one or two teachers really reject the objectives . The objectives
towards which there was some or substantial opposition ralated to dress
standards within the school, (thirty three percent)policy towards flexi-
times, (thirty two percent) education towards a changing society, (twerV '
six percent) heterogeneous classes, (thirty three percent) student free-
dom from supervision at recess (thirty three percent) student freedom
of decision making concerning social activities and study visits,(thirty
two percent) permission to change classes (twenty three percent) corpora
punishment (thirty percent) remove threat of negative sanctions (thirty
three percent) class council policies (twenty five;to thirty five
percent) and self-evaluation by teachers (fifteen percent) .

Although these figures may appear high they indicate a realistic
reservation expressed by teachers towards the implications of some
objectives rather than substantial opposition . It is doubtful that
these figures are significantly different from the 1;1illiams survey in
1975 .



E .
4.2 .5

	

SUMMARY OF F SFONSES & CGNC _USIONS .

It is apparent that the Williams summary in 1975 is applicable to
the results of the 1978 survey. One significant difference could
perhaps be stated . In 1975 teachers were reacting to objectives
stated by senior staff without direct input by teachers .

	

In 1978 the
objectives have been institutionalized for three years and had been
modified by teachers through participative planning . ;although most
modifications were minor it is apparent that those objectives which
were changed from 1975 were often rated highly. For instance, an
example of a new objective more highly rated in 1978 was to permit
students "to participate in the process of setting dress standards",
and opposed to the old objective "students should be able to wear
what they want ." The old objective, "students should not be supervised
by teachers at recess and lunchtime" has become the new Coolbellup
objective, "students will be given the opportunities to develop a
sense of self responsibility for their behaviour during recess and
lunchtime ." Clearly the new objecti-es are broader and permit a variety
of strategies for their realization . This in turn has tended to
generate greater teacher support .

As anticipated one may conclude that most statements received strong
support from the overwhelming majority of teachers .) In spite of the
large turn over of teachers between 1975 and 1978 il is apparent that
the school is succeeding in gaining the acceptance and support of new
teachers towards the present organizational structure and aims and
objectives of the school.

It is necessary now to get the goals institutionalized specifically
within school courses by the development and use of performance object-
ives .

4 .2 .6 STIt'LTEGIES FOR IMFLII"IEMaTI-`N Or, OBJECTIVES .

The strategies which follow are regarded as the vital part of this
report . If teachers read the objectives and strategies, they should
broaden their understanding of the meanings of the objectives and
perhaps be able to add a few strategies for assisting in realizing
these objectives . Perhaps the greatest difficulty - is getting everyone
to read and reflect upon the collated expertise of the staff as
presented .



HAMILTON SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL

RESULTS OF PERSONAL AIMS RESPONSE cHLET

1.0

	

To create a humane, sympathetic and ,challengin .,atmosphere
_in the school in which the individual student _caa_realris.e
full potential and a positive attitu e_v_tQ�_life.
63 .2% of teachers supported to a total extent
31.5% �
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There were a wide range of comments concerning this aim including

treatment of individuals as human beings who are unique and deserve
respect and by attempting to develop their desire to live life to its
fullest extent . Other comments include developing students potential
to its fullest extent, communicating indiv3i,.dually with students,
maintaining proper behaviour, listening to and being; polite towards
students, and running class councils and extra activities such as
excursions and carips for students . Strategies include allowing for
individual differences, listening to problems, and avoiding con-
frontation -situations if possible . Maintenance of a warm friendly
welcoming atmosphere is the library aim. Also included was the
insistance on certain standards of behaviour . Students should be
sympathetic to the needs of each other . Teachem should maintain a
sympathetic, friendly yet firm position of authority in the class.
Development of curriculum material which challenges students but
also permits them to achieve success is another import ant strategy.

2.0

	

To create an administrative and,.,organizational ,climatee
which is conductive_ _to,professionalism_ in, teachers.
52 .7% of teachers supported to a total extent
42 .1° "

	

"

	

"

	

" " great
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5.2% `'
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it

	

" " small
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The little school system which permits teachers to make their own
decisions was frequently supported as a means for implementing this
objective . It was noted however that teachers should not be expected
to become administrators as their first role is to communicate with
students . Reference was also made to the subject meetings, staff
council and finance committee, as effective instruments for realizing
this aim. The home economics staff also runs weekly lunch time
discussion sessions, and encourages the staff to make suggestions
and to implement them.

3.0

	

To encourage __that the ,school is an integrated part. of
thecommunity.
55.3% of teachers supported to a total extent
34 .2

	

" " great

	

"
10.5%

	

it

	

« it small

Student excursions, parents nights use of guest speakers,
school drama productions and displays art), community aid projects
(appealathon) curriculum development focused on the outside
community .- visits to other schools, were all referred to by various
teachers .



1.1 .2 (Cont'd)
55 .3% of teachers supported to a total extent
31 .6% "

	

ft

	

ft
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One teacher has rearranged the classroom by removing desks .
Students keep their shelves tidy and must be able to find and
organize programmed classroom materials . Students are taught to alsk
for assistance and to admit failings without embarras e t . The
greatest difficulty is making students fully aware ofmabilities
rather than their inadequacies .

Another teacher has arranged lessons so that students proceed
at their own pace and advanced students have time to research more
deeply into topics .

Another noted that subject change is an ongoing; process in his
teaching .

Choice is permitted as often as possible within limits of ability.
Students are permitted to choose their topics for study from alter-
hatives . Students are encouraged to realise their ability as they
compare practical work and mark peer work as a group .

A number of teachers noted frequent use of projects with choice
of projects and worksheets .

42 .1% of teachers supported to a total extent
31 .6% "
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it
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30 .6% of teachers supported to a total extent
36.1% rr
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1.1 .3

	

To encourage class teachers to be more aware_ _ of and_adaQt
tfie%r__teac~.ins~rate_z.es n_li hto( _modern theories about teaching and_l_earning_,
(--zi)

	

_recent develo ments~incurriculum des_ gn~~
.

	

~theneedfor consistency with school_ policy_
ion

_the _need for individualised study based on the(iv) ._ the need for individualised study based on the
_development patterns of students .

Teachers felt that not much has been done to meet this aim in
the past but suggest that encouragement to participate in the
curriculum project and making available to staff some professional
journals and books indicates. ;a trend towards awareness of this objective
Some teachers noted active attendance at inservice courses or
continuation of university studies in educational subjects . Little
school heads noted regular communication of this type of information
to staff at little school meetings . There was an expression of a
need for more meetings of an inservice type, if curriculum development
is to occur . It was stressed that teaching strategies must be
ddopted which fit into the developmental patterns of students . The
need for inservice training of new teachers was mentioned, to acquaint
them with school philosophy and school strategies for tteatment of
students within the classroom . Shortage of time was seen as a con-
straint. One teacher noted his adherence to.traditional teaching
and the difficulties involved with change .
1 .1 .4

	

To allow students to partici ate in the urocess_of
setting standards of dress within the confines of safetya
decency and cleanliness_.



4 .

1 .1 .4 (Cont'd)
It was noted that the objective is consistent with the overall

school concern for developing self-disciplined responsible students .
Nevertheless, the home environment of some students is leading to
abuse of the objective . Most teachers set a personal example as a
means of setting standards . Some advise students of the requirements,
and encourage student discussion in class councils .

1 .1 .5

	

To provide administrative facilities which allow each
student to be known as an individual

	

at least one
member o the teaching_ taff .

55 .3% of teachers supported to a total extent
34.2% tt
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Teachers referred to the little school structure, social events
(B .B .Q's, coffee nights, excursions) and the personal relationship
which the school encourages between students and teachers . Reference
was also made to tutorial teachers getting to know their groups .
The little school structure leads to familiarity with students since
teachers teach only within the little school and consequently get
to know and to teach all the students of the little school . Teachers
stressed the need for half-class tutorials . One teacher recommended
that teachers should teach in more than one subject area . Mann
school teachers noted the addition to their school of a regularly
scheduled club period with this objective in mind . One teacher
me4ioned use of individualized work as a means by which he could
help and get to know students individually . One teacher noted that
he didn't find class councils very useful, but did enjoy informal
outings, camps and excursions .

One teacher noted high staff turn over as affecting this
objective .

1 .1 .6

	

To create machinery for the collation, recording of
relevant information conc rnin

	

students and to make
i rea i .y accessible to all teaching staff .

48 .7% of teachers supported to a total extent
35.1%
13.5%
2 .701o

it
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Teachers noted that the_ information was available from a vareity
of sources : Little School Office, teachers mark files, attendance
rolls and health problems recorded, Generally teachers do not seem
interested in or use this information to any great extent . They
find that the most useful feedback concerning students is verbal,
gained by group discussion of particular students within little-
school meetings .

To allow each u er .school 'student a greater responsibility ,
for deciding the amount of school hshe wlll spend on
individual subject study .
42 .0% of teachers supported to a total extent
25.9% ii
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it it great
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1 .107 (Cont'd)
Upper school staff supported this objective . Students are given

dated assignment sheets and are encouraged to keep to some time plan .
Supplementary enrichment sheets are available for extra work as
required . Warnings are given to students who are not keeping up .
Teachers generally stressed the need to guide upper school students
in making regular and intelligent use of flexi-times . They did feel
that the objective increased student decision making ability and
assisted in developing the self-discipline needed for tertiary
studies .

1 .1 .8

	

To encourage and assist each individual student to
develop knowledge skills an

	

attitudes

	

which b

	

the end
o

	

ear

	

, will enable him or her to make a realistic
choice abo t the next phase of his or her future career
an his or her place in society.

68 .4% of teachers supported to a total extent
29 .0 "
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" " great "
2 .7% +~
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it f, small

It was noted that very few students know what careers they
follow and consequently teachers tend to promote values such as
being "good citizens" rather than suggesting various careers . Teachers
tend to give special help to low and high achievers ; to provide low
achievers with essential skills and high achievers with the motivation
to go on to upper school . Encouragement of student responsibility
and decision making is another way of achieving this goal . Hyde
School has introduced a special year ten class for school leavers
which focuses on necessary skills for the business world . The
library has established an extensive collection of career information
for students . A work experience scheme for year ten students is also
a valuable means of meeting this goal . Teachers also note that this
objective is often discussed in class councils to make them aware
of the relevance and importance of school . Some teachers discuss
with students job expectations and treat classes as a job situation .
A few teachers noted deliberate attempts at curriculum development
to prepare students for the job market .

1 .1 .9

	

To not only maintain but also to strive to improve the
academic standards o the school .

70 .3% of teachers supported to a total extent
21 .6%
8 .1°,0 "
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Some teachers noted the use of a wide variety of resource
material to permit the best possible learning situation. Most staff
members seek to maintain strict standards of work . Most encourage
students to strive to achieve their utmost in doing all their work .
This is done' by continual encouragement, clear definition of stand-
ards:T and use of tests and examinations . One teacher stressed the
importance of strong discipline to guide weaker students . The
school is planning extra work for high achievers and remedial work
for low achievers, at the year 8 level and a special course for year
ten students to improve the Math skills needed in upper school science
and maths . Two teachers referred to mastery leartLigg as a technique
for ensuring achievement . Others stress the teaching of study and
research skills to students . Riddell School is planning a'homework
Drive" in term 2 which will assist teachers in organizing the homework



assigned to students in a rational coherentvaY .
A number of teachers noted that they thought the school was

presently maintaining academic standards but was . not really improving '
them at present .

1 .1 .9 (Cont'd)

47 .49/o of teachers supported to a total extent
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1.1 .10

	

To foster within each student skills and attitudes
towards learning w ic will enable the -in ivi ua to
cope with he expected demands for re-e7 ucation an
re-training imposed b a raid

	

c an in technolo ical
society .

Teachers note attempts to keep up to date with events in the
world in terms of their classroom examples and to teach leisure time
activities . Some teachers hold discussions on the future and
requirements in terms of training for the future . A number of teachers
stressed the importance of teaching students how to locate informatiol
for themselves, and to develop a positive attitude to research, and
to learning . Most teachers note holding informal discussions with
students concerning the need for continual education and constant
upgrading of academic qualificitione,throughout life .

teachers so that they
ane see where their

To co-ordinate the activities of
support h reinforce each other
contributions fit into the total
students .

deve opment of the

Teachers found that the little school and subject staff meetings
held each week were very valuable for this purpose . Staff members
noted fairly good communication with other teachers within their own
subject area concerning ideas and activities . Manual arts teachers
noted that their subject area supported the areas of Maths, English
and Social Studies in a practical way . Teachers generally saw
coordination of subject areas as a long term goal for the school
which still had room for improvement . Ideas connected with the aim
to be developed included team teaching and. increased integration of
subjects around concepts or interest areas .

Two teachers made the point that individual differences of
teachers are an important aspect for students .

	

We do not : wish
teachers who are uniform in their approach to students in terms
of teaching methods, discipline etc . Students need to learn to
adjust to different teachers and their demands as they must when
they enter the working market .



In lannin for or anisation and administration of the
school to take account o e ac that-the socialisation
process is influenced a least as much-by the school
environment as by the ?orrftal--curriculum .
50 .0% of teachers supported to a total extent
41 .2% "
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Some teachers misunderstood the meaning of this aim. Others
felt that home environment and the completion of the socialization
process by the time students reached high school made it difficult
for teachers to influence the process of socialisation . Other teachers
stressed the friendly iTiformal atmosphere, development of a cooperative
attitude with students, and the use of extra-curricular activities,
excursions ; camps, coffee nights, sports programmes, carnivals and
personal discussions as a means to influence the behaviour of students .
One teacher expressed the belief that we do have a "hidden curriculum"
in the school which is influencing the behaviour of students in a
positive way through maintenance of a healthy atmosphere within the
school . This atmosphere includes dress, surroundings and standards
for acceptable behaviours and acceptable attitudes . The library noted
that they are open at lunchtime and before and after school and seeks
to mainttiain a friendly welcoming atmosphere where students can play
games and discuss materials freely.

1 .2 .1

	

To structure each class so that there is as Ade a ran

score as there is in
This im ies -
i

	

s rue ured heterogeneous abilit groups,
ii

	

no class being si nz ic antantly different
iliy than an others--S
D as the population

71'1_17a cultural an soda cross section within
each group .

34 .2% of teachers supported to a total extent
It

if

Teachers were divided on this issue with some teachers strongly
in support and others opposed . Some teachers noted that they under-
take ability grouping within the class, or in essence teach courses
within courses, while other teachers simply tend to teach to the
zttiddle of the class . Teachers reviewed the provisions made for
unusually low or high achievers and some felt that high achievers
were being handicapped by heterogeneous classes . Other teachers
noted the improvement of lower ability students because of the
heterogeneous structure of classes . Teachers reported use of options
projects, small group activities and programmed instruction as means
for coping with heterogeneous classes . It was recommended that more
flexibility be obtained for dealing with these classes and curriculum
development was seen by some teachers'as a means for providing a
vari&ty of curriculum oriented directly towards the needs of students
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Some teachers felt that students must be taught responsibility
through a definite learning process and well structured guidelines .
One teacher felt that students generally lack the maturity needed to
regulate their own behaviour . The library is open for use during
these times . Others eDiphasized alternative lunch time activities .
It was felt that responsibility exercised by students can be built up
over a period of time . This can be done by the staff actively becom-
ing involved during lunchtime by providing activities for students .
If more staff are assigned to yard duty, it will be because of this
neglect by staff . Reference was made to the importance of class
council discussions to assist in regulating student lunch h :.ur
behaviours and in developing responsibility .

t

Teachers noted the use of class councils and class tutzirials as
a forum for students to discuss behaviour and decisions within the
school . Other teachers expressed the need to use class councils more
effectively . Most teachers stressed the frequent encouragement of

	

'
class coffee nights, outings, and excursions . They noted as well
that students are permitted to undertake individual excursions provided
the students complete the requirements set by the school . Teachers
note that some students need to be guided as they seem unable often
_to decide what they want .

	

Some students appear apathetic and tend
to take the easy way out by letting others decide what to do . Other
teachers state that they only become involved in such activities
provided the students take the initiative in organizing them . One
teacher discusses the course at the end of the first year to determine
the students opinions and areas for possible improvement for the

	

'
following year . Mann School is operating a club period once a week
to generate further student activities .

One teacher felt that teachers should. have the final say .
Students tend to expect too much when given too much . Another
teacher found that he had to take the initiative and do most of
the 'spadework' himself to get activities off theg3;nund . One teacher
feels that students tend to opt for s6tial outings rather than
educational tours when given a choice .
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Some teachers misunderstood the meaning of this aim . Others
felt that home environment and the completion of the socialisation
process by the time students reached high school made it difficult
for teachers to influence the process of socialisation . Other teachers
stressed the friendly informal atmosphere, development of a cooperative
attitude with students,, and the use of extra-curricular activities,
excursions, camps, coffee nights, sports programmes, carnivals and
personal discussions as a means to influence the behaviour of students .
One teacher expressed the belief that we do have a "hidden curriculum"
in the school which is influencing the behaviour of students in a
positive way through maintenance of a healthy atmosphere within the
school . This atmosphere includes dress, surroundings and standards
for acceptable behaviours and acceptable attitudes . The library noted
that they are open at lunchtime and before and after school and seeks
to maintiin a friendly welcoming atmosphere where students can play
games and discuss materials freely .
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Teachers were divided on this issue with some teachers strongly
in support and others opposed . Some teachers noted that they under-
take ability grouping within the class, or in essence teach courses
within courses, while other teachers simply tend to teach to'the
Z¢iddle of the class . Teachers reviewed the provisions made for
unusually low or high achievers and some felt that high achievers
were being handicapped by heterogeneous classes . Other teachers
noted the improvement of lower ability students because of the
heterogeneous structure of classes . Teachers reported use of options,
projects, small group activities and programmed instruction as means
for coping with heterogeneous classes . It was recommended that more
flexibility be obtained for dealing with these classes and curriculum
development was seen by some teachers as a means for providing a
vari&ty of curriculum oriented directly towards the needs of students .
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Some teachers felt that students must be taught responsibility
through a definite learning process and well structured guidelines .
One teacher felt that students generally lack the maturity needed to
regulate their own behaviour . The library is open for use during
these times . Others emphasized alternative lunch time activities .
It was felt that responsibility exercised by students can be built up
over a period of time . This can be done by the staff actively becom-
ing involved during lunchtime by providing activities for students .
If more staff are assigned to yard duty, it will be because of this

	

'
neglect by staff . Reference was made to the importance of class
council discussions to assist in regulating student lunch h :,ur
behaviours and in developing responsibility.

Teachers noted the use of class councils and class tutorials as
a forum for students to discuss behaviour and decisions within the
school . Other teachers expressed the need to use class councils more
effectively. Most teachers stressed the frequent encouragement of
class coffee nights, outings, and excursions . They noted as well
that students are permitted to undertake individual excursions provided
the students complete the requirements set by the school . Teachers
note that some students need to be guided as they seem unable often
_to decide what they want .

	

Some students appear apathetic and tend
to take the easy way out by letting others decide what to do .

	

Other

	

'
teachers state that they only become involved in such activities
provided the students take the initiative in organizing them. One
teacher discusses the course at the end of the first year to determine
the students opinions and areas for possible improvement for the

	

'
following year . Mann School is operating a club period once a week
to generate further student activities .

One teacher felt that teachers should. have the final say .

	

'
Students tend to expect too much when-given too much . Another
teacher found that he had to take the initiative and do most of
the 'spadework' himself to get activities off theg:~ocund . One teacher
feels that students tend to opt for social outings rather than

	

,
educational tours when given a choice .
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Some teachers felt that this was a good idea,

	

- provided all
reasonable intelligent measures had failed and that further communicat-
ion was impossible . Other teachers opposed the idea on the basis that
new conflict situations are bound to arise . Also the situation does
not reflect the reality of 'real life' . Subject masters noted that
they recommend cases to the little; school head provided they could
not solve the situation after consultation with classroom teachers,
and guidance officer . One teacher noted that students should have
the right to request but not too decide .
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Teachers noted the use of report cards carried by troublesome
students which are completed by each teacher each period as a means
of positive re=inforcement . Riddell Sch-ol has also conducted special
camps for troublesome students who have demonstrated good behaviour .
One little school operates a points system with rewards . Most
teachers supported the idea of positive reinforcement given to students
who accumulate the most points, as a means for maintaining good
behaviour although a number of teachers found it difficult to implement
due to quick tempers and large classes . It was noted that students
need to be involved in discussions of problem areas . Alternatives need.
t o be suggested, and crises defused . Standards must be encouraged
and defended rationally to students . A teacher noted that informal
involvement with students at camps and social outings allows him to
communicate more directly with students on a pers,nal basis when
difficulties arise . Some teachers noted that positive reinforcements
do not always work and favour the maintenance of a withdrawal room
for some students . A few teachers noted that in the real world
negative sanctions are harsh and immediate (a worker is fired) and
they feel that students need to be exposed to the negative aspects
of life in the community by applying sanctions .
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Most teachers feel that corporal punishment is not a useful means

for reforming behaviour. One teacher does not use 'late' classes or
clean up duty either . One teacher notes that most students problems



1 .3 .1 (Cont t d)
are caused by boredon and . misunderstanding of what they are to do .
By keeping students busy on positive, and interesting tasks, most
problems tend to disappear . Fost teachers mentioned frequent use
of praise for work well done . One teacher questions whether the
benefits of no corporal punishment for a few eisruptive students
matches the disac'_vantage to other students and staff . One teacher
feels that caning has a place as an "ultimate" threat that need not
be often used . One teacher n^tes that students respond quickly to
this means .

1 .3 .2

	

To i:iprove the co=uni cati ::n and hence relationships
between staff and students .

Teachers referred to the warm, friendly, informal atmosphere
they attempted to create as well as staff student interaction at
coffee nights, social excursions, lunch times and class councils .
One teacher noted the difficulty of being too familiar with the
students and commented on the problems which result . A teacher
commented that he felt that communication between little schools
at the staff level is virtually non-existent and suggests that
this leads to fragmentation .
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One teacher noted that his class council, apart from student
teacher interaction, was found to be of little benefit . Teachers
stressed that class councils have to be kept to small groups (no
more than twelve students) to be really effective . Teachers
questioned how one teacher who interacts with 30 students for forty
minutes per week could change or influence group behaviour . Other
teachers stressed the importance of teacher interaction with and
guidance of class council groups . Teachers stressed the need for
organizational agendas and feedback to class councils of discussion
occurring within other classcouncils . In summary, teachers seem
to support the concept of class councils but seem to have difficulties
in implementing the concept .

To p rovide an information feed-back facilit
groups to teac ers through 1scussion oppar uni ies ava1
a e in class councils in lower school and tutorial groups
inupper school .



1 .3 .4 (Cont'd)
Few teachers commented on this objective othgr than to notO the

facility in Mann School and Xic' ;'ell School for class council agendas
to be published and for feedback to be provided to class councils
from the little school head in response to student comments and
requests . Some classes maintain a class council minute book .
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Support for this aim is reserved and mixed . Most teachers feel
that junior students at least lack the maturity for achieving this
aim, and very careful control and structuring- by the teacher is
essential . Few teachers noted regular use of this procecure or
unreserved support .

1 .3 .6
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It was noted that new teachers require aid with discipline
at times . Most teachers agree that discipline has to be handled
by the classroom teacher immediately and on the spot . It was
noted that the school possesses a flow chart of steps to b e taken
concerning handling discipline . One teacher noted a lack of support
in connection with discipline .

2 .1

	

To encourage professional Jevelopment of teachers .

58.3;0 of teachers supported to a total extent
" " great

Teachers generally tend. to support the aim . However one teacher
noted that he strongly resents inservice courses which take up
too much time and prevents the teacher from providing the competent
service that he is engaged to teach . Ordinary classroom teachers
lead very busy lives in just doing; their routine job .

':questions were raised concerning the meaning; of 'professionalism' .
Some teachers reported being engaged in university studies . The
library noted the 'professional' resources available in terms of
periodicals .
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2 .1 .1 (Cont' d.)
It was noted that curriculum should. not be changed for the sake

of change and it should be gradual . There must be proven deficiencies
in existing; curriculum, Oemonstration that modified curricula is
superior, and that necessary back up is available in terms of tech-
nical and. academic support. It is necessary to retain the good points
in the existing curriculum .

	

One teacher sutg ested that the school
should. develop a 'basic' curriculum which .should be covered by all
students with second or thirty courses for advunceO students .

	

The
comment was made that more time was needed within school hours, and
a lack of time and. a sense of inadequacy within teachers was seen
as constraints .

2 .1 .2

	

To obtain a situation whereb
whol ies responsible for decisions rejarding the eval-
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There was a polarization of opinion on this objective . home
teachers hoped that the school will end up using its own certificates
based on its own school curricula . Other teachers felt that the
aim was doubtful due to a need for state wide standards in order for
employers to bet a fair assessment of all T .A . students . Other
opinions fell between these polarizations with concern expressed
for the need to demonstrate that a school based, evaluation must be
proven better and more relevant than the existing; system .

	

It was
noted that teachers within alternative studies are already operating
under a school designed system of evaluation . ;.;abject areas are
already making; decisions on evaluation such as setting tests and
exams, while little schools decide on evaluations for students in
terms of mid-semester reports, and reports for parent interviews .
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asSome teachers noted the use of additional abilities such
bus driving, pleasure obtained from camping, ypga etc . Some
teachers felt that teachers should be able to utilize their talents
for all students by 'teaching; across the boars' .' It was mentioned.
that time and timetabling has to be allowed for exploitation of
teachers talents . One respondent felt that staff need to be pressured.
to take on club or lunch time activities . One teacher expressed. an



2 .1 .3 (Cont'd)
exception to the word 'must', unless the work lies within the terms
of one's contract . He feels that as a _Arofesmional teacher one 'would'.
He feels that efforts should take place to encourage teachers but
there should not be prescription or coercion .
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Some teachers were not clear on the meaning of the term,
'critical self-evaluation' and seem to think of it as external
evaluation, or something done by society . Most teachers strongly
supported this aim. One teacher hoped to receive feed;>ack on how the
school is doing in terms of parental and community response . One
teacher felt the need for more objective evaluation than self-evaluation
although this was viewed as a professional necessity. One teacher
felt that there was already too much evaluation while another felt
that he had done little in this regard .
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One teacher saw the fulfillment of this aim as one of the most
pleasing aspects of this school . It was recommended that the school
encourage visits to local inc'_ustry and to other schools as well as
making available professional liter-, ture . It was warned that there
is need. for careful selection of speakers . Speakers are often
boring and not relevant to the classroom situation .

	

By being too
theoretical, their ac'vice is not used. 1̀ i solution is more inservice
c'esigned and run by the Hamilton staff . One teacher noted the great
difficulty in keeping up with educational literature . Classroom
teachers are busy doing their routine jobs, and resent being coerced
into courses which are not relevant to their situation .

Most teachers did feel that inservice was important and a
number reported having attended very valuable and stimulating
inservice courses .
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2 .2 (Cont'd)

It was noted that the aim should be rephrased to read : "To
maintain the school in . . ."

	

The little school system is already
small enough .

	

It was widely felt that this was ,;f tremendous
importance . Schools of 1,200 to 1,400 students are far too large
and impersonal . The little school system is better not only for
student relations but for interaction of teachers as well . Teachers
noted that the system has proved effective in improving discipline
and the behaviour of students outside the school . It also aids in
dealing with difficult'students .

One teacher felt the system was restrictive in terms of academic
opportunity, and report3 some conflict which makes teaching less
effective . One teacher stressed the need to avoid fragmentation and
to maintain the total school spirit .

2 .2 .1

	

To establish an open organisational climate in which
the individual teacher is an effective pa t of-the

2 .2 .2

Teachers favoured having decision making at the "grass root"
level . One teacher noted the need for a "period of adjustment" for
new teachers, particularly from other schools, who are not familiar
with this idea .

	

One teacher drew the distinction between staff
involvement in the decision making process, not the making of the
decisions . Senior masters noted that they encouraged teachers to
speak up, and to assume leadership .

One teacher felt the plan was not working, while another commented
that not enough teachers do take an effective part in decision making
due to the complexities involved .

Reference was made to the means by which this policy was
implemented ; the use of staff council, little school meetings and
senior masters . One teacher suggested th-it sometill4es, after
repeated arguments year after year on the same topics, the issue
could be resolved by a decision from above which then could be open
to modifications .

	

A number of teachers noted the time required
for democratic procedures and the shortage of time for classroom
teachers .
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2 .2 .2 (Cont'd)
The aim needs to be rephrased, "to maintain decentralisation of . . ."

Teachers noted that they can't contribute much to the establishment
of such a system ; but do work z4ithin it, and are content with the
degree of freedom accorded to them . One teacher noted that the
present system is unweldy and he hopes that it will become more
streamlined as the decision making process is examined . Only one
teacher favoured authoritarian decision making by "smart and
capable" people .
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3.1
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It is only t . actively doing this that the little school scheme
is successful, one teacher feels. The staff constantly need to be
given assurance that they are doing their job well and need to be
given support in solving problems that arise in the classroom. Other
teachers question as to the person who will give support and
recognition? Who really sees what goes on in the classroom? One
teacher felt that insufficient support and recognition is presently
being provided . One teacher felt that more organisation was needed
in this area, particularly in regards to inexperienced teachers .

One teacher suggested that we are not utili-:ing the specialised
talents of some staff members for the benefit of all students by
isolating these teachers in a little school . The teacher favours the
aim but not at the expense of others in the large school .

The aim created confusi->n in some teachers . They did not know
what was meant by the school group, whether class group, or little
school group, and questioned the use - of the word 'all' . One teacher
noted that fulfillment of the aim was difficult with sharing rooms,
facilities, equipment and stock . It was noted that each teacher
librarian is attached to a little school .

A cogent point was made by one teacher. There is need for
coordination to observe development so that time is not taken up
with the same kind of development in several ar<as. e.g . Reading
is being looked at by Peter Hampson for Hyde, Social Studies as a
group, and the English staff etc . Is there any co-ordination
of these efforts?



3 .1 (Cont'd)
This goal is rated highly, with an important role to be played

	

'
by the Youth Education Ofricer .

	

It w-.s hoped that more communication
would arise between the school and society. One example of this is
the interaction developing between the school and Cockburn Town

	

'
Cotncil, whose recreational officer, Mr . Cox is coming to speak to
the students . One teacher urged that stu-Lents be involved in community
projects to influence their betterment .

	

=i variety of teachers reported ,
the use of guest speakers, company films and requests to commercial
firms for literature and tours . One teacher utilizes public
libraries anC_ the community education centre as well .

3 .1 .1

	

To utilise to a :,reater extent the facilities which are
avail-able an~ertinent o the earning process wi hinto corunni

This aim is similar to 3 .1 and was not commented upon by teachers .
It was stressed that school must become an integral part of the
community and a two way process of discussions, exchange of ideas
and use of facilities must take place . Visits to c'Ald care centres,
old peoples centres e-11.c are means for accomplishing this aim, as is
the present practice of career observation and work experience .

3 .2

	

To encour2~Le,more act ive community p&rticipation in the
school activities .

Teachers noted that this was being; implemented by the 'open
'-ii.-pool' policy in which parents are welcome within the school and are
encouraged to attend regular parents nights . Use of guest speakers
was also mentioned . Parents are also regularly contacted. concerning
discipline problems .
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One teacher who is an active member of a ; & C . meeting feels
that teachers should take a greater interest in the P & C . Others
teachers favour communication with parents on an informal basis
such as periodical B .s .q's, suppers, and parents nights . Teachers
note that parents want to be told how their child is progressing
and want to be involved in all activities and must be given a chance .
They feel that this is presently being done . Most teachers did
not comment on this objective .
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Teachers felt that increased access to information by parents
leads to improved parental supervision of the child's educational
efforts at home . Teachers reported telling parents as honestly and
fully as possible the progress of their children at parent's nights .
Parents are also encouraged to contact the little school heads and
individual teachers at any time and current reports are kept on
various aspects of the child's schooling within the little school
offices . Parents are encouraged to visit and the school is always
opened. to parents. One little school head has reported seeing more
parents this year than in all of last year . Parents are seen as a
vital link in any child's education and must be involved in that
education .

3 .2 .3

	

To encourage arents to participate -
i

	

in curriculum development,
ii

	

in c assroom an associated activities freedom
to observe and use o parents s i s to ecture or
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1].l enrolment of parents in upper school courses .
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Parents are kept informed through Newsletters by one little
school . One teacher noted that parents as well must be treated
as individuals and their requests and suggestions respected . It
was noted however that not many parents actually participate in the
running of the school .

	

Parents should only be involved in
curriculum development during the preliminary discussion and the
evaluation . Teachers should have freedom to use their expertise
in the actual development of curriculum. One teacher noted that
the main aim of the school is to educate the students, and parents
should be involved in ways which aid the primary aim .

GET' LL COMMENTS
One teacher would like to see teachers encourage personal motiv-

ation and achievement in students in theatre, arts, sports and
academics and ensure that the students become useful citizens without
feeling segregated, ostracized or persecuted . We wish to get away
from the Australian "Ocker" image where students tend to take rather
than give, feel indebted by society rather than obligated, and to lack
appreciation for the national heritage and the people responsible
for it .

Some teachers feel that there is :-eed to assist the newer young
Asian students to integrate to a'treater . extent with the East
-European students .

The physical education department wishes to encourage students
to be conscious of their own ability and fitness at all times and
to work towards this goal .

One teacher commented generally that "these are the most humane
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and positive sets of objectives to which I have been exposed ."
It was noted: that there- is a general apathy anc'_ a debilitating

effect among; students caused by both a laces of literacy and the
present conditions of *nemployment .

One teacher urged a uniform standarI of attitudes and manners
among teachers which will enable the school to maintain constant
standards . Cru('ity, rudeness an,, insolence must not be i :;nored_ by
any teacher .

One teacher felt that the aims had been overly c'_iscussed (luring
the last seven years and have not been actively implemented .

One teL,cher noted. the need to instill within stu('ents a curio'Sity
about "life" in the sense of having an "open mind" concerning all
things .

One teacher urge.. the need to (.evelop a sense of a-.rareness of the
needs of their fellow man with a concern for 'what is right'
rather than 'who is right' .


